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As an educator, you have the privilege
of making a positive difference in the lives
of children every day. Here at Remedia
Publications, our goal is to be an important part
of that privilege by providing quality, researchbased learning materials to help you every step
of the way.
Whether your students have special needs,
are struggling readers, or are performing above
grade level, our versatile materials will keep
students interested in learning while meeting
state and national standards.
We hope you have a wonderful
2016-2017 school year!
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To make it easier for you to find appropriate materials for your students, we
identify our products by four different grade classifications:

Go to Remedia.com/free to get started. It's simple.
Join our e-mail list for special offers, discounts, and
news. And just for signing up, we'll send you a free
eBook coupon so that you can sample any one of our
hundreds of digital titles.

Across the Curriculum

Reading, Math, Language, Science, Social Studies,
& Life Skills—we’ve got you covered in every subject!

Organized

Each binder includes tab dividers organized by categories
or reading levels that make it easier for you to add your
own lesson plans or more materials on each topic.
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Products

Develop Enthusiastic & Efficient Writers Through Daily Practice

PRACTICAL PRACTICE MATH Binder
Real-Life Math Problems to Reinforce Basic Skills

Using Coupons

Grade Level

3-4

Bargain
Shopping

Career Math

Products

Featured

180 Days of Writing

320 Daily Practice Activities!

Grade Level	K-6

Sharpen grammar and writing skills in just 10 minutes a day! This
collection of 320 short language review exercises reinforces sentence
construction, punctuation, capitalization, parts of speech, spelling,
synonyms/antonyms, verb tenses, and subject/predicate agreement, and
more. Used on a daily basis, Language Quickies will increase student
awareness and develop skills in the specific areas of writing and grammar
that should be mastered by third and fourth grade.
This 192-page binder includes a whiteboard-ready Resource CD and is
organized by handy tab dividers. As students make their way through the
daily practice, the activities progress in difficulty. To help differentiate the
activities and meet students’ individual needs, each grade level is indicated
by a different shape. This useful distinction will help you discreetly meet
the needs of your students at different levels.
REM 1079.................. (1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)......................... $59.99

This easy-to-use resource provides daily practice activities for students
to build writing and grammar skills. Students interact with mentor texts
and then apply their learning by writing opinion/argument, informative/
explanatory, and narrative pieces.
This 216-page classroom resource features 18 theme-based, two-week
units–each aligned to one writing standard. Each book includes the
framework for students to practice the steps of the writing process:
prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. This versatile daily
practice is easy to prepare and implement with genre-specific rubrics that
provide authentic assessment to help differentiate instruction.
SE 51523
SE 51524
SE 51525
SE 51526

Grade K...........$19.99
Grade 1...........$19.99
Grade 2...........$19.99
Grade 3...........$19.99

SE 51527
SE 51528
SE 51529
SE 51529A

Grade 4...........$19.99
Grade 5...........$19.99
GRade 6...........$19.99
7-book set...$119.99

Leveled Texts Grade-Level Series

Grab Your Students' Attention
& Teach Essential Life Skills
Reading Labels
Interest Level 4-12

Reading Level

3-4

Check Register

CCSS level MAth 3-6

Watch math skills improve as students work through math word problems
that involve everyday activities such as comparison shopping, using
coupons, buying in quantity, learning about budgets, withholding tax, and
so much more. A real practical application of math! This 180-page binder
is packed with real-life word problems that are organized by categories

such as Career Math, Math at Home, Best Buys, and more. The included
whiteboard-ready Resource CD has the entire contents of the binder in
PDF format, a complete list of skills and Common Core State Standards,
that this program meets, plus over 20 bonus activities, reference pages,
blank checks, deposit slips, and more.

REM 598H....................................................................................(1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)........................................................................................... $59.99

Nonfiction & Fiction Paired Texts

Reach All Students with 3 Reading Levels for Each Story!

Improve Reading & Writing Skills with these Engaging Activities

Picture Recognition Bingo
Turn Your Bingo Fun into Language-Learning!

Careers Bingo
Features
Men &
Women!

3 Reading Levels in 1
Below
Grade Level	K-5

4

On

Above

Grade Level

Reading Level 1.0-7.6

This series allows you to teach the same content to a diverse classroom
of reading abilities. Leveled Texts includes leveled reading materials
covering Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies.
Each subject area comes with five texts, differentiated with three levels,
providing reading passages for low-, on-, above-level, and English learners,
comprising of 60 texts in total. Each passage comes with comprehension

questions leveled for different types of readers. This time-saving series
provides teachers with materials already appropriately leveled for different
levels of readers. Students will enjoy the vivid images, illustrations,
and diagrams, designed to keep them engaged and increase content
understanding. Aligned with Common Core State Standards, this series also
connects to McREL, and TESOL/WIDA standards. 144 pages each.

SE 51627
SE 51628
SE 51629

Gr. K..................................................................................$39.99
Gr. 1...................................................................................$39.99
Gr. 2...................................................................................$39.99

SE 51630
SE 51631
SE 51632

SE 51632A

6-Book Set...........................................................................(Save $20)......................................................................................................... $219.99

Gr. 3...................................................................................$39.99
Gr. 4...................................................................................$39.99
Gr. 5...................................................................................$39.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Featured

Language Quickies Binder

2-6

Promote student engagement and improve comprehension skills by
teaching students to make connections between fiction and nonfiction
texts. This resource provides high-interest passages, multiple-choice
questions, and short-answer activities designed to meet the rigor of today’s
standards. Each assessment motivates students to look for textual evidence
when answering questions. All units include writing activities linked to
higher-order thinking and questioning skills. The writing ideas are designed
to incorporate the skills necessary for excellent writing as well as help
assess a student’s ability to respond to a written prompt. Correlated to the
Common Core State Standards. 144 pages each.
TCR 3892
TCR 3893
TCR 3894

Gr. 2................. $15.99
Gr. 3................. $15.99
Gr. 4................. $15.99

TCR 3895
Gr. 5................. $15.99
TCR 3896
Gr. 6................. $15.99
TCR 3896A 5-Book Set.... $69.99

Grade Level

prek+

Students will enjoy learning important basic picture words by matching
the real-life photographs with the corresponding words spoken by the
instructor. Each bingo game teaches 50 different picture words. Game
contents include 36 durable player’s cards, caller’s mat, 50 calling cards,
bingo chips, and instruction sheet. 2-36 players.
Bonus! Now use the all new, free app Picture Bingo Callers App to add a
fun digital spin on your bingo play. The app allows students to hear words
in English, Spanish, or French. Great for independent play or for wholeclass participation!
ST 201 Everyday objects. .$12.99
ST 202 Animals..................$12.99
ST 203 fun foods.............$12.99

ST 204 transportation......$12.99
ST 205 careers.................$12.99
ST 997 All 5 games..........$54.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Reading

Reading Comprehension
& CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS

High-Interest Reading Activities
CCSS level

REM 4005A

Boost Reading AND Thinking Skills All at Once!

ELA 2-5

9-book set................. $64.99

Interest Level 4-12

Reading Level

Covers All
Levels of
Bloom’s
Taxonomy

Specific Skill Builders

Reading

SPECIFIC SKILLS series

Improve Comprehension One Skill at a Time

3-4

Watch comprehension soar as students
develop essential reading skills! Each book
features a high-interest topic and emphasizes
a particular reading skill. Students read to
find facts, draw conclusions, distinguish fact
from opinion, make inferences, and more!
REM 4001
REM 4002
REM 4003

LOCATING INFORMATION. ...... $7.99
FACT AND OPINION................ $7.99
MAKING INFERENCES. ........... $7.99

READING FOR DETAILS
Interest Level 4-8

Reading Level

3-4

Short stories are followed by statements about
specific details. Students decide the validity
of the statements, then find the sentence to
support their decision. Pages self-correct.
REM 489A
REM 489B

Interest Level 2-6

reading Level 3.............. $7.99
reading level 4.............. $7.99

FINDING THE MAIN IDEA
Interest Level 4-8

Reading Level

4

An invaluable skill is developed as students
move step-by-step toward finding each main
idea. Color coding and sentence writing add
to the effectiveness of this book.
REM 484 main idea.............................. $7.99

REM 201A
REM 201B
REM 201C
REM 201D
REM 201E
REM 202A
REM 202B
REM 202C
REM 202D
REM 202E
REM 203A
REM 203B
REM 203C
REM 203D
REM 203E
REM 203F
REM 204A
REM 201GA

READING TO UNDERSTAND
Interest Level 4-8

Reading Level

3-4

Logic, cause and effect, inference, and
skimming are some of the skills students
draw on in this book. Clever questions require
complete-sentence answers.
REM 445 reading to understand....... $7.99

COMPARING
Interest Level 5-8

Reading Level

3-4

How are a gorilla and an orangutan alike?
What do the pilgrims and the pioneers have in
common? Students explore a comprehensive
array of subjects, pulling out specific details
as they list similarities and differences.
REM 490 Comparing........................... $7.99

Reading Level

Grade Level
CCSS level

Summarizing.................... $7.99

Resource CDs with Whiteboard
Compatible PDFs
Resource cD	CD & Book Set	

reading to understand................ REM 445CD	
finding the main idea...................... REM 484CD	
Reading for Details (rl 3)............ REM 489ACD	
Reading for Details (rl 4)............ REM 489BCD	
Comparing.......................................... REM 490CD	
LOCATING INFORMATION.................... REM 4001CD	
FACT & OPINION................................... REM 4002CD	
MAKING INFERENCES.......................... REM 4003CD	
Summarizing....................................... REM 4006CD	
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CCSS level

ELA 2-5

ANALOGIES...................................................................... $7.99
CLASSIFICATION.............................................................. $7.99
ABSURDITIES................................................................... $7.99
SIMILARITIES & DIFFERENCES...................................... $7.99
SEQUENCE........................................................................ $7.99
DRAWING SOLUTIONS.................................................... $7.99
USING LOGIC.................................................................... $7.99
FINDING FACTS................................................................ $7.99
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS............................................... $7.99
RELYING ON REASON..................................................... $7.99
KNOWLEDGE.................................................................... $7.99
COMPREHENSION............................................................ $7.99
APPLICATION.................................................................... $7.99
ANALYSIS.......................................................................... $7.99
SYNTHESIS....................................................................... $7.99
EVALUATION..................................................................... $7.99
Solve it! (gr. 4-8)........................................................... $7.99
17-Book Set........................... Save $20.....................$114.99

Interest Level

4+

Reading Level

2.0-4.5

CCSS level

Each Binder Features:
• 90 Short Stories
(140-160 words)
• Fiction & Nonfiction Topics
• Engaging Illustrations
• Follow-Up, Skill-Specific
Comprehension Questions

ELA 2-4

The Specific Skill Builders Series was created to give students targeted
practice with these key comprehension skills: main idea, context,
facts, sequence, conclusions, and fact & opinion. By focusing on one
comprehension skill at a time, struggling readers will have an opportunity
to master that skill and improve overall reading and comprehension skills.

the specific skill practice needed for
each student. Great for one-on-one
intervention, small groups of students
on multiple skill levels, or whole-class
participation!

Each of the six skills in the binders is organized by tab dividers. With a
variety of leveled stories, you can customize your reading lessons with

Both 190-page, reproducible binders include a whiteboard-ready resource
CD with printable PDFs, answer key, list of standards, and more.

REM 2012C
REM 2012E

Level 1........................... (RL 2.0-3.5).......................... $69.99
REM 2012D
Level 2........................... (R 3.0-4.5)............................ $69.99
Complete Program (both BinderS & Resource CDs)................................................................................................................. $109.99

CONTEXT CLUES

High-Interest Topics Boost Comprehension

COMPREHENSION
COLLECTION

Fun Activities to Boost Reading Skills

SKILLS-BASED READING
High-Interest Stories &
Standards-Based Activities!

Build Reading, Writing, & Logic Skills with
these Easy-to-Digest Activities!

3-4

Help students organize and summarize
information with these short, easy-to-read
passages, guided activities, and story webs.
This 32-pg. book offers lots of practice
identifying the main idea, summarizing
stories, writing supporting sentences, and
more.
REM 4006

3-4

PRIMARY THINKING SKILLS

Summarizing
Interest Level 4-8

Reading Level

Comprehension skills will soar when you use the challenging and
creative exercises featured in this 17-book series. You’ll have over 450
reproducible, ready-to-go activities designed to make students smile as they
practice key comprehension essentials including identifying the main idea,
reading for details, finding facts, sequencing, making inferences, drawing
conclusions, understanding analogies, evaluating information, and much
more. At the same time, they’ll be practicing valuable logic and thinking
skills such as classifying, analysis, evaluation, compare and contrast,
and more, making this value-packed series a great multi-tasker!

$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

REM 445CDS	
REM 484CDS	
REM 489ACDs
REM 489BCDs
REM 490CDS	
REM 4001CDS	
REM 4002CDS	
REM 4003CDS	
REM 4006CDS	

$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99

1-3

Experts agree that an
improvement in thinking power
leads to an improvement in
reading comprehension, problemsolving ability, writing skills,
and more! So give your students
the tools they need to help them
in the coming years with these
clever activities that guide young
students from simple, concrete
activities to abstract levels of
thinking. 28-32 pages.
REM 205a
REM 205b
REM 205c
REM 205d
REM 204C
REM 491
REM 205F

Interest Level

ELA K-2

Analogies / Similarities & Differences........................... $5.99
Following Directions / Making Inferences................... $5.99

Drawing Solutions / Finding Facts........................ $5.99
Using Logic & Reason.................................................. $5.99
Primary Word Logic..................................................... $5.99
Likenesses & Differences......................................... $5.99
6-Book Set...................................................................... $32.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

CCSS level

Grade Level

2-4

Students use context clues to complete short,
high-interest paragraphs on such diverse topics
as the speed of lightning and the sleeping
habits of fish. Directions are given for
completing a task relating to the topic.
28 pages each.
REM 494A
REM 494B
REM 494D

Gr. 2-3.....................................$4.99
Gr. 3-4.....................................$4.99
BoTH BOoks.........................$8.99

ELA 1-6

Hold readers’ interest with this excellent series!
This leveled set contains a variety of topics
written in different formats. Activities address
most aspects of reading comprehension taught in
grades 1-6. Among the reinforced reading skills
you’ll find: reading for details, finding the main
idea, context clues, and sequencing. Reading
selections were tested against the Fry
Readability Graph.
REM 171A
REM 171B
REM 171C
REM 171D
REM 171E
REM 171F
REM 171G

Gr. 1.......................................$8.99
Gr. 2.......................................$8.99
Gr. 3.......................................$8.99
Gr. 4.......................................$8.99
Gr. 5.......................................$8.99
Gr. 6.......................................$8.99
6-Book Set.........................$49.99

4-Adult

Reading Level

2-6

Main idea, word analysis, analogies, cause &
effect, inferences, drawing conclusions... when
you need to target specific reading skills these
books are for you!
We’ve done the work for you! With this series
you won’t have to waste time searching through
stories and activities to find one that targets the
skills you need to include in your lesson plan.
Each high-interest book features intriguing
stories followed by activities labeled according
to the specific skills targeted. There’s even a
quick reference chart that links specific
reading skills to their accompanying
stories!
REM 950
rem 951
rem 952
REM 953
REM 954

Rdg. level 2 (48 pgs.)...........$8.99
Rdg. level 2-3 (72 pgs.)........$9.99
Rdg. level 4-5 (72 pgs.)........$9.99
Rdg. level 5-6 (48 pgs.)........$8.99
4-Book Set............................$33.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Reading

Spark Your Students’ Interest with 98 Content-Rich Stories

Reading for
Speed & Content

Skill-By-Skill Comprehension Practice
Target 10 Specific Reading Skills

Core Reading Skills Program

Over 200 Activities to Strengthen Comprehension & Fluency

Timed Activities to Build Speed
& Improve Comprehension!

Interest Level 2-12

Reading Level

3-4

Capture your students’ attention and improve their reading comprehension
skills with high-interest history and science topics! Each binder features
49 nonfiction stories based on themes ranging from pyramids and the
D-Day Invasion to dolphins and wasps.
Following each story are three skill pages featuring literal and interpretive
comprehension questions based on Bloom’s Taxonomy, sentence writing
practice, and a research/writing activity. Tab dividers organize each topic
into useful categories: Animals, Inventions, People, and Places & Events.
Each binder also includes a skills chart, answer key, and Resource CD.
206 pages each.
REM 1033A
REM 1033B
REM 1033C

high-Interest nonfiction...................................... $59.99
More high-Interest nonfiction........................... $59.99
Both Binders............................................................ $109.99
(2 Binders & 2 Resource CDs)

Differentiated Nonfiction reading
Nonfiction Passages Written at 3 Different Reading Levels!

• Pre-reading vocabulary
review
• End-of-line word counts
• Charts for tracking time &
words read
• Comprehension questions
Grade Level 2-5
• Cloze sentences
CCSS level ELA 2-5
Build reading fluency and confidence with these easy-to-use books! The
short, high-interest stories will capture students’ attention while they race
the clock to improve their reading speed. The end-of-line word counts and
words-per-minute charts make it quick and easy to figure the number
of words read. Follow-up activities test comprehension. Great tool
for tracking progress! 48 pages each.
REM 1040
REM 1041
REM 1042
REM 1043

GR. 2-3................................................................................. $7.99
GR. 3-4................................................................................. $7.99
GR. 4-5................................................................................. $7.99
3-Book set...................................................................... $21.99

Core Skills: Reading
Comprehension

Reading Level

9 Essential Skills Covered:
• Building Vocabulary
• Drawing Conclusions
• Finding Facts
• Following Directions
• Improving Fluency
• Locating Answers
• Making Inferences
• Understanding Main Idea
• Using Context

1-5

Do your students need practice making inferences? Are they having
trouble reading for details?
Extremely short passages are followed by comprehension questions
designed to target specific reading skills. High-interest topics keep
students interested, while the short passages keep students from feeling
overwhelmed. Ideal for students with short attention spans and
struggling readers of all ages. A controlled vocabulary and simple
sentence structure help ensure success. 72 pages each.
REM 1080A
REM 1080B
REM 1080C

Reading Level 1-3.......................................................$11.99
Reading Level 3-5.......................................................$11.99
Both books................................................................. $19.99

Interest Level

4+

Reading Level

Average

Grade Level

2-6

Easy

Same
Questions
for All 3
Levels!

Teach the same grade-level content to students with varying reading
skills! Differentiated Nonfiction Reading features story passages written at
three different levels: below grade level, at grade level, and above grade
level. All the students in your class can read the passage and have the
information they need to respond to the same six questions that evaluate
their comprehension of the subject matter. The curriculum topics for
science, geography, history, and language arts are correlated to the McREL
standards and benchmarks. Each nonfiction story is tested against the
Flesch-Kincaid Readability Formula. 96 pages each.
TCM 2919
TCM 2920
TCM 2921

8

Gr. 2.................$14.99
Gr. 3.................$14.99
Gr. 4.................$14.99

TCM 2922 Gr. 5................ $14.99
TCM 2923 Gr. 6................ $14.99
TCM 2923A 5-book set... $64.99

2.0-4.5

The Core Reading Skills Program features hundreds of ready-to-use
activities designed to help struggling readers become more confident, fluent
readers. This essential program includes four sections of skill-specific
activities. Section 1 includes 56 high-interest stories, follow-up questions,
and cloze reading assessments, along with an Audio CD that reads each
story aloud. Section 2 features vocabulary activities like word searches,
configurations, and crossword puzzles. Section 3 covers conclusions and
inferences through picture matching and sentence matching. Section 4
features 10 stories with end-of-line word counts, a fluency chart, and word
lists. 224 pages.
REM 2020

Binder, Audio CD, & Resource CD......................... $69.99

Skill-Specific Comprehension Games
Build Skills with the Fun-Filled Games!

Improve Comprehension Through Relevant
Reading & Controlled Vocabulary

Challenging

Reading

High-interest Nonfiction Binders

Complete Sets
Include 6 Games & Free Game Rack
LRN 7010 Rdg. Lvl. 3.5-5.0 (blue level)... $129.99
LRN 7011 Rdg. Lvl. 2.0-3.5 (RED level)..... $129.99

CONTEXT CLUES

READING FOR DETAIL

Drawing Conclusions

It’s a search for
treasure! Players read
story cards that ask
them to read a leveled
passage and use
context clues to find
the answers. Includes 4
treasure coins.

It’s an all-star game of
reading! Paying close
attention to detail,
players read story cards
and correctly answer
questions that shoot
them toward their goal.
The first player to reach
the goal wins!

Stranded on a deserted
island, players must
draw conclusions from
the text on story cards
to obtain life-saving
supplies. Short passages
allow time for full
comprehension and the
chance to read a variety
of topics.

LRN 301
LRN 302

LRN 501
LRN 502

LRN 1081 Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
LRN 1082 Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

Compact Gameboard • 96 Story Cards • Directions • 6 Pawns • Dice • Answer Key • 2-6 Players
CAUSE & EFFECT
Grade Level

1-8

These workbooks feature meaningful practice pages that encourage
students to read actively. Short, age-appropriate passages spark readers’
interest with scenarios to which they can relate. Through multiple choice
exercises, students get actively involved in reading while engaging and
developing reading comprehension skills and building test-taking skills.
126-158 pages.
SV 1553
SV 1554
SV 1555
SV 9449
SV 1556A

Gr. 1-2.............................. (2-Book Set)........................... $19.99
Gr. 3-4.............................. (2-Book Set)........................... $19.99
Gr. 5-6.............................. (2-Book Set)........................... $19.99
Gr. 7-8.............................. (2-Book Set)........................... $19.99
all 4 sets........................................................................... $69.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

It’s a mountainclimbing expedition!
Landing on special
spaces gives players
a chance to read a
story card. Choosing
the correct cause
and effect statement
moves players up the
mountain.
LRN 601
LRN 602

Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

INFERENCE

FACT OR OPINION?

School has never
been cooler! Players
work their way from
elementary school
through college by
reading story cards.
Correct answers to
inference questions
send players on the
fast track to success.

This fun and funky
shopping mall invites
players to shop in their
favorite stores. Players
earn the title of Smart
Shopper by deciding if
story cards state facts
or opinions.

LRN 801
LRN 802

LRN 401
LRN 402

Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

Reading Level 3.5-5.0...........$22.99
Reading Level 2.0-3.5...........$22.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Reading

Intriguing Questions & Answers to Motivate Reluctant Readers

Science-Based Reading Binder
Improve Comprehension with 45 Nonfiction Topics

History-Based Reading Binder
38 Key Events in U.S. History

Grade Level

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

1-5

CCSS level

Rem 466
Rem 467
Rem 468
Rem 469
Rem 470
Rem 465

Reading level 1................................................................. $7.99
Reading level 2................................................................. $7.99
Reading level 3................................................................. $7.99
Reading level 4................................................................. $7.99
Reading level 5................................................................. $7.99
5-book sET......................................................................... $35.99

HIGH-INTEREST READING
Explore the Unusual
to the Unique

Interest Level 3-Adult

Reading Level

10

Interest Level

4+

Reading Level

3-4

Your students will discover and learn about 45 science-themed topics—
Natural Disasters, Solar System, and Animals—as they read the highinterest stories. Each story is followed by skill-based questions and a cloze
reading assessment to check comprehension. Each story features a realistic
picture and a unique callout to add to students’ understanding of the
topic. This binder also includes an extensive vocabulary list and activities
designed to help learners understand and use some of the more difficult
words from the stories. Bonus activities that relate to the story topics are
also included to help build comprehension. Over 188 reproducible pages.

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Reading Level 5.0-7.9

Each unit includes a short story (less than 300 words) and three activities.
The first activity includes questions that direct students to specific
paragraphs in the story to locate answers. The second is a cloze reading
activity that will give students another opportunity to read through the story
while building vocabulary skills. The third activity includes skill-specific
questions that are aligned to the CCSS. Each question is clearly labeled so
you know which standard is being met.
Students become a part of each story as they listen along with the included
Audio CD. Perfect for struggling readers, the professionally recorded
audio includes all 38 stories read word-for-word.

Grade Level	K-6

This resource provides teachers and parents with 180 daily practice
activities to build and gauge students' reading comprehension and word
study skills. Great for after school and intervention programs, students
gain regular practice through these quick diagnostic-based activities.
Both fiction and nonfiction passages are provided as well as data-driven
assessment tips and a Digital Resource CD with assessment analysis
and electronic versions of the daily practice activities. This resource
is correlated to the Common Core State Standards and is aligned to the
interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills.

REM 2021.................. (1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)......................... $59.99

REM 464B.......... (1 Binder, 1 Audio CD, & 1 Resource CD)......... $69.99

SE 50921
SE 50922
SE 50923
SE 50924

READING ABOUT High-Interest Jobs

Celebrity Readers

HIGH-INTEREST/LOW READABILITY

High-Interest Stories Exploring the Workforce

Well-Known Stars in a High-Interest/
Low Readability Format

Grade K...........$19.99
Grade 1...........$19.99
Grade 2...........$19.99
Grade 3...........$19.99

SE 50925
SE 50926
SE 50927
SE 50927A

Grade 4...........$19.99
Grade 5...........$19.99
GRade 6...........$19.99
7-book set...$119.99

A Great Way to Improve the Reading Skills of Reluctant Readers
& Those Reading Below Grade Level

1-4

These 6 action-packed books are sure to capture and hold student interest
while building essential reading skills. Each intriguing story is followed by
step-by-step activities that improve reading comprehension, vocabulary,
writing, and more! The high-interest topics, short reading passages, and
low reading levels make these books ideal for reluctant readers,
struggling students, and teachers who simply want to spice up their
reading curriculum.
rem 731
rem 732
rem 733
rem 734
rem 735
rem 736
rem 737

Interest Level 5-12

Expand students’ knowledge of U.S. history while building comprehension
skills and meeting the Common Core State Standards! These outstanding
units present an endless array of topics such as the Civil War, Paul Revere,
Womens’ Rights, WWII, Civil Rights, and more.

ELA 1-5

These high-interest stories will appeal to all age groups and will instantly
capture the reader’s attention with I Wonder... questions. These high-interest
questions motivate the student to read further and discover the surprising
answers. Following each story, comprehension activities focus on the
following basic skills: finding the main idea, finding a fact, locating
an answer, inference, vocabulary, reading for details, word analysis,
and more!

5-8

180 Days of Reading

Reading

Wonder Stories

amazing records............................................................. $7.99
fascinating creatures.................................................. $7.99
hot sports.......................................................................... $7.99
cool jobs............................................................................ $7.99
silly laws............................................................................ $7.99
great inventions.............................................................. $7.99
6-book set......................................................................... $43.99

Interest Level 3-12

Interest Level 4-8

Reading Level

2-5

The many job descriptions in these books run the gamut – from serious to
not-so-serious! Besides introducing students to a variety of jobs, Reading
About High-Interest Jobs presents a number of follow-up questions
to build word skills, test comprehension, and provoke thoughtful
discussion about the world of work.
REM 485A
REM 485B
REM 485C
REM 485D
rem 485E

Reading level 2.............................................................. $8.99
Reading level 3.............................................................. $8.99
Reading level 4.............................................................. $8.99
Reading level 5.............................................................. $8.99
4-book set...................................................................... $29.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading Level

3-5

Watch reluctant readers become eager readers with this star-studded series!
Each high-interest/low vocabulary book contains 14 mini-biographies of
today’s hottest stars along with a variety of activities to test comprehension.
With 84 easy-to-read biographies to choose from, this 6-book series
is sure to give your students an unending supply of motivating
reading activities and comprehension skills practice. 32 pages each.
REM 472
REM 473
REM 474
REM 475
REM 476
REM 477
REM 479

actors................................................................................. $8.99
actresses.......................................................................... $8.99
male musicians................................................................. $8.99
female musicians............................................................ $8.99
male sports stars......................................................... $8.99
female sports stars.................................................... $8.99
6-Book Set........................................................................ $49.99

Interest Level 4-12

Reading Level

2-4

CCSS level

ELA 2-3

Struggling readers will be building reading comprehension skills as they
learn exciting facts about places, people, and times throughout the world!
Each book has over 300 comprehension activities, as well as extended
writing activities. Stories are arranged sequentially in each book from
lower to higher levels of difficulty. Skills include: finding the main
idea, finding facts & details, making inferences, detecting sequences,
and more! 64-96 pages each.
REM 1114A
REM 1115A
REM 1116A
REM 1117A

Amazing Facts........................................................... $12.99
Famous People, Places, & Events..................... $12.99
Outstanding Americans.......................................... $9.99
3-book set................................................................... $32.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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80 Short Stories for Short Attention Spans

High-Interest Stories for Every Day of Every Month
Interest Level 5-12

Reading Level

3-4

CCSS level

Monthly Activity Books

ELA 2-5

Same Stories Featured
in All 3 Formats

12 Reproducible Books Packed with High-Interest Stories

2-Column Passages

Reading

Daily Comprehension Program

Comprehension Quickies binder

Follow-Up Activities

cloze reading
activity

Binder Includes:
• 80 nonfiction stories
• 80 cloze reading activities
• Over 200 comprehension questions
• 5 Tab dividers that distinguish each
reading level
• Whiteboard-ready resource CD

Comprehension
Questions

Interest Level

3+

Reading Level 1.0-5.3

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Terrific for students who have trouble reading longer paragraphs, these
super-short nonfiction stories (65-100 words) are the answer! Featuring
a controlled vocabulary, simple sentence structure, double-spaced text,
and a large, easy-to-read font, these leveled stories are sure to improve
fluency and comprehension. To help you differentiate your lesson, each
tab divider features a different shape to represent each reading level. This

useful distinction will help you discreetly meet the needs of your students
at different reading levels. Whether reading about crickets, space, or
skateboards, these high-interest nonfiction topics are sure to motivate. The
whiteboard-ready resource CD includes the entire contents of this 174-page
binder, as well as reading levels, and a list of the Common Core State
Standards this program meets.

Each 60-page book offers an illustrated version of a daily story along
with hands-on activities that include puzzles, games, and more to test
comprehension. Simple, non-distracting art, 2-column format,
and a slightly larger font make these stories an easier, less
intimidating read.
REM 1101
REM 1102
REM 1103
REM 1104
REM 1105
REM 1107

September....... $9.99
October............ $9.99
November......... $9.99
December......... $9.99
January............ $9.99
February.......... $9.99

REM 1108
REM 1109
REM 1110
REM 1112
REM 1113
REM 1114

March................ $9.99
april................... $9.99
May...................... $9.99
June.................... $9.99
July..................... $9.99
August.............. $9.99

REM 1118

All 12 months.................... Save $20............................ $99.99

Interactive Software

Help Reluctant Readers with 274 Stories Read Aloud

REM 1123

Set of 3 Activity CDs.................................................$99.99
(PDFs of all 12 months - 720 Pages)

3-in-1 Daily Reading Activities
Improve Reading Skills with Specific-Skill Questions
Single-Column Passages

REM 1200D..................................................................................(1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)........................................................................................... $59.99

Skill-Specific Questions

LABELING FOR COMPREHENSION

COMPREHENSION QUICKIES

A Visual Way to Teach Comprehension

3-Minute Comprehension Activities

Great for Short
Attention Spans!

On-This-Date-in-History Stories & Activities

Each day of the school year, students read the appropriate on-this-date-inhistory nonfiction story…but if they’re having difficulty reading it…this
interactive program can read it to them! Students follow along on-screen,
word for word, while the highlighted text is narrated. These visual and
auditory aids help “level the playing field” for struggling readers while
significantly improving fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension! Followup activities include on-screen crossword puzzles, word games,
and multiple-choice quizzes to assess comprehension—while keeping
interest high.
Interest Level 4-12

Reading Level

1-5

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Short, thought-provoking paragraphs, nifty illustrations, and simple
questions which require complete sentence answers. Terrific for students
who have trouble reading longer paragraphs. You’ll be amazed by
how much information can be found in such short paragraphs!
Rem 439
Rem 440
Rem 441
Rem 442
Rem 443
Rem 444A

12

Reading level 1............................................................... $8.99
Reading level 2............................................................... $8.99
Reading level 3............................................................... $8.99
Reading level 4............................................................... $8.99
Reading level 5............................................................... $8.99
5-book set....................................................................... $39.99

Grade Level 5-12

Reading Level

2-5

CCSS level

ELA 2-5

Students read short, interesting descriptions of various objects, such as a
camera or a flower, then demonstrate their understanding by labeling the
accompanying diagram according to the description. A visual way to build
general knowledge, test comprehension, and boost critical thinking skills
by teaching an aspect of analysis—the relationship of parts to the
whole and of the whole to its parts.
REM 448
REM 449
REM 446
REM 447
REM 449A

reading level 2............................................................... $4.99
reading level 3............................................................... $4.99
reading level 4............................................................... $4.99
reading level 5............................................................... $4.99
4-BOOK Set....................................................................... $17.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Easy Assessment & Management Tool

At the click of a button, you can track student progress or see which stories
have been assigned and read. Quizzes are automatically graded for easy
assessment, then stored for later review! Versatile features allow you to
assign the 274 stories by their date in history, or by matching student
interest to a relevant text. Create custom reading lists based on popular
themes like sports, animals, and more!

Fall

Winter

Spring

Requirements: Windows 98SE or later (including Windows XP) and Macintosh (Intel® processor)
10.5 or later. Touch screen and single-switch compatible. 128MB RAM.

Extend learning and keep students working towards Adequate Yearly
Progress with these more challenging activities. Each 180-page book
includes 720 specific reading skill questions focusing on: Main Idea,
Inference, Conclusions, Finding Facts, Locating the Answer, Sequence,
Comparison, Vocabulary, and more. Stories feature a more traditional
font size in a single-column format to help transition students into an
“on-grade-level” reading style.

REM 1119
REM 1120
REM 1121
REM 1122

REM 1125A
REM 1125B
REM 1125C
REM 1125

Semester 1....................... (Sept. 1 – Jan. 14)........... $99.99
Semester 2....................... (Jan. 15 – May 31)............ $99.99
Entire School Year..... (1-user set).................. $179.99
Entire School Year..... (5-users Set)................ $499.99

Fall................................... (Sept. - Nov.).................... $19.99
Winter.............................. (Dec. - Feb.)...................... $19.99
Spring............................... (Mar. - May)...................... $19.99
3-Book Set.................................................................. $54.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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60 Funny & Fascinating Headlines that Weave a Web of Comprehension!

28 Intriguing Capers Paired with Informational Texts about Exotic Locations Around the World
Pre-reading
Activity

Vocabulary

Reading

High-interest Mini Mysteries Binder

5W’s Fiction & Nonfiction Stories

Fiction Stories
• 40 Humorous “Newspaper” Articles
• Cloze Reading Activities
• Who, What, When, Where, Why Questions

Interest Level

3+

NONFICTION Stories
• 20 Real-Life Animal “Newspaper” Articles
• Cloze Reading Activities
• Who, What, When, Where, Why Questions
• Skill-Specific Questions

Reading Level 2.0-4.5

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level 2.0-4.5

The fiction stories in Tab 1 are a humorous twist on familiar childhood fairy
tales. The stories use clever language to give the stories’ events a more
contemporary feel.

Students follow clues, find facts, and make inferences to solve each caper.
These short, high-interest mysteries take place in fascinating locations that
will grab your struggling reader’s attention!

With our 5W’s Fiction & Nonfiction Stories, your reluctant readers will
surely become mesmerized and motivated readers! Each “newspaperarticle” is between 110 and 145 words, so students struggling with fluency
and comprehension won’t be intimidated. Organized by tab dividers, the
fiction and nonfiction stories feature follow-up Who, What, When, Where,
Why questions plus captivating illustrations to help bring the stories to life
for visual learners!

The nonfiction stories in Tab 2 are based on real news stories about
animals. The stories include factual information about the animals to give
the story an authentic newspaper feel. The nonfiction stories also include
skill-specific questions that require students to identify the main idea,
expand vocabulary, determine fact or opinion, and more.

Each mystery is paired with an informational text to build students’
knowledge of the location where the fiction story takes place, which
introduces students to multiple text types as called for in the Common Core
State Standards.

This 148-page binder also includes a whiteboard-ready resource CD.

mystery
Story

ELA 2-6

“Humpty Dumpty Sues Wall Builders”…“Catfish Trying Out for the
NBA?”…watch as these funny and fascinating headlines weave a web of
comprehension in your classroom!

Comprehension questions follow each nonfiction passage and mystery
story. The questions target specific reading skills including main idea,

Informational
Text

drawing conclusions, author’s purpose, context clues, text features,
sequence, and much more!
Each mystery also includes pre-reading activities, such as a map and
image of the location, a vocabulary and glossary activity, and more. These
activities will help increase fluency and establish prior knowledge.
This 200-page binder is organized with useful tab dividers and includes an
answer key. The included whiteboard-ready Resource CD comes with the
contents of the binder in PDF format, a list of reading levels, a list of the
CCSS this binder meets, plus eight bonus mysteries and activities.

REM 1094A..................................................................................(1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)........................................................................................... $59.99

REM 1077E..................................................................................(1 Binder & 1 Resource CD)........................................................................................... $59.99

THE FIVE W'S

Mini Mystery Readers Software

5 W’s game

Who, What, When, Where, & Why

A Laugh-Out-Loud Way to Teach
Who, What , When, Where, Why

24 “Talking” Stories at Two Reading Levels

“Sam knew who
made Shamu sic
k
and why.”

Interest Level 4-12
Reading Level
CCSS level

1-5

Short, Suspenseful Mysteries, Comprehension
Activities, & Audio CDs
Interest Level 4-Adult
Reading Level

3-6

ELA 2-5

Activity Books

The activity books give comprehension
and critical thinking skills a workout
as students follow clues, find facts,
analyze information, make inferences,
predict outcomes, and ultimately solve
each caper!

Audio CDs
Each Story
Read aloud

Reading levels are achieved through
the use of controlled vocabulary,
simple sentence structure, and
appropriate illustrations.

rem 487F
REM 487A
REM 487B
REM 487C
REM 487D
Rem 487

MINI MYSTERIES

CCSS level

ELA 1-5

Grab students’ attention with the
high-interest, factual newspaper
articles featured in these books!
Each article is presented in a
realistic and appealing format
complete with dateline and pictures.
Follow-up questions require the
reader to respond to The Five
W’s—who, what, when, where,
and why. A great way to boost
comprehension skills!
Interest Level 3-6

Reading level 1........................................................... $8.99
Reading level 2........................................................... $8.99
Reading level 3........................................................... $8.99
Reading level 4........................................................... $8.99
Reading level 5........................................................... $8.99
5-book set................................................................... $39.99
Resource cD	CD & Book Set	

Reading Level 1................................... REM 487FCD	
REading Level 2................................... REM 487ACD	
Reading Level 3................................... REM 487BCD	
REading Level 4................................... REM 487CCD	
REading Level 5................................... REM 487DCD	

14

CCSS level

$8.99
$8.99
$8.99
$8.99
$8.99

REM 487FCDS	
REM 487ACDS	
REM 487BCDS	
REM 487CCDS	
REM 487DCDS	

$15.99
$15.99
$15.99
$15.99
$15.99

Differentiate Game Play!
Reading Level 3-5 Cards
Available to Download Online
Interest Level

2+

Reading Level

1-2

Players read hilarious “newspaper articles” from the Bovine City Daily
News, then answer who, what, when, where, and why questions designed to
test comprehension. Students move around the colorful gameboard reading
“newspaper articles,” answering 5 W’s questions, and collecting points as
they go. This laugh-out-loud game is sure to be a favorite with reluctant
and struggling readers as well as those performing on grade level. Each
story is between 30 and 50 words. Contents include gameboard, instruction/
answer booklet, 75 question cards, 6 pawns, and 1 die. 2-6 players. *While
supplies last.
REM 6005A.............................................................................................. $22.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading Level

2-4

The popular Mini Mystery Readers come to life in this interactive software
program! Students become junior detectives as they read along on-screen,
then try to solve the mysteries through narrated story questions and tests.
There are 12 Sam Sherlock stories at reading level 2-3 and 12 Bree Cody
stories at reading level 3-4.
All 24 stories feature colorful illustrations and easy-to-use applications.
Assign stories to students and select whether each word or sentence is
highlighted as the computer reads the text aloud. Each story has 6 narrated
multiple-choice questions to help reinforce reading comprehension skills.
At the click of a button, test results are stored in individual student files for
later review!
Requirements: Windows XP or later and Macintosh (Intel® processor) OS 10.5 or later. Touch screen
and switch compatible. 512MB RAM.

REM 1178
REM 1179
REM 1180

1 user............................................................................... $79.99
5 users..................... Save $150................................... $249.99
Site license.................................................................. $399.99

Students become a part of each story
as they listen to the professionally
recorded mysteries complete with
sound effects, mood music, and more!
A great way to spice up your reading
comprehension, critical thinking, and
listening curriculum!
Suspenseful audio tracks follow each
story’s text word-for-word... making
them ideal for auditory learners,
struggling readers, and those with
limited English skills.
REM 117C
REM 118C
REM 116C

Mini Mysteries Book* & Audio CD........................... $19.99
more mini mysteries Book & Audio CD................. $19.99
Both Programs............................................................ $36.99

Resource CDs with Whiteboard Compatible PDFs
Resource CDs and Resource CD & Book Sets do not include Audio.
Book
Resource CD	CD & Book Set

Mini Mysteries
More Mini Mysteries

REM 117 $9.99
REM 118 $9.99

REM 117CD $9.99
REM 118CD $9.99

REM 117CDS $17.99
REM 118CDS $17.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online
atmysteries
www.remedia.com
*Contains some
that may be more appropriate for mature students.
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The Same Passage is Presented in 4 Different Reading Levels

High-Interest/Low Readability Classics

Illustrated Classics™

Comic Book-Style Novels Engage Reluctant Readers

Introducing Students to Great Classic Literature
Interest Level 4-12

Now you can custom-tailor the reading level to each student in your class
quickly and easily! With 5 different levels to choose from, these classics are
sure to excite even the most reluctant reader!

Workbooks

Each 72-page workbook contains 10 short, easy-to-read chapters and
100 specific comprehension questions and 60 vocabulary exercises.
Skills focused on include: main idea, critical thinking, inference, recalling
details, sequencing, and vocabulary in a modified cloze format. Key words

Grade Level 3-12

Correlated to CCSS

Reading Level 1.5-7.2

Here’s a great way to teach fiction using leveled texts to provide access
for all learners in grades 3-12! You’ll learn how to differentiate instruction
with these books featuring excerpts from classic works of fiction. Each
title includes 15 different passages written at four different reading levels
and matching visuals. Symbols placed in the lower corner of each page
represent the reading level and are designed to help teachers differentiate
instruction. Comprehension questions are also provided to complement
each leveled passage. A Digital Resource CD is included with a modifiable
version of each passage in text format and full-color versions of the texts
and image files. List of titles available online at www.remedia.com/leveledtexts-for-classic-fiction-set
SE 50982
SE 50983
SE 50984
SE 50985
SE 50986
SE 50987
SE 50988
SE 51069

Shakespeare................................................................... $39.99
Adventure........................................................................ $39.99
Fantasy & Science Fiction.......................................... $39.99
Mystery............................................................................. $39.99
Historical Fiction......................................................... $39.99
Mythology....................................................................... $39.99
Humor................................................................................. $39.99
7-Book Set...................................................................... $264.99

Easy Reading Shakespeare
High-Interest/Low Readability Adaptations

1-5

are defined and used in context prior to each chapter to make reading
easier and more pleasurable. Each illustrated book is tested against the Fry
Readability Graph and uses McGraw-Hill’s Core Vocabulary.

Audio CDs

Audio CDs are available for all 5 Levels. Each set includes 10 audio CDs
that feature a word-for-word reading directly from the chapter pages of
corresponding workbooks and exciting sound effects. All workbooks &
audio CDs are sold separately online.

All Books & Audio CDs Sold Separately Online

Each Set Includes:
• 70-Page Graphic Novel
• Read-Along CD
• Study Guide
Interest Level 4-Adult

Reading Level

Reading

Leveled Texts for Classic Fiction

Reading Level 4.6-5.2

Introduce reluctant readers to great classics with these high-interest/low
readability read-along sets. Ten classic tales are retold in a comic book
layout with colorful illustrations. Softcover books retain key phrases and
quotations and all the adventure from the original classics.
Each set includes a 70-page novel, 11-page study guide, and audio CD. The
easy-to-use study guide features pre/post reading activities, story synopsis,
key vocabulary, answer key, and more. Audio CDs feature sound effects
and multiple voices to help students visualize, while page turn beeps allow
them to follow along, improving reading fluency.
SP 8859
SP 8891
SP 8999
SP 9073
SP 9316
SP 9355
SP 9375
SP 9456
SP 9472
SP 9537
SP 9537A

the best of poe............................................................... $24.99
the call of the wild..................................................... $24.99
frankenstein................................................................... $24.99
huckleberry finn.......................................................... $24.99
the prince & the pauper.............................................. $24.99
romeo & juliet................................................................ $24.99
the scarlet letter....................................................... $24.99
the time machine............................................................ $24.99
tom sawyer...................................................................... $24.99
the war of the worlds............................................... $24.99
complete set (all 10 read-along sets).............. $239.99

Critical Thinking & Classic tales
Imaginative Stories Great for Character Education!

Reading Level 1

Reading Level 2

Little Women – Louisa May Alcott
Swiss Family Robinson – Johann Wyss

Black Beauty – Anna Sewell
Tom Sawyer – Mark Twain
The Call of the Wild – Jack London
Treasure Island – Robert Louis Stevenson

Rip Van Winkle – Washington Irving
Heidi – Johanna Spyri
Uncle Tom’s Cabin – Harriet Beecher Stowe
The Jungle Book – Rudyard Kipling
A Christmas Carol – Charles Dickens

The Prince and the Pauper – Mark Twain
Man Without a Country – Edward Everett Hale
The Hunchback of Notre Dame – Victor Hugo
Silas Marner – George Eliot
Around the World in 80 Days – Jules Verne

White Fang – Jack London

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm – Kate Douglas Wiggins
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn – Mark Twain

ED CTR100B 10 Workbooks.............. $99.99
ED CTR100A 10 Audio CDs..................$129.99
ED CTR100R Level 1 Set....................$229.99

The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood – Howard Pyle

ED CTR200B 10 Workbooks................ $99.99
ED CTR200A 10 Audio CDs................... $129.99
ED CTR200R Level 2 Set..................... $229.99

Reading Level 3

Robinson Crusoe – Daniel Defoe
Red Badge of Courage – Stephen Crane
Kidnapped – Robert Louis Stevenson
The Invisible Man – H.G. Wells
The Man in the Iron Mask – Alexandre Dumas
The War of the Worlds – H. G. Wells
Sea Wolf – Jack London
Oliver Twist – Charles Dickens
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court – Mark Twain

Frankenstein – Mark Shelley

ED CTR300B 10 Workbooks................$99.99
ED CTR300A 10 Audio CDs...................$129.99
ED CTR300R Level 3 Set.....................$229.99

Super Value sets*
ED CTR555B 50-Book Set................ $519.99
1 of each title in
	reading levels 1-5

Standards Mastered:

skill-based
Questions &
Vocabulary
review

Interest Level 4-Adult

Reading Level

16

1 of each AUDIO CD in
	reading levels 1-5

ED CTR555R complete set......... $1,099.99
50 books & 50 Audio CDs,
1 of each in .rLs 1-5

*ePubs not included.

CD Player

2-5

Introduce your students to the most popular literary accomplishments of
William Shakespeare. Easy-reading adaptations will ignite the interest of
both reluctant and enthusiastic readers. Each title is arranged in 10 short
chapters with key words defined and used in context. The integrity of
the original plays have been retained but essentially converted into story
format. Each chapter is followed by multiple-choice questions that require
students to recall specific details, sequence events, draw inferences,
develop new story names, and choose the main idea. Each set
includes five 72-page books (each sold separately online).
ED SC25B
ED SC35B
ED SC45B
ED SC55B
ED SC20B

ED CTR555A 50 Audio CD set......... $694.99

• Reading And Listening
Comprehension
• Recalling Facts & Details, Main Idea
• Analyzing Characters
• Context Clues
• Interpreting Text
• Reading Skills
• Vocabulary Development
• Fluency

Reading level 2...................(5-Book Set)............... $56.99
Reading level 3...................(5-Book Set)............... $56.99
Reading level 4...................(5-Book Set)............... $56.99
Reading level 5...................(5-Book Set)............... $56.99
Complete Set.......................(20-Book set)........... $209.99

Interest Level 3-8

Reading Level

3-4

CCSS level

Portable CD
Players on Pg. 63

ELA 2-4

This wonderful collection of 24 fables and tales (12 in each book) features
activities sure to develop critical thinking skills and promote maximum
comprehension. Illustrated stories are followed by a crossword puzzle
plus questions based on Bloom’s Taxonomy and labeled according to a
targeted skill/thinking level. The many morals and lessons throughout
provide opportunities to work on character building. Each 48-page book
is accompanied by a high-quality audio CD to help your reluctant readers
participate and achieve success. Audio CD follows text word-forword to aid fluency and comprehension. Graphic organizers and a
skills chart are included.

Reading Level 4

REM 452A Fables Book & Audio CD............................................ $19.99
REM 452B Tales Book & Audio CD............................................... $19.99
REM 452C Both sets........................................................................ $34.99

ED CTR400B 10 Workbooks...............$99.99
ED CTR400A 10 Audio CDs..................$129.99
ED CTR400R Level 4 Set....................$229.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading Level 5

Metropolis – Thea von Harbou
Hound of the Baskervilles – Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Kim – Rudyard Kipling
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes – Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Journey to the Center of the Earth – Jules Verne
Ivanhoe – Sir Walter Scott
Last of the Mohicans – James Fenimore Cooper
Moby Dick – Herman Melville
The Count of Monte Cristo – Alexandre Dumas
A Tale of Two Cities – Charles Dickens

The Picture of Dorian Gray – Oscar Wilde
Captains Courageous – Rudyard Kipling
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde – Robert Louis Stevenson
Time Machine – H.G. Wells
Gulliver’s Travels – Jonathan Swift
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea – Jules Verne
The Pathfinder – James Fenimore Cooper
From the Earth to the Moon – Jules Verne
David Copperfield – Charles Dickens
The Pioneers – James Fenimore Cooper

CAL 102

personal Cd Player......... $59.99

ED CTR500B 10 Workbooks................$99.99
ED CTR500A 10 Audio CDs...................$129.99
ED CTR500R Level 5 Set.....................$229.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Reading

HI/LO READING

Increasing Fluency with High
Frequency Word Phrases

Improving Reading Fluency
& Comprehension

Lots of Repeated Practice for Challenged Readers

48 Nonfiction Stories With Skill-Building Activities

High-Interest for the Reluctant Reader

20 Lessons, Teacher Resource CD, Plus Audio CD!

Reading

Reading Comprehension &
Vocabulary Development Series

Standards Mastered:

Reading Level

2-9

•
•
•
•
•

Reading and Listening comprehension
Recalling facts & details, Main idea
Analyzing characters, Context clues
Interpreting text, Reading skills
Vocabulary development, Fluency

Ignite a newfound enthusiasm for reading in your students with these
Reading Comprehension Workbooks. Each set of 3 books includes 30
original short stories that cover a broad range of topics such as Tales of
Adventure, Science, Biographies and more. Students learn how to preview
and survey with the help of a key questions, sentences, and/or paragraphs.
Each book is tested against the Fry readability scale and uses
McGraw-Hill’s Core Vocabulary. Great for individuals, small
groups, or the whole class! 64-72 pages per book. Individual books
available online.
ED CR2123B
ED CR3123B
ED CR4123B
ED CR5123B
ED CR6123B
ED CR7123B
ED CR8123B
ED CR9123B

Reading Level 2...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 3...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 4...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 5...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 6...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 7...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 8...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99
Reading Level 9...............(3-Book Set)................. $34.99

5 MINUTES TO BETTER
READING Skills
A Fast, Fun, Phonic Approach

2 CDs Included

Grade Level
Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

1-3

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Struggling readers are sure to benefit from the high-interest/low vocabulary
stories and writing practice in these terrific books. Each book features 30
stories comprised of repetitive words and sentences followed by questions,
cloze reading, and sentence writing. With three low reading levels
to choose from, this series is sure to be a useful addition to any
remedial reading program. 64 pages each.
rem 750
rem 751
rem 752
rem 753

Reading level 1............................................................. $10.99
Reading level 2............................................................. $10.99
Reading level 3............................................................. $10.99
3-book Set....................................................................... $29.99

E-Z Reading FOR
OLDER STUDENTS

The Heights

Easy-to-Read Stories & Controlled
Vocabulary to Build Fluency

20 High-Interest/Low Readability Books for
Reluctant Readers

2-4

CCSS level

ELA 2-4

Grade Level

Simple sentences and short, easy-to-read paragraphs are paired with
compelling illustrations for a strong picture-text correspondence. Ageappropriate topics and a controlled vocabulary motivate students and help
ensure success. Follow-up activities focus on specific reading skills such
as finding the main idea, making inferences, reading for details, locating
information, using context clues, and more. Activities challenge students to
re-read each passage up to four times. This research-based series is a
sure-fire way to improve fluency and comprehension skills!
104 pages.
REM 173A
REM 173B
REM 173C

GR. 2-3.............................................................................. $13.99
GR. 3-4.............................................................................. $13.99
Both Books.................................................................. $24.99

CHUNKS

Word Building Game

1-5

Reproducibles & Audio

Teach students to recognize words, read phrases with expression, and
ultimately improve comprehension! Developed by two distinguished
educators, Dr. Rasinski and Dr. Fry, this series combines two researchbased approaches to teaching reading: instant words and phrasing.
Together, these are a powerful tool for building fluency.
Each 96-page book includes 20 lessons on phrasing with practice activities,
a fluency assessment rubric and a reference list of oral reading fluency
strategies, a teacher resource CD, and an audio CD.
SE 50288
SE 50277
SE 50278

gr. 1.................... $29.99
gr. 2.................... $29.99
gr. 3.................... $29.99

BEGINNING READING
Get Young Readers Off to
a Great Start!

SE 50279
SE 50289
SE 50290

gr. 4.................... $29.99
gr. 5.................... $29.99
5-BOOK SET..... $144.99

Quick WORD ATTACK
FOR OLDER STUDENTS

Review Basic Phonics & Decoding Skills!

Interest Level 2-Adult

Developed by a learning disabilities specialist,
this proven method improves reading through
visual and auditory learning. Lessons are only
5 minutes in length, making them ideal for
students with short attention spans. A proven
program that is sure to turn slow, choppy readers
into faster, smoother, and more confident
readers. Includes 45 different reading drills,
progress charts, student booklet, teacher’s
manual, tips for success, and more. For students
of all ages.
BTL 8006	STUDENT BOOKLET
& TEACHER MANUal......................... $59.99
BTL 8007 1 extra student BOOKLET........... $31.99
BTL 8008 5 extra student BOOKletS...... $159.99
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Grade Level

1-4

Beginning readers and older students reading
below grade level are sure to enjoy the
involving, fact-based stories that are presented
in a free-verse-like format. Repeated use of the
core vocabulary prompts the reader to recognize
the words as they go along. A great way to make
reading easier and more pleasurable!
Comprehension questions follow each
story.

Bring suspense and adventure into the classroom
with this spirited series! Written expressly for
struggling readers, each 50-page book focuses
on a family of main characters who have a
knack for finding humor, hope, and colorful
personalities in unusual circumstances. With
the low reading level and straightforward story
structure, readers will move through the text
quickly and efficiently.

“Float, boat, coat, clown, frown, crown...I win!”
Students will delight in learning how language
really works with this word building game.
With 140 brightly colored plastic letter tiles (72
onsets and 72 rimes), students have the makings
for hundreds of words! Tiles focus on rhyming
sounds, consonants, blends, digraphs, and more.
This hands-on game is sure to improve reading,
spelling, writing, and language skills.
CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children under
3 yrs.

REM 3050.......................................................$7.99

SP 0199

DD 19515..................................................... $32.99

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

2-3

Interest Level 5-8

Reading Level

1-2

20-book set........................$159.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Students read kid-friendly stories then answer
comprehension questions that challenge them to
find facts, read for details, learn new vocabulary
words, and improve their writing skills!
Fine-motor skills get a workout when students
color the delightful illustrations. Great for
building reading confidence!
48 pages each.
REM 59
REM 60
rem 61
REM 62

GR. 1.............................................$7.99
Gr. 2.............................................$7.99
Gr. 3.............................................$7.99
3-Book Set...............................$21.99

Grade Level

5+

CCSS level

ELA 2-5

Loaded with practice activities, this easy-to-use
book provides a rapid review of word division
skills and helpful word decoding formulas.
Watch reading and vocabulary skills skyrocket
when you use this book with your middle school,
high school, and ESL students. Great for
classroom use or independent study!
48 pages.
rem 851.........................................................$7.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online atPlease
www.remedia.com
refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.
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Reading

basic Sight Words
Software

Help Students Reach Mastery Level with 220 Sight Words

WORD FAMILIES FOR OLDER STUDENTS

Phonics for Older Students

A High-Interest Approach to Improving Basic Reading

Reading

Basic Sight Words

Perfect for those Students Who Need Extra Practice

Learning Sight Words is Just a
Mouse Click Away!

"help"

Grade Level

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

2

This program is perfect for students who have been introduced to essential sight words, but still need
additional practice to help them reach mastery levels. Based on the Dolch List, the activities in each
book cover most commonly used words in everyday reading and speaking.
Reinforce the skills covered in each of our Sight Words books with 248 full-color flash cards: 220
sight words from the Dolch List plus 28 colorful photo noun cards. This combination allows students
to make phrases and sentences, laying the foundation for fluency in reading. Words are divided into
five color-coded word lists, making it easy for readers to tackle essential words in small,
manageable doses. Flash cards are printed on high-quality, glossy card stock. Simply cut and
use with small groups or individual students.

2+

Interest Level 2-12

Take students on an interactive ride as they learn
220 essential sight words! Basic Sight Words
Software combines text, pictures, and speech to
help students who need extra instructional time
with sight word recognition.
Words are presented as “cards” with prerecorded speech. Students click the “Flip Card”
button and the computer reads a sentence with
the sight word highlighted. Students can even
record their speech! Multiple-Choice Mode
allows students to read the sight word, and then
select the corresponding speech from three
choices.

REM 904
REM 905
REM 180F
REM 180H

Book 1.......................................................................................................................... $7.99
Book 2.......................................................................................................................... $7.99
Flash Cards.............................................................................................................. $9.99
Both Books & Flash Cards............................................................................... $19.99

REM 180G

Complete Program............................. (2 Books, flash cards, & Software)................................................................................ $79.99

Sight Word Fun

Visual Activities to Teach 144 Sight Words

SIGHT WORD STORIES
& SEATWORK ACTIVITIES

Requirements: Windows XP or later and Macintosh OS 10.5 or
later. Touch screen and switch compatible. 512MB RAM.

rem 1074

Single-user........................$69.99

WORD FAMILIES

More than 60 Different Word Families

Clever Stories & Activities Centered Around
High-Frequency Nouns

Interest Level 3-12

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

2-3

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Help students of all ages improve their basic reading skills! Twenty-two
different word families are included in each high-interest book that uses
familiar items to teach new words. Activities such as rhyming, dictionary,
sentence completion, and word formation accompany each word. In
addition, review pages further reinforce learning. This unique
and high-interest approach is sure to help students who are not yet
proficient readers.

1-2

CCSS level

ELA 1-2

For further phonics fun, try the high-interest phonics Crosswords
and Word Search Puzzles books! They make great seatwork activities
and offer lots of practice. 28-32 pages each.

REM 454B book 1................................................................................. $7.99
REM 454C book 2................................................................................. $7.99
REM 454E Both Books.................................................................... $14.99

Word Families
Photo Flash CardS

Reading Level

Designed specifically for the student who has been introduced to vowel
sounds but still needs further practice to reach mastery levels. This
comprehensive book offers over 120 pages of delightfully illustrated
activities involving each vowel sound along with rhyming, riddles, letter
substitution, sentence writing, word drill, alphabetizing, diphthongs,
digraphs, and more!

rem 800
REM 810A
REM 810B
REM 810C

for older students.................................................. $14.99
CROSSWORD puzzles.................................................... $7.99
WORD SEARCH Puzzles................................................. $7.99
3-Book Set...................................................................... $27.99

PHONICS RULES!

A Step-by-Step Guide to Teaching Phonics

FUN WITH PHONICS

Phonics Practice for Struggling Readers

Everything You Need to Learn
80 Different Word Families!

Front

Interest Level 2-8
Reading Level
CCSS level

1-2

ELA 1-2

This fun, hands-on book was created to help
early readers identify sight words and build
reading fluency. Children need to develop a
growing core of sight words, which will help
them become more fluent readers. Since sight
words are meant to be identified instantly,
pictures are a great way to aid the student in
immediate recognition of several high-frequency
words. Includes crossword puzzles, word
searches, configuration fill-ins, and riddles.
A great stepping stone for writing
sentences and categorizing! 96 pages.
REM 132.......................................................$12.99
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Back
Grade Level

2-4

CCSS level

Grade Level

ELA 1-3

Two books of 27 delightful stories utilize a list
of nouns most frequently found in beginning
readers.
Each lesson is based on three or four nouns
woven into a short story and is followed by
seven related seatwork activities. Exercises
include: questions related to a story’s content,
scanning, sequencing, finishing incomplete
sentences, following directions, and
more! The perfect way to build skills and
encourage independence!
REM 136A
REM 136B
REM 136C

BooK 1....................................$7.99
BooK 2....................................$7.99
BOTH BOOKS.......................$14.99

Grade Level

1-3

CCSS level

ELA 1-2

This best-selling series gives plenty of practice
with letter phonograms. More than 20 different
word families are included in each delightful
book. These books are so effective in
boosting reading skills, we recommend
you get the entire set. 48 pages each.
REM 166a
REM 166b
REM 166c
REM 166D

Book 1....................................$7.99
Book 2....................................$7.99
book 3....................................$7.99
3-BOOK Set..........................$21.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

2+

If you can read the word shell, then you can
read the words bell, tell, and smell. With this
hands-on approach to identifying and learning
word families, students will be successful
readers in no time! The set of 82 colorful flash
cards introduces a rhyming family of words.
The rime is highlighted in a yellow bar. In the
featured word, the rime is shown in blue type;
the onset is shown in red type. The featured
word is used in a sentence to clarify its meaning.
For visual reinforcement, it is represented by a
photo image. Additional family words are shown
on the back of each card. Activity card included.
Cards measure 3"x6".
REM 1034B...................................................$11.99

Interest Level

3+

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

You can’t go wrong with this easy-to-use,
88-page guide that takes the headache out of
phonics instruction. 88 pages.
Part I is a simple, easy-to-understand Teacher’s
Guide that defines essential phonics rules and
gives specific examples.
Part II consists of fun, hands-on student activity
pages, each reinforcing one of the phonics rules.
A valuable resource for students and
teachers alike!
rem 850.........................................................$9.99

Grade Level

1-3

CCSS level

ELA 1-3

Beginning readers will enjoy the whimsical
themes of these highly motivating books filled
with a variety of activities designed to teach
basic vowel sounds. They’ll discover short
vowels in a circus setting, experience long
vowels designed around a sports theme, and take
a trip through the zoo with special vowels.
Three great ways to keep them interested
and learning! 48-56 pages each.
REM 156
REM 156A
REM 156B
REM 156C

SHORT VOWELS....................$8.99
LONG VOWELS......................$8.99
SPECIAL VOWELS.................$8.99
3-book set.........................$24.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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LANGUAGE

Improve Language Skills with this Colorful Series!

I Have...Who Has...? Language Games
Interactive, Skill-Building Card Games

Word Master

Getting to the Roots of
Content-Area Vocabulary

Seeing & Using Words
Interest Level 6-Adult
Reading Level

4 Games
Per Box!
Box 1 Covers:
Word Families
Short Vowel Sounds
Long Vowel Sounds
Synonyms &
Antonyms
CCSS level

Grade Level

ELA 2-5

Develop specific language skills with these easy-to-use books filled with
solid, targeted, skill-building activities. Each activity book is delightfully
illustrated, loaded with practice, and superb as an introduction or
review. Reliable and practical, these books are sure to reinforce
students’ language skills. 48 pages each.
rem 106A
rem 106D
rem 106E
rem 106F
rem 106G
REM 106H

Punctuation................................................................... $7.99
Nouns & Pronouns....................................................... $7.99
Adjectives & Adverbs................................................. $7.99
Verbs................................................................................. $7.99
Capitalization................................................................ $7.99
All 5 Books................................................................... $35.99

180 Days
of Language

Box 2 Covers:
Synonyms
Antonyms
Homophones
Parts of Speech

Box 3 Covers:
Analogies
Synonyms &
Antonyms
Multiple Meanings
Parts of Speech

1-4

Turn your language arts lesson into a fun, hands-on activity! Hand out all
37 cards (some players may get more than one card). The student whose
card reads, "I have the first card. Who has...?" begins. The student whose
card has the answer to that question responds and then asks a different
question. This continues until the person with the last card gives the final
answer and then reads, "This is the end of the game!" Each box includes 4
sets of cards for 4 different games.
TCM 7815
TCM 7813
TCM 7816
TCM 7816A

box 1............................. (Gr. 1-2)................................. $16.99
Box 2............................. (gr. 2-3)................................. $16.99
box 3............................. (gr. 3-4)................................. $16.99
ALl 3 Boxes................................................................ $45.99

Grammar Minutes

100 Minutes to Better Basic Skills

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Build the skills necessary for
recognizing the roots, prefixes,
and suffixes that give words
meaning. Students will learn the
use of context clues to derive word
meaning, develop their skill in the
use of different forms of words,
improve spelling and develop
sight word skills while acquiring
new vocabulary. Achieve
understanding of the seemingly
complex world of words. Includes
dictionary entries, pronunciation
key, answer keys, and reproducible
activity pages. 152 pages each.
ED Wm6B
ED WM7B
ED WM8B
ED WM9B
ED WMXB

Expand Vocabulary by Building Words From the Roots Up

6-9

Standards Mastered:
• Vocabulary and Word Analysis
• Understanding Words in Context
• Spelling
• Identifying Parts of A Sentence
• Vocabulary Development
• Context Clues
• Compound, Prefix, Suffix, &
Base Words

Level 6............................................................................. $18.99
Level 7............................................................................. $18.99
Level 8............................................................................. $18.99
Level 9............................................................................. $18.99
4-Book Set...................................................................... $69.99

Core Skills: Language Arts

Build Grammar, Writing, Research, & Vocabulary Skills
Grade Level

1-8

Designed to reinforce skills
in all areas of language arts,
these simple-to-use practice
pages encourage learners to
communicate effectively. Easyto-follow format presents one
skill per page, beginning with the
grammatical rule, then specific
examples and practice activities.
Varied exercises allow students
to practice each skill in different
contexts. A writing section
featuring tips and activities
help strengthen the writing
skills necessary to succeed on
standardized tests. Over 100
lessons per book! 112-144 pages.
SV 9707
sv 9708
sv 9709
SV 9710
sv 9711

Gr. 1-2............................. (2-Book Set)............................ $19.99
Gr. 3-4............................. (2-Book Set)............................ $19.99
Gr. 5-6............................. (2-Book Set)............................ $19.99
Gr. 7-8............................. (2-Book set)............................ $19.99
All 4 Sets........................................................................... $69.99

SUPER SENTENCE

A Hilarious Way to Reinforce
Correct Grammar!

Contents Include:
• Board with Spinner
• 200 Who, What,
Where, When Tiles
• 4 Pawns
• Instructions
Grade Level	K-6
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Grade Level

1-6

This easy-to-use classroom resource provides teachers and parents with
daily practice to build students' grammar skills by practicing punctuation,
capitalization, parts of speech, and spelling. Featuring 180 quick,
diagnostic-based activities, data-driven assessment tips, and digital
resources including PDFs of the activity sheets, and assessments. Your
students will be gaining grammar skills in no time! 208 pages each.

Each classroom-tested activity book provides 100 “minutes” of 10
problems for students to complete within a 1 to 2-minute period. Providing
daily practice in every key area of grammar instruction, Grammar Minutes
is a fun way to improve students’ problem-solving speed (crucial for testing
situations) and is an instant assessment tool. Answer key included. 112
pages each.

SE 51172
SE 51166
SE 51167
SE 51168

CTP 6119
CTP 6120
CTP 6121
CTP 6124A

Gr. K................. $19.99
Gr. 1.................. $19.99
Gr. 2.................. $19.99
Gr. 3.................. $19.99

SE 51169
SE 51170
SE 51171
SE 51171A

Gr. 4.................. $19.99
Gr. 5.................. $19.99
GR. 6.................. $19.99
7-book set... $119.99

Gr. 1.................. $16.99
CTP 6122 gr. 4.................. $16.99
gr. 2.................. $16.99
CTP 6123 gr. 5.................. $16.99
gr. 3.................. $16.99
CTP 6124 gr. 6.................. $16.99
6-Book set...................... Save $12............................... $89.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Language

Up With Language series

Grade Level

3-8

Players move around the gameboard collecting word tiles to build serious
or not-so-serious sentences. Tiles focus on tenses and plural/singular forms.
The first player to complete five grammatically correct sentences wins the
game! 2-4 players.
WCA 6006................................................................................................ $24.99

Grade Level

3-6

Make learning vocabulary fun and interesting with a roots approach! These
resources focus on root words for specific content areas. Teaching tips and
strategies, standards-based lessons, and student activity pages are included
to make teaching a breeze and learning fun! By implementing these
resources in your vocabulary instruction, students will learn to expand their
vocabularies by learning how words are built from the roots up! Each book
includes a whitboard-ready resource CD.
Grades 6-8 books are each geared towards individual subjects: math,
science, or social studies.

Grades 3-5
SE 50863
SE 50864
SE 50865
SE 50865A

Grade 3........................................................................... $19.99
Grade 4........................................................................... $19.99
GRade 5........................................................................... $19.99
3-book set..............................Save $10....................... $49.99

Grades 6-8
SE 50866
SE 50867
SE 50868
SE 50868A

Mathematics................................................................. $19.99
Science........................................................................... $19.99
Social Studies............................................................. $19.99
3-book set..............................Save $10....................... $49.99

get Rid of worksheets
User-Friendly Activities for Language
Grade Level

1-8

Take a break from the normal classroom
routine, and bring out this collection of fun
activities! Everything you need is included
in these books. All activities can be easily
adapted to a variety of game or non-game
formats including Capture the Flag,
Chalkboard Baseball, Tic Tac Toe, and many
other fun alternatives to worksheets! Resource
lists allow you to expand the lessons and
challenge students. Great for small or large
groups!
Parts of Speech:
Interjections
Prepositions
Pronouns
Conjunctions
Adjectives
ETC 0030
ETC 0031
ETC 0032
ETC 0033

Vocabulary Growth:
Compounds
Classification
Suffixes
Heteronyms
Rhymes

Cognitive Skills:
Logical Thinking
Sequencing
ABC Order
Inferences
WH?

Parts of Speech............................(118 pgs.)............ $29.99
Vocabulary GROWth...................(172 pgs.)............ $29.99
Cognitive skills............................(168 pgs.)............ $29.99
3-Book Set...................................................................... $79.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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LANGUAGE

Building Basic Skills has Never Been so Easy!

DICTIONARY Skills

70 Activities to Help Students Navigate a Dictionary

LANGUAGE BUILDER
PICTURE CARDS

Fun, Self-Checking Language Manipulatives
Grade Level	K+

Grade Level

1-8

Research shows that
dictionary use is
crucial in developing
vocabulary. Students
will be able to take the
skills learned from the
activities in each book
and be on their way to
independently building
their knowledge of
words. Alphabetizing,
guide words, definitions,
syllabication, and
parts of speech are all
covered.
REM 164 GR. 1-3.................................................................................... $7.99
REM 400 GR. 4-8.................................................................................... $7.99
REM 969 both books....................................................................... $14.99

Grade Level

3-8

CCSS level

FIND THE ERRORS!

ELA 1-4

Do your students need a better understanding of the four kinds of
sentences? Need practice with syllable or contraction formation? How
about prefixes and predicates? All these important skills and more are
covered in these easy-to-use workbooks sure to give you an unending
supply of reading and language reinforcement! Puzzles, decoding, sentence
writing, dictionary activities, matching, word searches, reviews,
pre/post-tests, and more! These books are so comprehensive, you’ll
want to use them year-round! A sure way to enhance any language
program!
REM 305
REM 330
REM 401
REM 402
REM 403
REM 404
REM 405
REM 406
REM 406A
REM 426
REM 427
REM 428
REM 429
REM 929
REM 1000

SUBJECTS & PREDICATES................................................. $7.99
FOUR KINDS OF SENTENCES............................................ $7.99
CONTRACTIONS.................................................................. $7.99
PLURALS & POSSESSIVES................................................ $7.99
WORD ENDINGS................................................................... $7.99
ANTONYMS........................................................................... $7.99
SYNONYMS........................................................................... $7.99
HOMOphones..................................................................... $7.99
ABBREVIATIONS.................................................................. $7.99
COMPOUNDS........................................................................ $7.99
SYLLABLES.......................................................................... $7.99
PREFIXES.............................................................................. $7.99
SUFFIXES.............................................................................. $7.99
CLIPPED WORDS................................................................. $7.99
14-book set............................ Save $12......................... $99.99

Spelling: A Strategy-Based Program
A Practical, Cost-Effective Spelling Program
Grade Level

T4T 124
T4T 125
T4T 126
T4T 130

Improves Writing & Grammar Skills
Grade Level 7-12

Make no mistake about it,
these reproducible activity
sheets are a surefire way to
improve your students’ writing
and grammar skills. Each sheet
focuses on a particular kind
of error ranging from spelling
and punctuation errors to
tense agreement and stylistic
errors. A teaching guide for
each exercise explains the
grammatical rules and provides
answers. Book I is slightly
more challenging than Book II.
96 pages each.

Teach basic skills in
an entertaining way
with these hands-on
puzzles that
reinforce visual,
auditory, and tactile
styles of learning.
This multisensory
approach ensures
that students
of varying
abilities have
an equal chance
to succeed.
Dozens of
attractive
puzzles allow
students to find
success on an individual project making this program perfect for resource
and inclusive settings. Large, colorful puzzle cards are made of heavy card
stock and laminated for heavy classroom use. Each sturdy box contains
between 26 and 30 puzzles. Please note: Synonyms and Analogies puzzles
do not have pictures.
DD 601
DD 602
DD 603
DD 604
DD 605
DD 606
DD 607
DD 608
DD 609
DD 611
DD 612
DD 620

Synonyms............................................(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Analogies............................................(Gr. 3-6)............... $12.99
Homophones.......................................(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Opposites / Antonyms.....................(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Alphabet.............................................(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Homonyms...........................................(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Rhyming Words.................................(Gr. 1-3)............... $12.99
Compound Words.............................(Gr. 2-4)............... $12.99
Irregular Plural Nouns..............(Gr. K+)................ $12.99
Consonant Blends..........................(Gr. 1-3)............... $12.99
Silent Consonants..........................(Gr. 2-4)............... $12.99
Complete Set of 11 Puzzles.........Save $20............ $122.99

IDIOMS & PROVERBS

Expressive Exercises for Developing
Language Skills

The top selling
Picture Cards for
Autism Education!

Thse cards are the most widely used photo language tools for teaching
key language concepts to preschool age children; children and adults with
autism, developmental delay, or speech/language delay; or to anyone first
learning or re-learning basic language skills. Complete kit includes 745
picture cards!
Each box in the Language Builder series offers the following features:
• The back of each card is numbered and gives a label and category for the
image, as well as suggested activities appropriate to the card.
• An included activity booklet provides more detailed instruction ideas.
• The cards are coated with a hi-gloss varnish for durability
• All images appear horizontally for consistent presentation.
• Each set comes in a sturdy box for years of use.
• Each card is a standard photo 3½" x 5" size to allow easy incorporation
of your own pictures.
ST 9231
ST 9234
ST 9235
ST 0236
ST 9234A

Occupation......................(115 cards).......................... $47.99
emotion.............................(80 cards)............................ $34.99
Picture nouns Set 1.....(350 Cards)........................ $134.99
Picture nouns Set 2.....(200 cards).......................... $79.99
all 4 Sets.........................(745 cards).... Save $38... $259.99

SIMILES & METAPHORS

These Activites Are As Much Fun As a
Barrel of Monkeys

HOMOGRAPHS
& HETERONYMS

This Set of Activities Will Set Your Students
on the Right Path for a Better Vocabulary

WAL 7241 Book I............................................................................... $23.99
WAL 3284 Book II.............................................................................. $23.99
WAL 3756X 2-Book set...................................................................... $42.99

PROOFREADING

Vital Skills for Meeting New Writing Standards

1-6

This teacher planning guide will
take you through a full year of
effective and motivating spelling
instruction. With this extensive
spelling program, there won’t be
any more time wasted on busy
work—students only practice
the words they don’t know! 36
study units designed to increase
student achievement in spelling are
organized around a sequence of
spelling patterns based on sound,
structure, function and meaning, as
well as high-frequency vocabulary.
This teacher resource includes
word lists and student activities to
get you started. 96 pages.

24

BASIC SKILLS PUZZLES

Language

SKILL BOOSTERS

Grade Level

Features:
• 36 study units
• Error analysis record form
• Record of spelling
development form
• Self-correcting error form
• “Words I Can Spell” form
• Take-home spelling lists

GR. 1..................... $15.99
T4T 127 GR. 4..................... $15.99
GR. 2..................... $15.99
T4T 128 GR. 5..................... $15.99
GR. 3..................... $15.99
T4T 129 GR. 6..................... $15.99
6-Book Set......................................................................... $84.99

3-8

These valuable
resources teach about
the proofreading process
and using proofreading
marks. Level 3-4
covers corrections for
capitalization, punctuation
at the end of sentences,
apostrophes, and misspelled
words. Level 5-8 covers
the same corrections plus
abbreviations, commas,
deletions, making changes,
and beginning new
paragraphs.

REM 1135A
REM 135
REM 135B

Gr. 3-4................................................................................$6.99
Gr. 5-8................................................................................$6.99
both books..................................................................$12.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Grade Level

4-6

CCSS level

ELA 4-5

“HOLD YOUR HORSES!” Do your students
need help with idioms? Well, let’s not “Beat
Around the Bush,”—many students do. We
don’t mean to be “Back Seat Drivers,” but we
want to help you “Get the Ball Rolling.” “In
a Nutshell,” these units are sure to help your
students’ writing and conversation become more
colorful. Also terrific for ESL because
idioms cannot be translated literally.
32 pages.
REM 901.........................................................$7.99
REM 966A

Grade Level

4-6

CCSS level

ELA 4-5

Show your students the many ways similes and
metaphors can be used to enrich written and oral
language! Activities include identifying similes
vs. metaphors, creating original phrases, using
them in sentences, understanding what they
mean when used as comparisons, and
more! 32 pages.
REM 902.........................................................$7.99

Grade Level

4-6

CCSS level

ELA 5

Stimulate awareness of the multiple meanings
a single word can have and how pronunciation
changes the meaning of like words. Students
will get plenty of practice identifying and
using homographs and heteronyms.
32 pages.
REM 903.........................................................$7.99

3-Book Set......................................................................................................................................................................................................... $21.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Writing

A Step-by-Step Introduction to
Essential Writing Skills
Grade Level
CCSS level

Building writing skills

Helps Students Master Writing Skills

1-2

Grade Level

ELA K-2

2-Book
Sets!

Turn storytellers into
storywriters with this
skill-based approach
to writing. Each of
the four books in this
series guides beginners
through the writing
process. From learning
to recognize sentences
to writing their first
story, students will be
well on their way to
writing success.
24 pages each.
REM 5011A
REM 5011B
REM 5011C
REM 5011D
REM 5011E

MEETING WRITING STANDARDS

Inspiring Activities for Budding Writers!

WHAT IS A SENTENCE?................................................... $6.99
HOW DO I WRITE A SENTENCE?.................................... $6.99
WHAT ARE the 4 KINDS OF SENTENCES?................... $6.99
HOW DO I WRITE A STORY?............................................ $6.99
4-BOOK SET.................................................................... $24.99

set 3

set 1

Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level

ELA 1-2

Give students good, solid practice with this book
designed to help them recognize and develop complete
sentences. The sequential, high-interest format will
make this one of your favorite teaching tools! 32 pages.
rem 3011.................................................................. $8.99

WRITING PARAGRAPHS
Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level

ELA 2-3

This book will help students write topic sentences
and develop paragraphs. The step-by-step method,
presented with high-interest subjects, is a highly
effective way to master writing skills! 32 pages.
REM 3021................................................................. $8.99

UNDERSTANDING PARAGRAPHS

Set 1......................................... (gr. 3-5)........................... $79.99

180 Days of Writing

Learning to Form Sentences is a Snap!

Step-by-Step Activities to Better Writing

WRITING SENTENCES

Writing is one of the
most challenging tasks
students are asked to
perform. This standardsbased series provides
lessons and activities to
help students master a
wide range of writing
skills with enthusiasm
and effectiveness.
Both sets include five
books that cover the
five major writing
styles students must
master—Descriptive,
Persuasive, Narrative,
Expository, and Poetry.
144 pages each.
TCM 9659

Reading Rods® Sentence Building kit

3-5

Writing Basics Series

Writing

First steps in writing

Develop Enthusiastic & Efficient Writers Through Daily Practice

Grade Level

5-8

CCSS level

ELA 3

Build a strong foundation for writing success with
this sequential book! Practice pages lead students to
organized and meaningful compositions. 32 pages.
REM 302A................................................................. $8.99

Grade Level	K-6
set 2

Grade Level	PreK-5
Grade Level

1+

A unique, hands-on approach to teaching and learning the basics of reading!
Studies show that Reading Rods® increase assessment scores in students
reading below grade level. The interlocking cubes provide an effective,
tactile way to make learning fun. This hands-on set allows students to
construct and write simple and complex sentences, recognize all parts of
speech, identify and practice agreement of subjects and predicates, and use
punctuation. Contains 156 rods including nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs,
pronouns, punctuation, conjunctions, interjections, and articles.
Kit comes with 24 activity cards, 4 activity trays, 1 storage tub, 48-page
instruction and activity book, and enough rods to teach up to four students
cooperatively. CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Writing is an active process that helps students develop higher order
thinking skills. The practical yet fun-filled writing strategies in this series
encourage students to expand their thinking processes and transform their
reading skills into written words. 48 pages each.
Set 1:
Set 2:
Set 3:

Features activities identifying sounds, linking sounds to letters, and
combining letters into words.
Includes combining words into meaningful sentences and writing
specific types of sentences to form a cohesive paragraph.
Involves learning how to use paragraphs to develop ideas and write
a complete story including nonfiction writing.

LER 7103................................................................................................. $74.99

TCM 3245A
TCM 3247A
TCM 3249A

EASY SENTENCE WRITING

SENTENCE SEQUENCING

75 Activities to Develop Sentence-Writing Skills

A Fun, Step-by-Step Approach to
Sequential Ordering of Sentences
Grade Level

Grade Level

1-2

This helpful unit will inspire students to develop their sentence writing
skills. Four formats add variety as they write original sentences,
create sentences from pictures, form sentences from a word bank,
and more!
REM 301A...................................................................................................$7.99
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Set 1.........................(GR. Pre-k-1)............................... $16.99
set 2.........................(GR. 1-3)........................................ $16.99
set 3.........................(GR. 3-5)........................................ $16.99

SE 51523
SE 51524
SE 51525
SE 51526

Grade K............$19.99
Grade 1............$19.99
Grade 2............$19.99
Grade 3............$19.99

WRITING STORIES
Grade Level

REM 157.................................................................................................... $7.99

CCSS level

ELA 3-4

REM 150................................................................... $8.99

WRITING POEMS
Grade Level

4-8

CCSS level

ELA 2-5

Aspiring poets will write traditional forms of poetry
such as couplets, quatrains, and haikus as well as the
non-traditional, free-verse form. 48 pages.
REM 140................................................................... $8.99
SE 51527
SE 51528
SE 51529
SE 51529A

Grade 4............$19.99
Grade 5............$19.99
GRade 6............$19.99
7-book set....$119.99

OUTLINING

Organize & Classify Information in
Easy-to-Manage Steps
Grade Level

4-8

This delightful book offers step-by-step practice
in developing good story writing techniques. Your
storytellers will soon become great storywriters!
48 pages.

2-3

Teach essential
sequencing skills the
“hands-on” way with
this skill-based book!
The 30 exercises
begin at a basic skill
level where students
manipulate language by
cutting and pasting short
stories into meaningful
sequence. Activities
then progress to a level
where students copy
short stories into proper
sequence. Finally,
students create original
sentences and write
them in meaningful
sequence.

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Please refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.

180 Days of Writing is an easy-touse resource that provides students
with practice in writing argument/
opinion, informative/explanatory,
and narratives pieces while also
strengthening their language and
grammar skills. Centered on highinterest themes, each two-week unit
is aligned to one writing standard.
Daily practice pages make activities
easy to prepare and implement as part
of a classroom morning routine, at the
beginning of each writing lesson, or
as homework. Develop enthusiastic
and efficient writers through these
standards-based activities correlated
to College and Career Readiness and
other state standards.

3-8

Level 3-4 introduces titles,
main topics, subtopics,
details, using an outline
to write a report, and
outlining a story. Level
5-8 covers these topics
in greater detail, while
introducing how to
write paragraphs and
reports from an outline,
writing an outline from
paragraphs, plus using
outlines to prepare a
speech or a book report.

WRITING LETTERS
Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level

ELA 2-5

This terrific book is filled with lessons to teach skills
needed to write business, invitational, thank you, and
friendly letters. Pen pal information, state tourist
bureau, and foreign embassy addresses included.
48 pages.
REM 106B................................................................. $8.99

WRITING BOOK REPORTS
Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level

ELA 2-4

Plenty of opportunities to write and report on books
they've read. A nice addition to the whole-language,
integrated curriculum classroom! 32 pages.
REM 617................................................................... $8.99

WRITING SHORT REPORTS
Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level

ELA 3-4

Students use complete sentences to answer key
questions on fascinating topics. Questions are
formatted to result in student development of a short
report. Topics include animals, people, and places.
62 pages.
REM 304C................................................................. $8.99

REM 1134A Gr. 3-4................................................................................ $6.99
REM 134
Gr. 5-8................................................................................ $6.99
REM 134B both books.................................................................. $12.99

REM 2001 8-book Set....................................... $64.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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MATH

Daily Practice & Assessments for 25 Key Math Objectives

75 Daily Practice
Lessons

"Because the texts are
so well organized, it
was easy to select skills
to differentiate & meet
each student's needs."
3rd Grade Teacher

Illustrated math dictionary
Make Math More Visual &
Meaningful for All Students

180 Days of Math

MATH

Core Math Skills Program

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Interest Level 6-12
Reading Level

5-6

This easy-to-read, softcover
reference guide is ideal
for teachers, students, and
parents. The definitions are
written in simple language
that students readily
understand and find useful.
Diagrams and illustrations
are used extensively to help
reinforce and support the
definitions.
PAC 9590...................... $15.99

HANDS-ON MATH GAMES
279 Math Activities
Grade Level
250 Skill-Specific
extra Practice pages

Grade Level

3-4

Interest Level

3+

CCSS level MAth 1-4

Our research-based math program features hundreds of quick and easy-touse activities sure to help students reach mastery levels!
Designed to be used throughout the school year, this essential program
supports focused and comprehensive instruction of 25 core math skills
introduced in most 3rd grade texts and reviewed in 4th grade texts. Also a
great resource for older, below-grade-level students. Skills covered include
Comparing & Ordering Numbers, Fractions, Probability, Polygons, Time,
Weight, and many more that are addressed on standardized tests.

The complete program includes two binders organized for quick access to
material, plus a whiteboard-ready CD with printable PDFs of all activity
pages along with assessments and progress charts in Microsoft Excel®.
Binder 1 includes 75 sets of Daily Practice lessons, record keeping charts,
scope & sequence chart, and an answer key. 177 pages total.
Binder 2 includes 10 Extra Practice pages plus an Objectives Test for each
of the 25 key objectives. Answer key is also included. 320 pages total.

4-8

Give your students the tools
they need to solve math word
problems, while encouraging
them to apply math to their
own lives. Created by a math
specialist, this illustrated
treasury of activities promotes
visual learning and teamwork.
Organized into 8 sections,
each covering concepts
from a different area in math
including Measurement,
Number Theory, and Patterns.
544 pages.

Grade Level	K-6

This series provides teachers and parents with 180 daily practice activities
to build and gauge students' mathematical fluency. Each problem is tied
to a specific mathematical concept. Students gain regular practice through
these quick, diagnostic-based activities. Data-driven assessment tips are
provided, and the Teacher Resource CD includes assessment analysis
resources. This resource is correlated to the Common Core State Standards,
is aligned to the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st
Century Skills, and supports core concepts of STEM instruction.
208 pages each.

REM 2015...................................................................................(2 Binders & 1 Resource CD)........................................................................................ $109.99

PRE 3881.........................$32.99

SE 50803
SE 50804
SE 50805
SE 50806

50 Leveled Math Problems

Leveled Texts for Mathematics

Think It, Show It Math

Quickly & Easily Differentiate Problem-Solving Tasks
Grade Level

HOT DOTS® Math FLASH CARDS
Interactive Flash Cards

1-6

Grade Level

Differentiated Levels
Lower

On

Above

ELL

This classroom resource provides 50 standards-based problem-solving
lessons, each with a task tiered at three levels, for 150 problems in all.
Easy-to-use lesson plans provide tips for activating prior knowledge,
applying problem-solving process, and leading class discussions. Strategies
for conducting formative assessment and additional opportunities to
differentiate are also highlighted in each engaging lesson. Teacher
Resource CD includes electronic versions of activity sheets, correlations to
the standards, and much more. 144 pages each.
SE 50773
SE 50774
SE 50775
SE 50778A
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25 Skill-Specific
Objectives Tests

Gr. 1..................$21.99
SE 50776 Gr. 4..................$21.99
Gr. 2..................$21.99
SE 50777 Gr. 5..................$21.99
Gr. 3..................$21.99
SE 50778 Gr. 6..................$21.99
6-book set.....................................................................$119.99

Ta-Da
Ding!

1+

Each card displays the correct answer on the back, and with the addition of
the Talking Pen, students receive instant feedback and reinforcement. Each
card features an equation with possible solutions. Students respond by
pressing the Talking Pen (sold separately) to an answer dot— answers are
rewarded with a green light if correct (red if not correct), and 20 fun sounds
and cool phrases! Requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included). Kits include
100 flash cards, plus a sturdy storage box.

Flash Cards
EI 2755
EI 2756
EI 2757
EI 2758
EI 2759
EI 2760
EI 2761
EI 2762
EI 2763

Addition (Facts 0-9)........................................................... $9.99
More Addition (Facts 10-19)............................................ $9.99
Subtraction (Facts 0-13)................................................ $9.99
More Subtr. (Facts 13-19)............................................... $9.99
Multiplication (Facts 0-9)............................................... $9.99
Division (facts 0-9)............................................................. $9.99
Fractions............................................................................. $9.99
Money..................................................................................... $9.99
Telling Time......................................................................... $9.99

EI 9448B Deluxe Classroom Pack........................................... $109.99
EI 2370

(Includes all 9 Hot Dots® Sets & 3 talking Pens)

extra Hot Dots® Talking Pen..................................... $12.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

High-Interest Visuals & Text at 4 Different Reading Levels!

Gr. K...................$19.99
Gr. 1....................$19.99
Gr. 2....................$19.99
Gr. 3....................$19.99

SE 50807
SE 50808
SE 50802
SE 50802A

Gr. 4....................$19.99
Gr. 5....................$19.99
GR. 6....................$19.99
7-book set.....$119.99

Develop Students’ Writing & Discussion Skills

Reading Level 1.5-7.2

Differentiate math instruction
with these leveled texts!
Each 144-pg. activity book
features 15 different topics
written at four different
reading levels. High-interest
content with matching visuals
includes practice problems
that reinforce what is taught
in the passages. Strategies for
using the leveled texts with
below-grade-level students,
ELL students, and abovegrade-level students are also
included.
Companion teacher resource
CD features a full-color
version of the text plus a
Microsoft Word® version of
each passage so changes can
be made to further adapt for
students’ needs.

4 Reading Levels in 1
1.5-2.2
SE 50715
SE 50716
SE 50717
SE 50754
SE 50755
SE 50785
SE 50785A

3.0-3.5

5.0-5.5

6.5-7.2

Number & Operations............................................... $39.99
Algebra & Algebraic Thinking............................. $39.99
Geometry...................................................................... $39.99
Measurement............................................................... $39.99
Data Analysis & Probability.................................. $39.99
Fractions, decimals, & Percents........................ $39.99
6-book set................................................................... $199.99

Grade Level

3-8

Ideal for Common Core, these books provide step-by-step strategies for
developing students’ clear, concise writing and discussion skills about math
and science. Each book guides students in communicating their scientific
thinking and math problem solving through writing and speaking. Strategy
instruction is supported by the included student activities, rubrics, and
exemplar writing samples. Digital Resource CDs contain student activity
pages and graphic organizers. 176 pages each.
SE 51051
SE 51053

Math................................................................................... $39.99
Science............................................................................. $39.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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MATH

A Step-by-Step Introduction to Essential Math Skills

TIMED MATH DRILLS Program

Beginning Math Series
Activities to Build Numeracy Skills

MATH

steps in math

Math Drills to Improve Speed & Accuracy

Resource
CDs with
Whiteboard
Compatible
PDFs
Available

EAsy Timed Math Drills

Timed Math Drills
Grade Level
Grade Level	K-3

This 5-book series focuses on specific, beginning math skills. The material
is presented in short, manageable chunks so young learners can isolate
and master one concept before moving on to the next. Skills include
recognizing and writing numbers, counting, adding, subtracting, and
relating numerals and symbols to actual objects. 24 pages each.
REM 5010A
REM 5010B
REM 5010C
REM 5010D
REM 5010E
REM 5010F

Flash Cards

CCSS level MAth K-1

What is a number?....................................................... $4.99
HOW MANY DO YOU SEE?.............................................. $4.99
HOW DO I COUNT TO 30?................................................ $4.99
HOW DO I ADD?................................................................ $4.99
HOW DO I SUBTRACT?.................................................... $4.99
5-BOOK SET.................................................................... $21.99

Grade Level
Grade Level

1-3

Worksheets plus learning centers help teach the early math concepts at
the primary grades. Worksheets include skills at the bottom of each
page. Additional activities in phonics, word study, creative writing,
and matching activities complete these resources. 96 pages each.
T4T 200
T4T 201
T4T 202

CalendarS........ $15.99
Shapes................ $15.99
Time...................... $15.99

T4T 203
T4T 204
T4T 205

Money.................. $15.99
Measurement... $15.99
Numbers . .......... $15.99

T4T 206

6-BOOK SET.......................................................................... $84.99

PERCEPTUAL & SPAtIAL CONCEPTS

Put Students on the Path to Math Success with these Readiness Activities
Grade Level

1-6

CCSS level MAth 1-3
CCSS level MAth 1-3

Our set of 92 colorful flash cards provides a
traditional version and a concrete example of
each equation! This unique design helps students
make the connection between concrete objects
and abstract numbers. Each set contains 92
(3"x6") flash cards including facts through 9 and
extension activities. *While supplies last.
REM 179A
REM 179B
REM 179C

3-6

Addition............................... $11.99
Subtraction...................... $11.99
Multiplication.................. $11.99

NUMBER LINE MATH

A Visual Approach to Learning Math!

These activity pages
are perfect for
students who need
plenty of practice
to reach mastery
levels. Race the
clock to show their
knowledge, building
accuracy as they go.
100 facts per page!
REM 505

Activity book
Add................REM 501
Sub................REM 502
Mult..............REM 503
Div.................REM 504

Grade Level

$7.99
$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

Reource CD
Add...........REM 501CD $7.99
Sub...........REM 502CD $7.99
Mult.........REM 503CD $7.99
Div............REM 504CD $7.99
Book & CD Set
Add...... REM 501CDs $14.99
Sub...... REM 502CDs $14.99
Mult.... REM 503CDs $14.99
Div....... REM 504CDs $14.99

4-book set.......................... $29.99

EASY ADDITION
& SUBTRACTION

Ideal for Students with Low
Frustration Levels!

1-3

Strong readiness skills are an important prerequisite for
math success. Help young learners achieve this with our
superlative 4-book series that features a total of 192 practice
pages designed to strengthen important foundational
skills. We think you’ll find this series a terrific addition
to your readiness program! 48 pages each.

1-3

CCSS level MAth 1-3

Improve the speed and accuracy of beginning
learners with this simplified version of our bestselling Timed Math Drills! Easy-to-read practice
drills with fewer equations per page cover facts
0-9 and feature 36 single-digit equations per
drill. Features horizontal and vertical versions of
the equations and includes a reproducible
award certificate and progress chart.
32 pages each.
REM 5012A
REM 5012B
REM 5012C
REM 5012D
REM 5012E

Addition................................$7.99
Subtraction.......................$7.99
Multiplication....................$7.99
Division..................................$7.99
4-Book Set.........................$29.99

Math Made fun!

Loads of Practice + Fun Activities
= Better Results!

REM 976 4-book set.................................................. $29.99

PATTERNS

Activities include completing sequences, connecting the dots,
and drawing. Students view shapes, pegs, and geometric
designs to determine position, compare shapes, and find
patterns.
REM 139............................................................................. $7.99

SHAPES

A complete introduction to basic two- and three-dimensional
shapes. Students identify, describe, create, and write the
names of ten different shapes.
REM 143............................................................................. $7.99

POSITION IN SPACE

Help students master the concepts of location and direction.
Plenty of practice sheets and fun illustrations ensure an
understanding of above, below, beside, left, right, middle,
last, etc.

Grade Level

1-2

CCSS level MAth 1-2

Promote reading and writing success through the use of
mazes, grids, figure-ground activities, pictures to complete,
and single-line drawings to copy.

Great practice for students who are making
the transition from concrete math using
manipulatives and pictures to pencil-and-paper
problems. The “manipulative” is built into
every activity page in the form of a number line.
Plenty of problems on each page means more
mastery-building practice per page! Features
basic addition and subtraction practice
with number lines from 1-10, 1-14, and
1-20. 28 pages.

REM 153............................................................................. $7.99

REM 537B.......................................................$4.99

REM 149............................................................................. $7.99

Perceptual Activities

30

Grade Level

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Grade Level

1-2

CCSS level MAth 1-2

Add some color to your beginning math
program! Your students will absolutely love
these delightful activities that involve coloring
along with simple math problems. Great
for improving motor skills! 24-28 pages.
REM 32
REM 13A
REM 33
REM 14A
REM 963

Easy Addition (Gr. 1).............$4.99
Addition (Gr. 2)........................$4.99
EASY SUB. (GR. 1)......................$4.99
Subtraction (Gr. 2)...............$4.99
4-Book Set..............................$17.99

3-4

CCSS level MAth 2-3

Number searches, dot-to-dots, coloring
activities, secret codes, and more offer lots of
skill-specific practice with computation. Skills
include multi-digit addition and subtraction
with and without regrouping and multi-digit
multiplication and division. Accuracy is key to
completing each activity. Challenge students
to get the answer right the first time. Great for
students performing at grade level or
those struggling with basic math concepts.
Answer key included. 48 pages.
REM 1130........................................................$7.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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MATH

Math Games

Interactive Card Games for
the Entire Class!

Step-by-step Word
Problems

Engage Students with Fun
Standards-Based Games that
Teach Key Math Skills

Take the Mystery Out of Problem Solving

Multistep Math Problems Word Problems
4-Book Reproducible Series
for Nonreaders

Teach Visual Learners to Solve
Real-World Math Problems

MATH

I have...who has...? Math Games

4 Games
Per Box!
Box 1 Covers:
Addition
Subtraction
Number Patterns
Greater Than/Less Than
Grade Level

Box 2 Covers:
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Place Value

Box 3 Covers:
Multiplication 1-6
Multiplication 1-12
Division
Fractions

1-4

Turn your math lessons into fun, hands-on activities with I Have...Who
Has...? card games! Hand out all 37 cards (some players may get more than
one card). The student whose card reads, “I have the first card. Who has...?”
begins. The student whose card has the answer to that question responds
and then asks a different question. This continues until the person with
the last card gives the final answer and then reads, “This is the end of the
game!” Each box includes 4 sets of cards for 4 different games.
TCM 7817
TCM 7818
TCM 7819
TCM 7819A

box 1................................. (Gr. 1-2)............................. $16.99
Box 2................................. (gr. 2-3)............................. $16.99
box 3................................. (gr. 3-4)............................. $16.99
ALl 3 Boxes................................................................ $44.99

Curriculum Mastery
Games
Leveled Review of NCTM Standards

Grade Level

Grade Level	K-6

Reinforce key mathematical concepts with fun and engaging skill-based
games! Created to correlate to the Common Core and other state standards,
this resource is perfect for reinforcing students’ mathematical skills.
Facilitate mathematics instruction through these engaging games that can
be played in pairs or small groups. Easy-to-access materials are provided so
that activities can be done in the classroom or at home and game results can
be used for formative assessment. 120-160 pages each.
SE 51287
SE 51288
SE 51289
SE 51290

Gr. K.................. $14.99
Gr. 1................... $14.99
Gr. 2................... $14.99
Gr. 3................... $14.99

Cross Math Puzzles
Improve Basic Math Skills with
72 Double-Sided Puzzles

SE 51291
SE 51292
SE 51293
SE 51293A

Gr. 4................... $15.99
Gr. 5................... $15.99
Gr. 6................... $15.99
7-Book Set...... $99.99

see ’n’ Solve visual
Calculator

2-4

Do your students struggle with word problems?
Our unique step-by-step solution gives students
the tools to understand word problems and
actually enjoy working them! With the help of
just 6 easy-to-follow steps, students are able to
break apart word problems and figure out the
solutions.
There are three to four levels of practice
featured. As the levels progress, students are
challenged to apply their skills. Problems
include multi-digit addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division with and
without regrouping. 48 pages each.
REM 1129A
REM 1129B
REM 1129C

Interest Level 3-12

CCSS level MAth 1-3

Gr. 2-3..................................$7.99
Gr. 3-4..................................$7.99
Both Books....................$14.99

MATH FOR REAL LIFE
Word Problems Series

Reinforce Basic Math Skills with
this Unique Display

Grade Level

3-6

Today’s standardized tests require students
to solve multiple-step problems and provide
written explanations. Prepare them with these
practice books, great for learning to solve
multi-step computations and word problems.
After completing each activity, students write
explanations about the steps they followed to
find each solution. Includes flow charts, graphic
organizers, and unit and overall assessments.
Bound-in answer key. 64 pages each.
SV 1512

4-Book Set..............................$36.99

Interactive Learning:
Math Word Problems

Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Problems
for Interactive Whiteboards
Standards &
Benchmarks
Included

Help students with limited or no reading skills
solve basic addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division problems based on life in the real
world. Illustrated activities allow visual learners
to understand how math works in everyday life.
As a support for nonreaders and struggling
readers, the activities are presented in two
formats: SymbolStix symbols and easy-tounderstand sentences without symbols. Both
levels include visual representations of the math
problems. Each book includes 150 reproducible
activities, clear and simple teaching instructions,
a progress chart, and an answer key.
PCI 2714
PCI 2715
PCI 2716
PCI 2717a

ADDITION...............................$74.99
SUBTRACTION......................$74.99
Multi. & DIVISION................$74.99
ALL 3 Books Save $20.....$204.99

MATH Word
Problems Series

Hundreds of Practical Word Problems

Self-Checking
Grade Level

1-6

Improve test scores with these classroom-tested
games! Each Curriculum Mastery Game Pack
provides a hands-on, comprehensive review of
25 standards-based math topics. Flexible design
allows students to play independently or in small
groups from 10-30 minutes. Features easy-tofollow, universal instructions and minimal setup!
Complete list of contents available online.
CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children under
3 yrs.
NPL 0311
NPL 0312
NPL 0313
NPL 0314
NPL 0315
NPL 0316
NPL 0317
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Gr. 1.......................................$94.99
Gr. 2.......................................$94.99
Gr. 3.......................................$94.99
gr. 4.......................................$94.99
gr. 5.......................................$94.99
gr. 6.......................................$94.99
complete set..................$519.99
(all 6 game packs)

Grade Level

2-3

Mastering basic math skills takes on a bright
new element of fun with these imaginative
cross-shaped puzzles. Students will have a blast
practicing basic math facts, while improving
their understanding of numerical relationships.
Each set contains 144 math “facts” written in
horizontal and vertical form. The removable
center circle is the key to correctly solving the
puzzle. Students must determine which circle
answer works correctly with both the horizontal
and vertical math sentences or equations. With
minimal supervision, individuals or small groups
can develop their computational skills. Each
series includes 72 double-sided math puzzles.
ED IFL199
ED IFL206
ED IFLAM

Add. & Subtraction.........$16.99
Multi. & Division................$16.99
Both Puzzles.....................$29.99

Grade Level
Grade Level
Grade Level

1+

Our four-function calculator is the perfect
tool for beginning learners practicing basic
math skills. Oversized LCD screen sets up a
problem exactly as students are taught to write
it out. As they carry out addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division problems, the
display shows the entire problem, not just
the last number entered. Measures 57/8" long.
Requires 2 “AA” batteries (not included).
EI 9951
EI 9952

1 Calculator........................$29.99
5 Calculators....................$139.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Please refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.

Reading Level

6-9
5-7

Students solve real-life problems using basic
math with these reproducible books. Readyto-use activities feature situations students
encounter at home, at school, or on the job. Each
book ranges from 120-144 pages.
Set Includes:
• Whole Numbers (RL 5)
• Fractions (RL 6)
• Decimals, Proportions, & Percents (RL 7)
wal 37764

3-book set...................... $59.99

1-6

Now you can use manipulatives to solve word
problems without having to pick up and store all
those little pieces! With Interactive Learning,
students can see step-by-step how to approach a
problem and solve it. The 110 problems in each
book can be done as whole-class activities, in
small groups, or individually, on any interactive
whiteboard or computer. 64 pages plus CD.
TCM 3845
TCM 3850
TCM 3854
TCM 3855
TCM 3858
TCM 3873
TCM 3873A

gr. 1........................................$24.99
gr. 2........................................$24.99
gr. 3........................................$24.99
gr. 4........................................$24.99
gr. 5........................................$24.99
Gr. 6........................................$24.99
6-Book Set.........................$124.99

Grade Level

1-5

CCSS level MAth 1-3

Teach math problem-solving with these creative
math word problems guaranteed to hold your
students’ attention while building basic math
skills! These on-grade-level teaching books
are the perfect way to reinforce textbook
instruction while improving math
problem-solving skills.
REM 15A
rem 529a
rem 529b
rem 529c
rem 529D

GR. 1-2............... (+, -)................$7.99
gr. 2-3............... (+, -)................$7.99
gr. 3-4............... (+, -, x, ÷)........$7.99
gr. 4-5............... (+, -, x, ÷)........$7.99
4-book set............................$29.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Practice Makes Perfect...

Place Value Activities Set
Grade Level

Grade Level

3-6

CCSS level MAth 4-6

...And each of these
sequential books is
loaded with solid
practice! Books start off
with basic concepts and
progressively get more
difficult. Each includes
both computation and
word problems along
with an award certificate,
progress chart, answer
key, and tons of practice!
REM 538E
REM 538F
REM 538G
REM 538H
rem 538J

ADDING FRACTIONS........................................................... $7.99
SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS............................................... $7.99
MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS................................................. $7.99
DIVIDING FRACTIONS......................................................... $7.99
4-book set....................................................................... $29.99

Percents

Builds Problem-Solving &
Critical Thinking Skills

Pacemaker pre-algebra

Ones Place to Millions Place!

Build a Bridge from Basic Math to Algebra for All Students

1+

Interest Level 6-12

Students begin by recognizing
groupings of ones and tens, then
gradually progress to recognizing
hundreds in Primary Place Value.
By the end of the book, they will be able
to name the place value of each digit
in numbers up to three digits and write
three-digit numerals correctly. 48 pages.

Primary Place Value (Gr. 1-3)................................. $7.99
Place value Activities (GR. 3+)............................... $9.99
2-Book set New Set.................................................. $14.99

Percentage Equivalency Puzzles
20 Self-Checking Puzzles

REM 1140A
REM 1140B
REM 1140C

drill & Practice........................................................ $7.99
Practical Application............................................ $7.99
Both Books............................................................... $14.99

EASY FRACTIONS

A Visual Way to Learn Fractions!

Qualifies for Title I & IDEA

PAC 6616

Student edition........................................................... $51.99
Student workbook.................................................... $20.99
answer key...................................................................... $6.99
teacher’s answer edition....................................... $72.99
classroom resource binder.............................. $205.99
inclusion class set................... Save $20............. $399.99
(3 student editions, 1 Teacher’s Answer edition,
& 1 classroom resource binder)

classroom set............................ Save $163............ $561.99

(10 student editions & 1 classroom resource binder)

Hands-on math

Reproducible Activities & Teacher’s Notes
Interest Level 6-12
Reading Level
Grade Level

5+

Help students under the relationship between decimals, fractions, percents,
and graphs. Each double-sided, color-coded puzzle piece shows a percent
in a different format. Blue sides range 100% down to 10% and black side
ranges 75% down to 12.5%.
ED IFL137................................................................................................ $16.99

Talking Calculator

Speech Output Simplifies Arithmetic

1-2

A wonderful introduction to fractions! Students will have plenty of practice
identifying, drawing, coloring, and dividing basic shapes. Fractions
include 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/3, and more! 28 pages.
REM 11A.................................................................................................... $4.99
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This handy calculator
voices numeric entries
and computations in
easy-to-understand speech.
Choose between the
complete number speech
option: “seventy-eight” or
the digit-by-digit option:
“seven, eight.” Features
volume control, mute
option, and angled display.
Designed for desktop use.
Measures 63/4"x41/4"x1/2".
Two “AA” batteries
included.

5

These lively and engaging math
labs are specially designed to
reach out to the different style
learners in your classroom.
This activity-based approach to
math helps motivate students.
Reproducible activities are
preceded by detailed teacher
notes. This hands-on series is
good for special needs students.
96 pages.
WAL 63289
WAL 63272

Grade Level

3-4

Topics Include:
• Review of Whole Numbers
• Number Expressions, Equations, &
Properties
• Variable Expressions & Equations
• Fractions & Mixed Numbers
• Ratio, Proportion, & Percents
• The Coordinate Plane
• And More!

PAC 6330
PAC 6357
PAC 6373
PAC 6349
PAC 6365
RPA 9637

CCSS level MAth 4-7

With these practice-packed
books, students work the
problems and develop the
skills necessary for a solid
understanding of percents.
Pre and post-tests help assess
student skill levels and progress.
Sharpen math and reasoning
skills with Drill & Practice:
Percents! Students learn to
change fractions and decimals
to percents with the help of
easy-to-follow instructions. With
Practical Application: Percents,
students take their knowledge of
percents to a whole new level by
applying it to real-life situations.
48 pages each.

4-Sided, Color-Coded Rulers Teach Tricky Measurement Concepts

Designed as a foundation for algebra, this comprehensive program
motivates students as they build important skills and confidence they need
to take on algebra. Correlated to NCTM standards, Pre-Algebra features
predictable and manageable 2-page lessons that promote student success.
Written at a controlled reading level, students of all abilities are provided
with essential preparation for a variety of testing situations. Program
also focuses on the essentials of problem solving with the Polya 4-step
approach which provides step-by-step guidance for building successful
problem-solving skills. Component details available online.

Place Value Activities includes over 45
pages of activities and offers a variety
of formats to ensure a strong grasp of
place value concepts. Matching, drills,
number searches, number puzzles,
riddles, skill challenges, and more
provide reinforcement while keeping
interest high. Students begin by
reviewing the ones place and continue
up to the millions place. 64 pages.
REM 160
REM 1252C
REM 160A

Reading Level

KidsRulers

pre-algebra..................................................................$22.99
algebra..........................................................................$22.99

80 Activities to Make
Basic Algebra Easier
Reproducible Teacher’s Guide
Grade Level
Reading Level

ight..."
nty-e
"Seve

aTT 1162 1 Calculator................................................................... $14.99
ATT 1163 5 Calculators....................... Save $10.......................... $64.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

6+
7

Students develop a greater
understanding of first-year
algebra concepts with this
sourcebook of puzzles and
problems. Activities cover
basic equations, inequalities,
fractions, graphing, and more.
Also helps demystify concepts
with examples, drawings, and
cartoons. 192 pages.
WAL 4261......................... $24.99

MATH

FRACTIONS

ed

anc
Adv

ry

ma

Pri
Grade Level

1+

Rulers
Connect

Simplify instruction with our sturdy, kid-friendly
KidsRulers! Created by an elementary teacher,
these 4-sided rulers make it easier to visualize and learn increments of
measurement. With its large numbers and bright colors, the Primary
KidsRuler shows beginning students inches, halves, and quarters in a new
way. The supplemental Activity CD includes a Teacher’s Guide and activity
pages. Advanced KidsRuler features quarters, eighths, and the decimal
conversions to help students master the concepts.
Both rulers feature a standard ruler on one side because the ultimate goal
is for students to use it with accuracy and confidence. Interlocking endcaps
allow you to attach the KidsRulers together to extend learning past 12
inches. Overhead Transparency, for the Advanced KidsRuler only, shows 4
black & white rulers and 3 color rulers.
KR 0150
KR 0151
KR 0152
KR 0153
KR 0154
KR 0155

primary kidsruler (gr. 1-3)........................................... $7.99
activity cd........................................................................ $15.99
classroom set..............................SAVE $16................ $159.99

(20 primary kidsrulers & 1 activity cd)

advanced kidsruler (gr. 4+)........................................ $7.99
overhead transparencY.............................................. $7.99
classroom set..............................SAVE $18................ $149.99

(20 advanced kidsrulers & 1 transparencY)

MEASUREMENT

Great for Low Frustration Levels!
Grade Level

1-2

CCSS level MAth 2-3

Do your students measure up?
They will after using this creative
book! Students predict and
measure a variety of delightful
illustrations—from inchworms
to ice cream cones—with the
supplied paper ruler. Also
reinforces understanding and
comparing liquid measurements.
Coloring activities throughout
develop fine-motor skills.
24 pages.
REM 12A.....................$4.99

GRAPHING

Step-by-Step Activities for Interpreting
Grids, Graphs, Tables, & More!
Grade Level

1-8

CCSS level MAth 2-3

Level 1-3 features 48 pages of hands-on
activities involving bar, picture, and
line graphs to teach students to retrieve
and communicate information. Level
4-8 includes more than 40 exercises
in interpreting and creating visual
presentation of information. Forms are
included for teacher-designed and studentinitiated projects. 52 pages.
REM 152 GR. 1-3.................................................................................... $7.99
REM 1127 GR. 4-8.................................................................................... $7.99
REM 968 both books....................................................................... $14.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Interactive Activities to Reinforce Time-Telling

Step-by-Step Curriculum

Coin-u-lator

Electronic Coin-Counting Calculator & 200 Practice Activities

MoneyCalc

A Money Math Calculator & Traditional Calculator in One!

Interest Level 2-12

This handheld, coin-counting
“calculator” motivates students to
learn basic money concepts. Instead
of standard buttons, realistic coin
and dollar bill buttons are used to
teach counting money, the value
of coins, and more! With a flip of
a switch, the Coin-u-lator changes
from addition to subtraction mode.
Features a large LCD screen, game
mode, fun sounds, and energysaving automatic shutoff. Batteries
and instructions included.

Grade Level

1+

CCSS level MAth 1-2

We have just the tools you need to get students on time and on top of their
clock skills! With our reproducible activity books, dominoes, and flash
cards, students of different ability levels can excel at telling time. Each
component features a variety of activities and two levels of learning.
Clocks Activity Books: Two 32-page books offer loads of practice
telling time on analog and digital clocks, using key vocabulary,
relating activities to specific times of the day, and understanding the
differences between seconds, minutes, hours, and more.
Clocks Dominoes: 45 color-coded dominoes feature three levels of play
that reinforce hour, half-hour, and quarter-hour times using analog, digital,
and written time. 2-4 players. *While supplies last.
Clocks Flash Cards: 96 self-checking flash cards feature two colorcoded levels of difficulty. Level 1 covers hour, half-hour, and 15-minute
increments. Level 2 covers 5 and 10-minute increments. On the back of
flash cards, both levels reinforce the time in written form. *While supplies
last.
REM 4384
REM 4385
REM 525A
REM 525
REM 1250

Flash Cards..................................................................$11.99
Dominoes........................................................................$11.99
Activity book (GR. 1-3).................................................. $7.99
Activity Book (Gr. 3-5).................................................. $7.99
Complete kit................................................................ $38.99

Beginning Math: Time

Teach & Reinforce Real-World Applications for Math Skills
Grade Level

1-3

Help your students understand the
passage of time with more than 50
fun activities. Use this resource to
teach and reinforce the concept of
telling time, and to help students
develop an understanding that time
is measured in a variety of ways.
Nine nursery rhymes reinforce he
concept of the passage of time. Also
included are teacher suggestions
and a skills list for easy planning
and implementation. Supports
NCTM Standards. 96 pages.
T4T 202......................................$15.99
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Edmark Time Telling Program

This tried and true program teaches students to read standard and digital
clocks plus write and say the time of day. Basic time telling is broken
down into 95 discreet skills. Each skill is taught step by step using a
self-correcting method developed through years of research. The 95
reproducible skill pages are divided into 9 progressively challenging
lessons. Lesson 1 begins with number recognition while lesson 9 requires
the student to “read” clocks to the minute. Includes 105 pages printed on
cardstock, lesson file folders, and 10 self-correction envelopes. Great for
individual or group instruction! Includes a PC/Mac CD with printable PDF
pages.

Self-correcting Activity Cards offer
more practice on basic money
concepts. 100 double-sided cards
(8"x5") include 50 Pocket Change
Cards and 50 Wallet Money Cards.
The Coin-u-lator Reproducibles
include 100 activities to reinforce
counting random money
amounts and writing subtotals.
Reproducibles are arranged in
progressive levels of difficulty
for students with varying money
math knowledge. CHOKING
HAZARD. Not for children under
3 yrs.
PCI 0076
PCI 0077
PCI 0078
PCI 0079A

Interest Level 2-12

Coin-u-lator................................................................... $39.99
100 Activity Cards........................................................ $64.99
100 Reproducibles....................................................... $59.99
complete set .............................. Save $15............... $149.99
(Coin-u-lator, Cards, & Reproducibles)

ATT tt15................................................................................................. $79.99

PCI 0080A Coin-u-lator 3-pack................... Save $10............... $109.99

CALENDARS

Money
Equivalence
Puzzles

Activities for Understanding
the Months
Interest Level

1+

These creative and sequential
books offer loads of practice
to help students learn to use a
calendar! Calendars teaches
days of the week, months of
the year, number of days in
each month, holiday dates,
seasons, and abbreviations.
32 pages each.

Coin & Bill Matching Games

REM 526A GR. 1-3.................................................................................. $8.99
REM 526
GR. 4-6.................................................................................. $8.99
REM 526B 2-book set...................................................................... $16.99

HOT DOTS® FLASH CARDS: Telling Time
Interactive Flash Cards
Grade Level

1+

Practice telling time and
transition students from digital
to analog time telling with or
without Talking Hot Dots®
Pen. Features double-sided
flash cards that students can
use on their own, with a buddy
or in a group: turn cards over to
self-check. The handy storage box
is pefect for quick cleanup or easily send cards home with
students who need extra practice. Cards work with Talking Hot Dots® Pen
(EI 2370, sold separately), which provides audio and visual feedback that
allows students to complete activities independently.
EI 2763
EI 2370

Telling Time......................................................................... $9.99
extra Hot Dots® Talking Pen..................................... $12.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

SelfChecking

coin puzzles

1-3

With these self-correcting puzzles, students
will get plenty of practice counting coins and
bills. Each set features two levels of play on 24
reversible puzzles. Plus with no written words,
these games are perfect for non-readers or ESL/
ELL students.

PCI 0068
Moneycalc...................................................................... $49.99
PCI 0069
Book & CD........................................................................ $64.99
PCI 0070A Complete Set............................................................... $104.99
(Moneycalc, Book, & CD)
PCI 0071A Moneycalc 3-Pack......Save $10................................ $139.99

Money Station

Everything You Need to Teach Money
Money Station blends hands-on activities,
worksheets, and standards-based instruction
to form a comprehensive money program.
Includes a 126-page curriculum guide, coin
and bill counters, realistic money, and plastic
coin cubes. The guide establishes 8 skill sets
organized by difficulty, each with a sequence
of objectives. An assessment sheet helps you
zero in on skill deficits and assigns appropriate
activities. The worksheets reflect real-world
situations and use realistic illustrations, making
them appropriate for all grades. Curriculum
pages are reproducible plus a disc with PDFs is
given to print worksheets and assessment forms
from your computer. CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Objectives Ideal for IEPs

Money Management Games
Learn Valuable Spending Tips While You Play

Change Puzzles feature coins, realistic in both
color and size, and are color-coded into two
levels of difficulty—one for amounts up to 50
cents and the other for amounts greater than
50 cents and up to a dollar. Dollar Puzzles
provide pictorial examples of equivalent dollar
combinations with emphasis on small bills.
Matching parts with equal money values fit
together.

Sure to provide hours of fun for everyone, these two games teach
money management skills the hands-on way. Players spend money,
make change, watch budgets, write checks, and pay bills…just
like in the real world. Budget Town™ uses color-coding, cash
transactions, and liberal use of picture cues making it ideal
for beginners. Budget City™ is a more advanced skills game
that allows players to pay with checks, credit cards, or
cash and collect interest on savings. Five difficulty
levels let you tailor the game to student abilities.
Both games include category cards and bills and
coins in a convenient “bank” and storage tray.
2-6 players. CHOKING HAZARD. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

ED IFL121
ED IFL154
ED IFL121W

ATT BT01
ATT BC01
ATT BC10

Coin Puzzles...................$16.99
Dollar puzzles.............$16.99
Both Puzzles..................$29.99

Switch Between Money
Mode & Traditional Mode

Finally, an easy-to-use calculator that allows students to “see” how
money math problems are worked! This dual purpose calculator with two
modes—money and traditional—features a larger LCD screen that displays
dollar marks, dollars, and cents, making it easy for students to solve
money math problems. For example, $2.50 + $2.50 is displayed unlike
traditional calculators that display 2.5 + 2.5. Students learn to compute
“change back” using the mini-bill buttons. If students push the $20 bill
button, the MoneyCalc places $20.00 on the screen. With just a press of a
button, the MoneyCalc switches to traditional calculator mode for working
regular math problems. Batteries included. Give students additional money
math practice with the 100 reproducible worksheets with easy-to-follow
directions! Activity book also includes color PDF on CD, lesson scripts,
assessments, and progress chart. CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

ATT MS10B............................................................................ $79.99
Grade Level

MATH

Clocks Learning Kit

budget town™....................................... $39.99
budget city™.......................................... $39.99
both games............................................ $64.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online atPlease
www.remedia.com
refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.
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REAL LIFE MATH - LEVEL 1

Menu Math for beginners

REM 111A activity book................................................................... $9.99
REM 111B Extra menus (6)............................................................... $6.99

Boost Math Skills with Visual Cues & Realistic Problems
1-2

CCSS level MAth 2-5

REM 125A activity book................................................................... $9.99
REM 125B extra price lists (6)...................................................... $6.99

department store Math for beginners

These fun and effective books teach simple addition, subtraction, and
multiplication through the use of real-life situations and visual cues.

REM 161D activity book................................................................... $9.99
REM 161E extra price lists (6)...................................................... $6.99

Students will have a great time as they refer to the colorful price lists to
figure costs when spending money at a restaurant, market, or department
store. From pizza to pancakes and sunglasses to soap, the easy-to-read
price lists generate hundreds of simple rebus and word problems sure to
improve any student’s math skills. A terrific way to teach consumer math.
Great for visual learners and those with limited reading ability.

Get it all with the Classroom Pack that includes all 3 books and a total of
21 colorful menus/price lists (7 for each book!). Perfect for role-playing
situations and classrooms where students will benefit from having their own
full-color, realistic price lists to use instead of a black and white photocopy.
REM 103 A

Classroom pack........................................................ $44.99

MARKET MATH

Skills

•
•
•
•

3-4

CCSS level MAth 2-5

Over 550
Word
Problems!

Choosing an operation in everyday math situations
Analyzing visual information
Multi-step word problems
Adding, subtracting, multiplying, & dividing money

This fun and effective book develops math reasoning and
computation skills through the use of real-life shopping situations.
From peanut butter to paper towels, nearly everything you might
shop for in a grocery store can be found on the colorful fold-out price
list that generates over 550 math word problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division! Students will have a great
time as they refer to the price list to figure costs, total sales tickets,
apply coupons, and more!
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•
•
•
•

Reading Level

3-4

OLD-FASHIONED ICE CREAM PARLOR

REM 101A ADDITION & SUBTRACTION............................................$11.99
REM 101B MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION..........................................$11.99
REM 101D EXTRA MENUS (6).............................................................. $6.99

CCSS level MAth 2-5

Choosing an operation in everyday math situations
Analyzing information
Adding, subtracting, & multiplying money
Making change

THE HAMBURGER HUT

Make learning fun while boosting basic skills with this unique series of
practical application math books. Each book features a colorful,
11"x17" fold-out menu to which students must refer to figure costs when
spending money at a restaurant! From hamburgers and French fries to
banana splits and ice cream cones, your students will get their fill as they
work through over 800 computation and real-life word problems. Students
figure food costs, tax, total restaurant checks, make change, and more!
80-96 pages each.

REM 102A ADDITION & SUBTRACTION............................................$11.99
REM 102B MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION..........................................$11.99
REM 102D EXTRA MENUS (6).............................................................. $6.99

By popular demand, we offer a Classroom Pack that includes all 4 books
and a total of 16 colorful menus. Perfect for role-playing situations and
classrooms where students will benefit from having their own full-color,
realistic menu to use instead of a black and white photocopy.
REM 103 B

Classroom pack.......................................................$54.99

DEPARTMENT STORE MATH

Spice up Your Basic Math Program!
Reading Level

Interest Level 3-12

market Math for beginners

• Choosing an operation in everyday
math situations
• Analyzing visual information
• Adding, subtracting, & multiplying money

Interest Level 3-12

Real Life Restaurant Activities to Enhance Basic Skills!

Skills

Reading Level

REAL LIFE MATH - LEVEL 2

Strengthen Math Reasoning &
Computation Skills!
Interest Level 4-12

Skills

Skills

Interest Level 2-12

Selling, REAL LIFE Math Series!

MATH

	Boost Basic Skills With Our Best

•
•
•
•
•

Reading Level

3-4

CCSS level MAth 3-6

Choosing an operation
Multi-step & mixed operation word problems
Using math in everyday situations
Finding percents
Analyzing charts & graphs

Help your students understand the practical reasons for learning math
as they “shop” their way to math success with this motivating and
solidly conceived book. 64 pages.

From backpacks to blow dryers, nearly everything
you might shop for in a discount department store
can be found on the colorful, 11"x17" fold-out price
list that generates hundreds of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division word problems. Students learn
to figure tax on their purchases, total sales tickets, and
calculate coupon and sales discounts. A terrific addition to
any math program. 64 pages.

REM 109A MARKET MATH.........................................................$11.99
REM 109B EXTRA PRICE LISTS (6).............................................$6.99
REM 109C Book & Extra Price lists.................................$17.99

REM 161A Department STORE MATH.........................................$11.99
REM 161B EXTRA PRICE LISTS (6).................................................. $6.99
REM 161C Book & Extra price lists...................................... $17.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Double-Sided
Price List

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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MATH

MENU
Math
An Appetizing Approach to Learning Math Skills

Beginner Level
Rebus Format

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

1-4

From burgers to burritos, nearly everything you might order from a
fast-food restaurant can be found on the colorful menus included in
this practical math series. Students solve computation and real-life
word problems by referring to the highly visual drive-thru menus.
Figuring food costs, computing taxes, and making change are just a
few of the skills covered. Math objectives are clearly stated on each
page making it easy to focus on the skills your students need most.
Beginner Level book teaches simple addition, subtraction, and
multiplication using visual cues for students with limited reading
skills and includes 2 unique menus (2 copies of each for a total of
4). Intermediate Level books include 4 unique menus, require more
reading, and target on-grade-level math skills. 48-64 pages each.

Intermediate Level
Beginner Level

Add./Sub./Mult. (gr. 3).......................................$11.99
12 Extra Menus (6-pack)............................... $7.99

REM 601B
REM 601C
REM 602B
REM 601D

Addition & Subtraction (gr. 3-5)..............$11.99
Multiplication & Division (gr. 4-6)............$11.99
24 Extra Menus (12-pack)............................. $7.99
Classroom pack........................................... $46.99
(3-Book set & 48 Menus)

PAC 1466
PAC 3183
PAC 3191
PAC 3167
PAC 3175
PAC 323X

Resource CDs with Whiteboard-Ready
PDF Menus & Activities
Resource cD	CD & Book Set

Beginning (Add, Sub, & Mult)........ REM 601ACD	 $11.99
Addition & Subtraction................ REM 601BCD	 $11.99
Multiplication & Division.............. REM 601CCD	 $11.99

REM 601ACDS	 $21.99
REM 601BCDS	 $21.99
REM 601CCDS	 $21.99

Budget

Students Learn the Benefits of Budgeting
Grade Level

Money

These Practical Activities will Have Students Learning Coins & Bills

5+

Real-Life Math Problems to Reinforce Basic Skills

Reading Level

4

This straightforward, easy-to-understand
program provides students of different
abilities with key math concepts essential for
successful adult living. From buying groceries
to budgeting for housing, education, and travel,
the simply stated subject matter delivered in a
manageable format with a controlled reading
level makes content accessible. Students gain
practical math competence through real-world
examples in the areas of money management,
banking,
consumerism, career
choices, credit-card
math, and everyday
living. Component
details available
online.
Topics Include:
• On Your Own
• Earning a
Paycheck
• Banking &
Saving
• Buying & Preparing Food
• And Much More

Intermediate Level

PRACTICAL PRACTICE MATH Binder

Practical Math Applications Essential
to Everyday Life
Interest Level 6-12

CCSS level MAth 2-5

REM 601A
REM 602A

Pacemaker practical
math for consumers

MATH

Drive-Thru

Student edition............................... $51.99
Student workbook........................ $20.99
answer key......................................... $6.99
teacher’s answer edition.......... $72.99
class. resource binder............ $205.99
classroom set Save $163........... $561.99
(10 student editions &
1 classroom resource binder)

little spender

Shop ‘Til You Drop & Practice
Basic Money Skills

Using a
credit card

Getting paid
Interest Level 4-12

Reading Level

3-4

CCSS level MAth 3-6

Watch math skills improve as students work through math word problems that involve everyday
activities such as comparison shopping, using coupons, buying in quantity, learning about budgets,
withholding tax, and so much more. A real practical application of math!
This 180-page binder is packed with real-life word problems that are organized by categories such
as Career Math, Math at Home, Best Buys, and more. The included whiteboard-ready Resource CD
has the entire contents of the binder in PDF format, a complete list of skills and Common Core State
Standards, plus over 20 bonus activities, reference pages, blank checks, deposit slips, and more.
REM 598H

Binder & Resource CD......................................................................................... $59.99

Real-world Math:
Unexpected
Events game

Shop 'N Learn

Build Essential Consumer Savvy Math Skills!

Applying Math Concepts to Everyday Life

Players start off with
$2,000 and a budget plan
before they make a trip
around the gameboard.
As they experience
the realities of real-life
economics by buying or
renting a home, making
investments, buying
groceries, and more, they
discover the challenges of
staying within a budget.
2-4 players.
WCA 4373................................................................................................ $24.99

Bank Account

Shop Your Way to Math Success!
Grade Level

1-4

Your students will love these fun, yet practical collection of activities
designed to provide an introduction to the basic concepts of money.
Grade Level

5+

Students learn to write
checks, make deposits, and
keep accurate records as
they “buy” groceries, pay
taxes, make car payments,
pay medical bills, and
more! Includes checks,
deposit slips, and currency.
2-5 players.
WCA 5025 ............................................................................................... $24.99
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The sequential format and step-by-step exercises provide practice and
repetition for young learners. The first book’s activities include identifying
coins, learning the value of coins, counting coins, matching coins to prices,
different ways of showing an amount, and simple addition of money.
The book begins with a simple introduction to coins, and then graduates
to practical application activities and beginning word problems. The
second book’s activities include reviewing coin names and values,
identifying bills up to $10, adding and subtracting money, and
making change. 48-52 pages each.
REM 536A
REM 536B
REM 536C

Activity book (Gr. 1-2)................................................ $7.99
Activity book (Gr. 3-4)................................................ $7.99
Complete kit................................................................ $16.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Grade Level	K-3

Introduce young students to the value of money
and making change with this fun, colorful board
game (11½"x11½")! Players add and subtract
money values as they purchase items from the
General Store. Great for reinforcing the concepts
that 100 pennies, 20 nickels, 10 dimes, and 4
quarters each equal one dollar. Contents include
a gameboard, 4 markers, currency & coins,
and instructions. 2-4 players. CHOKING
HAZARD. Not for children under 3 yrs. *While
supplies last.
REM 4365.................................................... $14.99

Grade Level

3-6

Help students understand money and personal
finances with this “real-life” game. Each player
begins with a checking account balance of $100.
Players take turns selecting an “unexpected
event” card. According to the card, players either
add or subtract an amount from their account
(i.e. receiving a birthday gift or taking the cat
to the vet). The first player to reach the end
receives a bonus amount. Players then add up
how much money they have in their accounts;
the one with the most money wins. 2-6 players.
TCm 7804......................................................$19.99

Interest Level 3-12

A variety of illustrated shopping situations
display items and prices from which students
answer addition, subtraction, and multiplication
questions. From the mall to the hardware store,
these books offer a fun and practical way to
improve math skills! Ideal for students of all
ages who have not yet reached mastery
levels. So give your students this essential
“real-life” practice.
REM 515
Shopping Mall Math..........$6.99
REM 515B Shopping Around the Town...$6.99
REM 515C both books.........................$12.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online atPlease
www.remedia.com
refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.
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Life Skills

Detailed Exercises for Learning to Manage a Checkbook

CHECKS & BALANCES

Classroom Set Includes:
• 30 checkbooks
• 30 checkbook covers
• 30 income cards
• 30 surprise cards
Grade Level

Grade Level 6-12

A really practical application of math. Students read short, real-lifesituation word problems, solve for answers, write checks for money spent,
record transactions, and keep track of their balances. A wonderful
step-by-step process for learning these essential skills! Resource CD
includes the activities in whiteboard-ready PDF format.

SOCIAL SKILLS ACTIVITIES

Checkbook Activity Program

•
•
•
•

30 bank ATM/credit cards
150 sales slips
10 bank card imprinters
Teacher's Guide

5-8

Go beyond play money and teach real-life personal finance skills! This
classroom activity kit is designed to teach the fundamentals of finance
to the middle grades. Students acquire knowledge in budget planning,
exploring payment options, and coordinating income with expenses.
The Single Kit includes credit card, checkbook with checks, 25 sales
slips, credit card imprinter, and a 16-page lesson plan filled with fun
activities. The income cards and “unplanned expense” cards included in
the Classroom Set are used in a game format to aid students in simulated
real-life situations.
sr 1500
sr 1510

SHOPPING SMART

Stepping Out Curriculum

classroom set........................................................... $154.99
Single Kit........................................................................ $19.99

Grade Level	K-12

These ready-to-use lessons are sure to help students become aware of
acceptable social behavior and develop proficiency in acquiring basic
social skills both inside and outside of the classroom. Each lesson places a
specific skill within the context of real-life situations. Hands-on activities
allow the student to work through, think about, discuss, and practice.
262-464 pages.

Created for educators and parents of students with special needs, these
books offer illustrated reproducibles to help students obtain independence
and success. For Special Children (Grades K-5) features 180 lessons with
reproducibles that focus on the basic “survival” skills needed for both
school and daily living. For Secondary Students (Grades 6-12) features
190 activities that focus on a specific skill within the context of real-life
situations. Both books build skills in: interpersonal, communication,
academic, practical living, vocational, lifestyle choices, and problemsolving. 368-544 pages.

PRE 8689
PRE 8964

pre 5477
pre 5418

Grade Level	K-12

FOR Special Children................(Gr. k-5).................. $32.99
FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS........(gr. 6-12)................ $32.99

Interest Level
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Printable
Materials
on CD

Includes one spiralbound instructor’s guide (222 pages), 288 laminated
Shopping Cards, and one Pocket Book.

With this comprehensive program, students learn a balanced blend
of skills—from shopping to banking to doing laundry—on planned,
supervised outings. A spiral-bound, 285-page book includes lesson plans
for 19 standard outings, plus dozens of related classroom activities. 23
wallet-sized cues help students perform community activities without
requiring academic skills. Assessments and parent involvement forms help
advance community-based IEP goals. Print extra cues and supplemental
material from the included Win/Mac CD.

ATT 1010 Complete Program....................................................... $89.99

ATT ST15

Includes 288 full-color laminated Shopping Cards that illustrate food,
cleaning, personal care and clothing items, and function as a picture-based
shopping list at the store. Each card fits easily into the Pocket Book which
displays up to 50 cards.

10 Practical Living Skills Workbooks

21-Minute Lessons

Features:
• 23 colorful, laminated
wallet-sized cues
• Reproducible worksheets
& assessment forms
• 19 planned community
outings

Teacher’s
Lesson Plan

The book also includes reproducible images of shopping cards, in two
sizes, plus a dollar counter, home storage information, store location cues,
and much more! Lesson plans provide objectives, data forms, and training
suggestions.

for Special Children............................................... $32.99
for secondary students....................................... $32.99

21st Century Life skills Series

The 21st
Century Coach

A Community-Based Instruction Program

Shopping Smart includes an instructor’s guide featuring illustrated
reproducible step-by-step sequences of grocery and department store
shopping, plus related skills like planning for shopping, dressing right, and
unpacking purchases at home.

Over 350 Lessons for Special Children

Over 340 Reproducible Lessons

REM 524
Activity book............................................................... $7.99
REM 524CD Resource CD................................................................ $7.99
REM 524CDS Book & CD Set............................................................ $14.99

Illustrated Step-by-Step Sequences of Grocery
& Department Store Shopping

LIFE SKILLS ACTIVITIES

life skills

CHECKBOOK MATH

Complete Program.................................................. $159.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

6-12

Reading Level 3-4

Student
activity

Bridge the gap between coursework and real work by focusing on realworld skills and applications. In order to thrive in the 21st century digital
economy, students will need certain proficiencies within the context of
rigorous academic standards.
Each resource book focuses on one of the three categories listed in the
Partnership for 21st Century Skills. The activities in this series will prepare
students for success in the 21st century by giving them the skills and
knowledge they will need as citizens, workers, and leaders after high
school. Each book features 36 reproducible activities and lessons, plus
16 graphic organizers and an assessment tool. 104 pages each. A list of
activities for each book available at www.remedia.com/the-21st-centurycoach-set.
SP 2539
SP 2547
SP 2555
SP 261X

Book C.............................................................................. $44.99
book t.............................................................................. $44.99
book w............................................................................. $44.99
3-Book set......................Save $10.............................. $134.99

10 Titles Include:
• Managing Money
• Everyday Household Tasks
• Getting Ahead at Work
• Job Search
• Consumer Spending
Interest Level 9-12

Reading Level

•
•
•
•
•

Transportation & Travel
Car & Driver
Moving Out on Your Own
Community Resources
Health & Safety

4

Introduce young learners to the must-have skills and concepts they’ll need
to enter the adult world. Each 48-page worktext features preview/review
exercises, emphasis on essential, topic-related vocabulary, and a topicrelated “Everyday Math” application in every lesson. Topics include buying
a car, grocery shopping, banking basics, traveling by bus, and more. The
digital Teacher’s Resource Guide provides teaching tips, 65 reproducible
extension exercises, and answer key.
SP 2318

Sample Set.................................................................. $184.99

SP 2326

Small Group Set....................................................... $499.99

SP 2334

Classroom Library Set......................................... $799.99

(10 books (1 each of 10 titles) & Teacher’s guide)
(30 books (3 each of 10 titles) & teacher’s guide)
(60 books (6 each of 10 titles) & teacher’s guide)

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Life Skills

LIFE-SKILL LESSONS

Strengthen Key Reading, Writing, & Consumer Skills

Everyday-Life Reading & Writing Practice
Realistic Reading & Writing Activities to Strengthen Life Skills

Interest Level
Interest Level 4-12

Interest Level

8-12

Reading Level

3

With minimal amount of print and lots of illustrations, these activity books
show students how to take care of themselves and face the challenges of
everyday living. Titles include How to...Look Out for Yourself, Get Well
When You’re Sick, Set Up a Home, Stay Healthy, Use Money Wisely, and
Take Care of Your Home. This 7-book set contains explanations, activities,
problems, lists of important words, pre-reading self-tests, comprehension
checks, and a useful Teacher’s Guide. 54-68 pages each.
WAL 027130

7-book set................... Lower Price..................... $94.99

Personal Development for Success
Real-Life Topics for Learning Basic Life Skills

Interest Level 6-12

Reading Level

Reading Level

4-5

Structured lessons in these books offer activities to build skills necessary
for survival in daily life and in the work place. Lessons emphasize
vocabulary, spelling, reading comprehension, handwriting skills,
sentence and paragraph writing, and more.
REM 930A
REM 930B
REM 930C
REM 930D
REM 930E
REM 930F
rem 930H

CONSUMER WORDS.......................................................... $8.99
WORK PLACE WORDS...................................................... $8.99
MONEY Management WORDS.............................................. $8.99
INDEPENDENT LIVING WORDS............................................... $8.99
PERSONAL CARE WORDS............................................... $8.99
OCCUPATION WORDS....................................................... $8.99
6-book set..................................................................... $49.99

WORDS YOU NEED TO KNOW
Reproducible Life Skills Vocabulary Exercises

ED 2501
ED 2502
ED 2503
ED 2504
ED 2505
ED 2506
ED 2507
ED 2508
ED 2509
ED 2510
ED 2500A

5+

CCSS level

ELA 3-5

Bills

Being able to read and understand newspapers, instructions, schedules,
e-mails, menus, labels, and more is an important part of our everyday lives.
Many students need specific instruction and lots of practice to understand,
interpret, and use what they have read in these formats.
From reading a newspaper for the weather report to reading a flight
schedule to find what time a plane lands, students will be immersed in
plenty of realistic reading opportunities. Each real-life reading activity is
followed by comprehension questions to help reinforce what students
have read. As well, each category has writing activities that will give
students plenty of practical application with writing for a specific purpose,
like writing an advice column, classified ad, e-mail, blog, and more.

REM 3030A
REM 3030C

Labels &
Packaging

Directories & Guides

Both reproducible binders are organized by tab dividers, and include an
answer key and a whiteboard-ready resource CD with printable PDFs. 166168 pages each.
Everyday-Life Categories Include:
For more information
Binder 2
and a list of the Common Binder 1
• Directories, Guides
• Newspapers
Core State Standards
& Maps
• Instructions
this program meets,
• Menus & Recipes
• Schedules
visit www.remedia.com/
• Labels & Packaging
• Websites
everyday-life-reading• Invoices, Bills, & Forms
& E-mails
writing-binder-program

Binder 1 & Resource CD....................................... $59.99
REM 3030B
Binder 2 & Resource CD....................................... $59.99
Complete Program (both BinderS & Resource CDs)................................................................................................................. $109.99

Life skills Readers

Photo-Illustrated Reading
Comprehension Program

PRACTICAL PRACTICE READING series
Functional Life Skill Activities

4

Provide students with the basic skills needed to attain success in school.
This series helps develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary
to become a healthy, productive adult. Each book includes dialogue
between characters in a hypothetical, difficult situation and discusses
various reactions and the likely outcomes from either a positive or negative
reaction. Each book includes two or more topics and a variety of exercises,
such as, true or false, matching, fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice, sentence
completion, crossword puzzles, and subjective opinion. Answer keys
included. 32-56 pages each.
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Websites & e-mails

Newspaper

life skills

STEPS TO INDEPENDENT LIVING

6 Workbooks Plus Teacher’s Guide

Anger Management . .................................................... $8.99
A Mountain is to Climb.................................................. $8.99
How to Improve Your Self-Concept...................... $8.99
Stress Part 1 & 2............................................................ $8.99
How to Get Good Grades........................................... $8.99
Learning How to Take a Test.................................... $8.99
How to Succeed Inside the Classroom................ $8.99
Recognizing Depression Parts 1 & 2...................... $8.99
Choosing a College & Career Decision Making............. $8.99
Communication Skills & problem solving.......... $8.99
10-book set......................Save $10............................... $79.99

Interest Level 4-12

Grade Level 6-adult

These “to-the-point” resource books help students master 400 essential
words crucial to succeed in daily life. Features reproducible exercises
divided into 10 units that span real-life topics from personal care and
weather, to child care and cooking. Students will strengthen their
vocabulary skills with engaging activities like fill-ins, multiple choice,
puzzles, and reading exercises. Great for ESL and LEP classes.
WAL 37381
wal 42539
wal 4373X

Words You Need to Know...................................... $26.99
MOre Words You Need to Know.......................... $26.99
Both Books................................................................. $49.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Interest Level 8-12

Reading Level	K-2

Improve life skills and reading comprehension with this photo-illustrated
program. 40 stories followed by easy-to-read study questions cover six
content areas: Community, Personal, School, Signs, Transportation, and
Work, which are brought to life with engaging, colorful pictures. Ideal for
older students reading at a second grade level or below. Instructors will find
the stories and study questions conducive to writing measurable goals and
objectives for student IEPs. 290 pages. Set of 5 books includes a CD with
printable PDFs.
ATT LSR02
ATT LSR10

Single Book................................................................. $59.99
5-Book Set & CD......................................................... $159.99

Reading Level

3-4

Reading and writing abilities are sure to improve as students work through
activities involving everyday life situations – reading the newspaper,
ads, coupons, catalogs, schedules, directories, guides, etc. Each of these
six realistic books provide plenty of practice as well as open-ended
activities which invite creativity. So improve your students’ reading
comprehension skills the practical, “real-life” way with this relevant
and popular series!
REM 417
REM 430
REM 431
REM 432
REM 433
REM 435
rem 434

THE NEWSPAPER.................................................................. $8.99
LABELS & PACKAGES.......................................................... $8.99
ADS & COUPONS................................................................... $8.99
DIRECTORIES & GUIDES...................................................... $8.99
CATALOGS & Mail Order.................................................. $8.99
FILLING OUT FORMS............................................................ $8.99
6-book set......................................................................... $49.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Life Skills

A Multisensory Program to Teach 400 Practical Words

THOUGHTFUL LISTENING
Improves Comprehension, Memory,
& Listening Skills!
Grade Level
CCSS level

3-6
ELA 2-4

Thoughtful Listening
is designed to teach
listening skills and
provide practice in
remembering and
thinking about facts.
After a story is read
aloud, students do an
independent activity
featuring memory
exercises, vocabulary
development, and
thinking skills. 30
different short stories
included. 40 pages each.
Grade Level

3+

The Functional Words Series uses a word recognition method, involving
repeated exposure to target words. Every lesson targets one or more
functional vocabulary words and engages students in a variety of learning
activities. The Functional Words Series lessons are carefully sequenced,
moderately paced, and repetitive. The target words are categorized into four
functional areas covered in four individual kits within the series. Each kit
of the program includes a Teacher’s Guide, 100 Word Recognition Lessons,
300 reproducible Vocabulary Activities, a 5-book set of Stories, a Board
Game and game pieces, a pack of 100 Photo Cards, a pack of 100 Word
Cards, and a CD, all in a sturdy storage box. Ages 9 and up.
IM 14230
IM 14240
IM 14250
IM 14260
IM 14260A

Signs Around You words....................................... $199.99
Grocery Words.......................................................... $199.99
Fast-Food / Restaurant Words........................... $199.99
Job / Work Words..................................................... $199.99
Complete Program...................... save $50............ $749.99

ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY
Words They Need to Know!

REM 147a
REM 147b
REM 147C

Gr. 3-4................................................................................ $7.99
Gr. 5-6................................................................................ $7.99
BOTH BOOKS.................................................................. $14.99

LISTEN, REMEMBER, & DO
Improve Listening Skills &
Auditory Memory
Grade Level

3-5

Teach students how to
listen, remember, and
follow oral directions.
Each activity begins
with short oral directions
given by the teacher.
Students then use
their retention skills to
complete the imaginative
and stimulating exercise.
Excellent for whole
group, small group, or
individual instruction.
40 pages each.

3-4

REM 931A
REM 931B
REM 931C
REM 979A
REM 910
rem 931F
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SUPERMARKET WORDS.................................................. $7.99
RESTAURANT WORDS...................................................... $7.99
Shopping Mall Words................................................ $7.99
COMPUTER WORDS......................................................... $7.99
SURVIVAL WORDS............................................................ $7.99
5-Book set..................................................................... $35.99

Reading Level

REM 454A In the Kitchen.................................................................. $7.99
REM 454D Arts & Crafts Projects.............................................. $7.99
REM 454F Both books..................................................................... $14.99

Following Directions
Strengthen Visual Perception as You
Teach this Fundamental Skill

Fun and unique illustrations are the
basis for following directions in these
imaginative books! In Book 1, students
follow rebus/picture directions that
tell what color each segment of the
illustration should be colored. In the
Book 2, students follow short written
directions to complete various pieces of
art. 24 lessons per book.
Book 3 and Book 4 make following
directions fun with a variety of formats
sure to boost an important life skill.
Activities include puzzles, mazes, cut
and paste, tracing, dot-to-dot, and lots
more! 20 lessons per book.

Following Directions

Picture directions

3-6

This unique book of floor plans, furniture
pieces, and directions will provide hours
of enjoyment as students follow directions
to color and place furniture pieces in the
various rooms. Exercises give much needed
practice with direction and position-in-space
concepts. Fine-motor, visual perception, and
creativity skills will get a workout too!

Around the Town

Featuring 29 maps of shopping centers,
playgrounds, ski areas, and more are used
to teach eight directions, logical thinking,
sequencing, and concentration skills. Pages
begin with eight directions and progress to
14. Your students will love this book!
REM 155A Around the house......................................................... $7.99
REM 155B Around the town........................................................... $7.99
REM 155C Both Books..................................................................... $14.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Look ‘N Cook Beginner’s Program

Cookbook, Lesson Plans, & DVD Set

3-4

REM 146a Gr. 3-4.................................................................................. $7.99
REM 146b Gr. 4-5.................................................................................. $7.99
REM 146C BOTH BOOKS.................................................................... $14.99

Grade Level

Reading Level

Interest Level 4-8

Supplement your reading
and writing programs with
Understanding Instructions:
Arts and Crafts and In
The Kitchen. Twenty-five
interesting activities in each
unique book are guaranteed to
improve the comprehension
of even the most reluctant
readers! Students of all ages
are sure to enjoy reading
the “real-life” craft projects
and recipes, then completing
follow-up writing activities
that challenge them to read
for details, locate information,
follow directions, write
conclusions, and more!
32 pages each.

REM 497d
REM 497e	
REM 24
REM 23a	
REM 498

Around the House

Interest Level 5-12

Real-Life, Hands-On Activities to Boost Comprehension

Grade Level	K-2

A Collection of Activities to Teach Position-in-Space
Concepts, Directions, Visual Perception, & More

The future looks brighter for students who use this series to develop
valuable life and survival skills! Each of the 5 books in the set targets an
important aspect of the everyday world. Key vocabulary is introduced in
context and then reinforced in motivating exercises that emphasize
word pronunciations and definitions. Interesting stories and real-life
activities improve problem solving and writing skills.

UNDERSTANDING INSTRUCTIONS

Grade Level

life skills

edmark functional words series

7+

Cookbook & Lesson Plans

Created by a special education teacher, this beginner program features
62 step-by-step recipes and realistic, full-color illustrations! Cookbook
includes 110 laminated pages and a wipe-clean vinyl easel binder. Spiralbound Lesson Plans feature 40 lessons teaching kitchen safety, cooking
techniques, and nutrition. Each lesson lists objectives, materials needed,
and procedures with teaching suggestions. 116 pages. Print recipe pages for
each student with the included Win/Mac CD of printable PDFs.

DVD Set

Don’t just tell students the steps to a recipe, show them with these liveaction videos! DVD 1 features a collection of 62 recipes – all shot from
the chef’s point of view. Each recipe is presented as a separate, 2-minute
movie. 128 minutes. DVD 2 features Madeline Merced, a host on TasteTV,
and covers important cooking concepts like Safety First, Food Words,
Kitchen Tools, and Cooking Hygiene. 44 minutes.
ATT LC01
ATT LC02
ATT LC06
ATT LC10

Cookbook....................................................................... $49.99
lesson plans................................................................. $49.99
DVD Set (2 discs)............................................................ $89.99
Complete program................................................... $169.99

Look ‘N Cook Microwave Program
Life Skills Development Series

Book 1 (Gr. K-1)................................................................ $6.99
Book 2 (Gr. 1-2)................................................................ $6.99
Book 3 (Gr. K-1)................................................................ $6.99
Book 4 (Gr. 1-2)................................................................ $6.99
4-Book Set...................................................................... $24.99

Powerful Lessons to Help Students
Follow Directions
Interest Level 8-12
Reading Level	K-2

Lay the foundation for
independence and the ability to
follow written directions with the
step-by-step picture directions in
this reproducible book. Forty-six
lessons are divided into five
categories—Cooking, Crafts, Life
Skills, Play, and Discovery—that
help students follow directions,
complete important activities
independently, and recognize sight
words paired with the illustrations.
These teacher-friendly activities are
rated by skill level to ease planning
and monitoring of IEP benchmarks.
Includes a Resource CD with
printable PDF pages. 228 pages.
ATT PI02.................................. $49.99

Easy-to-Make,
Illustrated Recipes
Your nonreaders will become successful cooks with these microwave
recipes that are illustrated step-by-step. Provides 68 easy-to-make
recipes that combine packaged and foods from scratch. The spiralbound Instructor’s Guide contains 32 lesson plans based on the recipes
in the cookbook and includes a PDF for printing pages on a Resource
CD. Lessons focus on safety, nutrition, meal planning, and microwave
techniques. Recipe pages and data sheets are reproducible.
ATT 1173 Cookbook & Instructor’s Guide............................. $59.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Life Skills

Survival Signs & symbols
Software

Keep Students Safe & Encourage Self-Reliance

Hands-on Review of 75 Essential Signs

"This is a
place where
someone who
is hurt...."

Conversation Skills Curriculum
Developing Skills at Home, on the Job, & at School

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

3-4

Knowing signs, symbols, and directions is essential for students who are trying to expand their
knowledge outside the classroom into the “real world.” The reproducible activity book presents words
and symbols that students will encounter in their everyday lives. Glossary pages feature 160 words
and symbols that are organized by safety, mobility, restriction, and information words. Activity pages
offer repeated use of the words in different contexts. As students work their way through the exercises,
they will gain knowledge that will allow them to become more confident and independent.
Help students reach mastery level with 94 full-color flash cards. The bold graphics and simple,
easy-to-understand definitions make these ideal for students of all ability levels. A must-have
addition for any life skills class. Flash cards are printed on high-quality, glossy card stock.
Simply cut and use with small groups or individual students.
REM 910
REM 1819F
REM 1819H

Book............................................................................................................................. $7.99
Flash Cards.............................................................................................................. $6.99
Book & Flash Cards............................................................................................ $12.99

REM 1819G

Complete Program.................................(Book, flash cards & Software)................................................................................... $74.99

Social Skills Board Games
Kid-Friendly, Results-Oriented Games
Grade Level	K-10

Games are proven to be excellent tools for helping children learn about
themselves. This Social Skills Series is kid-friendly and a great source for
dealing with important developmental and social issues. 2-6 players.
CHOKING HAZARD. Not for children under 3 yrs.
SB 1371D

All 5 Games.......................... SAVE $25.........................$249.99

Impulse Control Games

These games help children
learn the importance of
patience, read social cues,
understand the consequences
of behavior, learn to express
themselves more directly,
deal with name calling and
teasing, and use humor
to deal with conflicts.
Impulsive children learn
motor control, relaxation
skills, how to express their
feelings, how to problemsolve, and how to develop
better listening skills.
SB 1365A
SB 1366
SB 1370

Wait & Win!.................................(Ages 6-12)...................$54.99
Self Control Patrol............(Ages 8-14)...................$54.99
Stop, Relax, & Think...............(Ages 6-12)...................$54.99

Consequences Games

These games teach children that every action produces a reaction, that
there are logical consequences to their actions, and the importance of good
behavior as well as the consequences of misbehavior. They learn how to
make important decisions, communicate effectively, improve coping skills,
and mobilize their inner resources.
SB 1368
SB 1369A
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Good Behavior........................(Ages 4-10)...................$54.99
Rules & reasons....................(Ages 5-10)...................$54.99

Requirements: Windows XP or higher and Macintosh OS 10.5 or
higher. Touch screen and switch compatible. 512MB RAM.

REM 1810

single user.......................$69.99

Kids’ Guides to Dilemmas
& Sticky Situations

NS 3061
Grade Level	K-12

Written by a Speech & Language Therapist, Conversation Skills covers
basic and essential communication skills and helps young people enjoy
successful job experiences and more fulfilling and independent social lives.

Looking Good Curriculum

Teach Essential Personal Hygiene Skills in Natural Sequence

Grade Level

k-3

Set 1

Our delightful little readers encourage children to share with others
and to do the right thing while strengthening reading skills. Repetitive,
easy-to-read text along with colorful illustrations make these just right
for beginning readers. Each set includes six 16-page books and a CD
that invites children to read and sing along. Vivid illustrations, lovable
characters, and enjoyable stories make these 61/4"x9" books instant
favorites!
Set 1: Doing right & trying hard........................ $18.99
set 2: sharing & caring.......................................... $18.99
both sets..................................................................... $33.99

38 Activities to Improve Self-Esteem
Writing About Me
Grade Level
CCSS level

SURVIVAL VOCABULARY

Essential grooming skills like washing hands and brushing teeth are taught
in a step-by-step, illustrated format to help nonreaders learn personal care
routines. Our curriculum includes a 215-page instructor’s guide focusing
on 47 reproducible activities. Detailed lesson plans contain objectives,
data forms, and training suggestions. 72 laminated routine cards fit in
the included pocket book to help users complete a sequence of grooming
activities independently.
ATT 1013.................................................................................................. $89.99

REM 159B...................... $6.99

2-6

To survive in the real world, you need the
words. These books gives your students
practice with 20 vital words in each of ten
topics: home, family, grocery stores, health,
restaurants, food, time, school, community,
and travel. Survival Vocabulary Stories is
based on the same 200 words as Survival
Vocabulary, but selections feature teenagers
in contemporary settings. Each story is
accompanied by questions of increasing
difficulty to improve reading comprehension skills. 186-224 pages.
WAL 28439 survival VOCABULARY............................................... $24.99
WAL 28633 VOCABULARY STORIES................................................. $24.99
WAL 38493 Both books................................................................... $47.99

4-8
ELA 3-4

A strong sense of character
and positive self esteem
are key ingredients to
a student’s success in
school and in life. So give
your students a chance to
develop and reinforce 38
important attributes while
simultaneously improving
their writing skills. Each
page features a different
attribute such as “honesty”
or “responsibility” to
stimulate group discussion.
Relevant writing activities
help students look “within”
and focus on their individual
attributes. 48 pages.

Learn 200 Words in Context

Reading Level

Build Strong Character & Word Recognition!

CTP 3098
CTP 3099
CTP 3099A

CTP 1269 2-Book Set......................................................................... $29.99

2+

CHARACTER BUILDERS

ATT CJ05H............................................................................................... $69.99

2-8

Interest Level

8 posters......................................................................... $10.99

Features lesson plan books that teach students with developmental
disabilities to initiate and maintain conversations on the job, at home,
and with friends in school. Book 1 includes 50 self-paced lessons. Skills
are introduced in the classroom through role-playing and guided practice
sessions, and implemented independently by the student. Book 2 stretches
the range of effective conversations by teaching students how to remember
names, develop friendships, and make small talk.

Whether it’s forgotten homework,
flat bike tires, friendships, or peer
pressure, children are always faced
with tricky moments and daily
problems. Both 184-page books
include more than 70 situations
kids encounter on their own or
issues that are hard to deal with.
First, students read a dilemma,
then before turning the page to see
the solution, they have to give the
dilemma some thought.

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Please refer to Pg. 2 for full cautionary statement.

Decorate your classroom with these adorable animal photographs that offer
students a unique view of eight positive character traits. Each poster fosters
friendly and supportive relationships and features an encouraging quote
from a well-known author, educator, or community leader. Includes eight
11"x17" posters. Words include: acceptance, compassion, cooperation,
encouragement, friendship, kindness, politeness, and respect.

Social Skills Activities
Grade Level

8 Positive Character Traits Posters

Includes PDFs
on Disc

Grade Level 3-12

Help low-level and nonreaders recognize
essential, everyday signs. Four different
activities help strengthen students’ knowledge
of 75 common signs and symbols. Activities
include matching pictures to written cues,
or for limited readers, matching signs and
symbols to spoken cues. Students then “flip”
each sign to learn its meaning and common
locations. A dynamic quiz option tests student
comprehension and keeps interest high. Bold
graphics and simple, easy-to-understand
definitions are sure to appeal to students of all
ability levels. Daily work can be saved, showing
progress over time. Also print activities and
picture-based lists for additional practice.

Kindness & respect Posters

life skills

Survival Signs & symbols

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Social Studies

Yesterday's voices

Bring the Past to Life with Original Scripts!

Hi-Lo Historical Fiction for Teens

Meets Common
Core Genre
Requirements

Leveled Texts for Social Studies

Social Studies

History readers' theater

Differentiate Instruction with 4 Reading Levels for Each Story!

Includes Convenient, Reproducible
Pull-Out Scripts for Each Student
Grade Level

Interest Level 5-12

5-8

Why use Readers' Theater in history classes? The format gives
students a sense of involvement with the human dramas that make
up history. Performers can relate to the tension of a young married
couple escaping from slavery to freedom. They can get a glimpse of the
extraordinary creativity and imagination of Leonardo da Vinci, as well as
experience tons of other worldly adventures! Each of the 15 scripts in each
book is accompanied by introductory background information, extension
activities (including literature connections), and discussion questions.
112 pages each.
TCM 3997
TCM 3998
TCM 3999
TCM 3999A

U.S. History................................................................... $14.99
World History............................................................ $14.99
Ancient history.......................................................... $14.99
3-Book Set.................................................................... $32.99

Reading Level 2.0-3.0

These high-interest historical fiction stories will grab your reluctant
readers’ attention while meeting the Common Core genre requirements.
Each fictional story also includes a nonfiction summary and concludes with
a series of activities designed to further explore the subject. Each book
contains stunning full-color interiors while maintaining an easy-to-read
open layout. Approximately 1000 words each.
SP 8734
SP 8742
SP 8750
SP 8769
SP 8777
SP 8785
SP 8785A

Gladiator: the story of a fighter........................ $8.99
Holocaust: the story of a survivor................... $8.99
Over the top: the story of a soldier.................. $8.99
Tail Gunner: the story of a bombing raid......... $8.99
Titanic: the story of a disaster............................ $8.99
Runaway: the story of a slave............................... $8.99
6-Book Set..................................................................... $45.99

History-Based Reading Binder

Grade Level 1-12

Reading Level 1.0-7.2

Engage and inspire students to read and comprehend a variety of social studies materials
with this award-winning series. Each 144-page book contains 15 high-interest, two-page
stories that have been leveled at four different reading levels. Although the reading levels
have been differentiated, each passage appears the same to students. This combination of
leveling and graphics makes differentiating the content quick and easy. A comprehension
question follows each passage to promote class discussion and to ensure student success.

1 Story at 4 Different Reading Levels
Symbols Indicate Each Reading Level

A Teacher Resource CD is included with each black & white book. CD features a fullcolor version of the text plus a Microsoft Word® version of each passage so changes can
be made to further adapt for students’ needs.

38 Key Events in U.S. History
locate the
answer

cloze
Reading

SE 50081
SE 50082
SE 50083
SE 50084
SE 50894
SE 50896
SE 50586A

early america.................................................. (GL 4-12 / RL 1.0-7.2). ......$39.99
expanding & preserving the union......... (GL 4-12 / RL 1.0-7.2). ......$39.99
world cultures through time................ (GL 4-12 / RL 1.0-7.2). ......$39.99
the 20th century............................................ (GL 4-12 / RL 1.0-7.2). ......$39.99
American Biographies................................. (GL 1-8 / RL 1.0-5.2).........$39.99
Symbols, Monuments, & Documents....... (GL 1-8 / RL 1.0-5.2).........$39.99
6-book set.....................................Save $20........................................$229.99

Daily Comprehension
Stories for Every Day of the Year

Grades 4-12

Grades 1-8

RL 1.5-2.2

RL 1.0-1.8

RL 3.0-3.5

RL 1.9-2.4

RL 4.5-5.2

RL 2.9-3.9

RL 6.5-7.2

RL 4.2-5.2

the U.S. GOVERNMENT

24 Units to Reinforce Social Studies Lessons

Interest Level 5-12

20 Skills Covered Include:

CCSS
Questions
Interest Level 5-12

Expand students’ knowledge of U.S. history while
building comprehension skills and meeting the Common
Core State Standards! These outstanding units present
an endless array of topics such as the Civil War, Paul
Revere, Womens’ Rights, WWII, Civil Rights, and more.

This program also includes an extensive vocabulary list
to help learners understand and use some of the more
difficult words from the stories. This 165-page binder
is organized with useful tabs that designate in which
centuries each story took place. Answer key included.

Each unit includes a short story (less than 300 words)
and three activities. The first activity includes questions
that direct students to specific paragraphs in the story to
locate answers. The second is a cloze reading activity
that will give students another opportunity to read
through the story while building vocabulary skills. The
third activity includes questions that are aligned to the
Common Core State Standards. Each question is clearly
labeled so you know which standard is being met.

The whiteboard-ready Resource CD includes the
contents of the binder in PDF format, as well as a list of
reading levels and word counts, CCSS standards, skill
trace tracking spreadsheet, and more.

rem 464B
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Reading Level 5.0-7.9

Students become a part of each story as they listen
along with the included Audio CD. Perfect for
struggling readers, the professionally recorded audio
includes all 38 stories read word-for-word.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze
Apply
Author’s Purpose
Author’s Viewpoint
Cause & Effect
Compare/Contrast
Describe
Draw A Conclusion
Evaluate
Inference
Integrate
Locate Information
Main Idea
Make Generalizations
Make/Justify an Opinion
Problem/Solution
Research
Sequence
Summarize
Use Context to Derive Meaning

Complete Program.............................(1 Binder, 1 audio cd, & 1 resource CD).............................................................................. $69.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading Level
CCSS level

3-4

ELA 2-5

Each 64-page book offers a
different nonfiction story for each
day of the month, which was
chosen because of its particular
significance on that date. These
high-interest, low-vocabulary
stories are followed by hands-on
activities designed to improve
overall reading comprehension
while focusing on specific skills.
Best of all, you will never run out
of usable activites again!
REM 1101
REM 1102
REM 1103
REM 1104
REM 1105
REM 1107
REM 1111
REM 1115
REM 1118

September.........$9.99 REM 1108 March..................$9.99
October.............$9.99 REM 1109 april....................$9.99
November..........$9.99 REM 1110 May.......................$9.99
December..........$9.99 REM 1112 June.....................$9.99
January..............$9.99 REM 1113 July......................$9.99
February...........$9.99 REM 1114 August................$9.99
Entire School Year (sept. - may).......Save $10..... $79.99
Summer Series (June - Aug.)..................Save $5...... $24.99
All 12 months...........................................Save $20..... $99.99

Grade Level

6+

Interest Level 6-Adult

Give your students a closeup look at our government
in action. You’ll take them
inside the Constitution, the
justice system, the elective
process, and more! Sure to
challenge students as they
delve into the encyclopedia
to assist them with 24
different lessons. Lessons
include crossword puzzles,
definitions, extended
activities, and more. 104
pages. Resource CD
includes the same activities
in whiteboard-ready PDF
format.
REM 1030
activity book.......................................................... $14.99
REM 1030CD
Resource CD........................................................... $14.99
REM 1030CDS Book & CD Set......................................................... $26.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Social Studies

30 Short Stories Plus More than
100 Activities per Binder!

Interest Level 5-12

Reading Level 3.0-4.5

Help students of all ages learn basic concepts
covered in world history. Each binder features
30 single-page stories, or shorts, that focus on
key historical concepts. The low reading level,
high-interest illustrations, and larger type engage
struggling readers. Four activity sheets and a
quiz follow each short. Answer keys included.
Book 1 covers pyramids of ancient Egypt,
the Renaissance, feudalism, modernization of
Russia and Japan, and more. Book 2 covers
scientific and industrial revolutions, European
imperialism, World Wars I and II, the rise and
fall of communism, and more.
PCI 2007
PCI 2123
PCI 2124A

book 1 ..................................$69.99
book 2...................................$69.99
2-book set.........................$129.99

REGIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES

Pacemaker World
history

Cultures of the world
Appreciating Other Lands & Cultures

Present the Important People &
Events Through the Ages

Interest Level 6-12

Reading Level

Expand students’ minds with stories of the
world’s people—from the earliest times to
the present. The manageable, single-concept
approach and multi-faceted support help students
successfully meet curriculum requirements.
World History provides engaging sections
like History in Your Life, History Facts, Great
Names in History, and Reading Strategies to
help students build a solid foundation in history.
Component details & more line items available
online.

The history, language, customs, and cultures of
Russia, China, France, Sweden, and more are
covered in the these activity books. The units
in each book informs and tests comprehension.
Follow-up activities enhance learning
through music, recipes, literature, and a
variety of projects relating to each culture.

PAC 3917
PAC 3968
PAC 3941
PAC 3925
PAC 3933

REM 466B
REM 466C
REM 466D
REM 466E

Student edition............................. $67.99
digital student edition.............. $63.99
Student workbook...................... $23.99
teacher’s edition.......................... $84.99
Teacher’s res. libr. cd............. $226.99

Plenty of Map-Reading Practice!

Grade Level

5-8

Reading Level

3-4

REM 1142........................................................$8.99
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Fold-Out Map
Included

3-4

A Great Introduction to U.S. Geography!

Grade Level

SEE THE U.S.A.

A Trip Through the Nifty Fifty

Discover Faraway Places While
Building Geography Skills

Topics Include:
• Ancient Civilizations: 5000 B.C.-200 B.C.
• Greece & Rome: 1500 B.C.-A.D. 400
• The Middle Ages: A.D. 400-1400
• The Renaissance: 1400-1650
• The Birth of Democracy: 1200-1900
• The Age of Imperialism: 1500-1950
• And More, Including: 1945-Present

MAPPING Series

This resource features a simple presentation of
information about the eight regions of the U.S.
Included are many map activities as well as
puzzles, questions, and information about each
state. A perfect review of U.S. geography!
48 pages.

SEE THE WORLD

Grade Level

4-8

Reading Level

3

France, Spain, & the U.K....$7.99
Central Europe..................$7.99
Asia & the far east............$7.99
3-book Set...........................$21.99

MAP SKILLS

Over 50 Real & Fictional Maps for
Hands-on Exploring

T4T 186 MAPPING SKILLS.......... (GR. 1-3)....... $14.99
T4T 187 MAPPING SKILLS.......... (GR. 4-6)....... $14.99
T4T 188 OUTLINE MAPS OF
THE WORLD................... (GR. 1-8)....... $14.99
T4T 189 MAPPING SKILLS ACTIVITIES
& OUTLINES................... (GR. 4-8)....... $18.99
T4T 190 4-Book Set........................................ $53.99

Grade Level

Grade Level

4-8

Build important mapping skills with our
activity-packed reproducible book! Both real
and fictional maps are used to help students
better understand that mapping is more than
just road maps and globes. Students learn about
directions, map symbols, scales, grids, and
legends. Activities progress in difficulty
as students master the skills.
56 pages.
REM 128.........................................................$8.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

4-8

Reading Level

3-4

Grade Level

4-8

Reading Level

3-4

An excellent book filled with activities designed to teach locations
of continents, countries, bodies of water, and more. Activities require
referencing a colorful, laminated 11"x17" map (included). A fun
introduction to world geography and a great tool for improving map
skills. 56 pages.

A big, colorful 11"x17" map of the U.S.A. accompanies this delightful
book. Students travel across the country via hypothetical situations.
Reading skills are given a workout as students follow directions and
pinpoint locations in a series of clever activities.

REM 129A
REM 129B
REM 129C

REM 118A
REM 118B
REM 970

See the world............................................................. $9.99
EXTRA MAPS (6).............................................................. $5.99
Book & 6 Extra Maps............................................... $14.99

Where in the World?™
The Complete World &
U.S. Awareness Games!

Grade Level

1-8

Provide in-depth coverage of the skills needed
in map reading. Students make maps of their
classroom, school, and neighborhood. Learn
to locate places on a map, to find countries
using coordinates, and locate themselves
on a map. Twenty-two activities give
students a wide variety of knowledge and
challenges. 64 pages each.

Social Studies

World History Shorts

see the u.s.a................................................................... $9.99
EXTRA MAPS (6)................................................................. $5.99
Book & 6 Extra Maps.................................................. $14.99

STATE THE FACTS

Improve Reading, Writing, & Research Skills
with Interesting Facts About Each State!

2+

Where in the World launched the trend in geography
games. Today, this game remains the most comprehensive
world geography game that families and classrooms love! The game
contains facts about every country in the world including capitals, major
imports and exports, languages and religions. With 6 games in one, it’s
possible for players of all abilities to play together providing challenge and
a world of fun for everyone. 2-6 players.
With the U.S.A. Edition players will enjoy various levels of play to learn
about each state in the U.S.A. Aside from learning the geography, students
will also learn thirteen unique features of each state. Featured facts include
admission date, rank in size, population, and more. The U.S.A. Edition also
includes a new level of play for large groups and even the entire classroom.
TAL 701
TAL 7002
TAL 7002A

where in the world?................................................ $29.99
Where in the world? U.S.A. Edition..................... $29.99
Both games................................................................... $49.99

Grade Level

4-8

Reading Level

3-4

Plenty of interesting information about each state in this informative book.
Included are research activities, U.S. outline maps, homework or
bonus assignments, list of states, capitals, abbreviations, test page,
and more. 64 pages.
REM 119..................................................................................................... $9.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Science

20 Turnkey STEM Projects to Intrigue, Inspire, & Challenge

Hands-On Experiments

Physical • Earth • Life science
Short & Simple Experiments to
Meet National Science Standards

Leveled Texts for Science

Differentiate Instruction with 4 Reading Levels for Each Story!

Life Science

Reading
level 1.5-2.2
Grade Level 4-12

Grade Level	K-5

Build on students’ natural curiosity to develop critical thinking, creativity,
collaboration, communication, and problem-solving skills. Students delight
in designing and building their own unique drums, sailboats, rockets,
catapults, roller coasters, and so much more! In the process, they also learn
to follow a simple but highly effective five-step engineering design process.
The process is simple, the flexibility limitless, and the potential impact
tremendous. With Engineer Through the Year, students build engineering
skills all year long, and they learn to think like engineers for the rest of
their lives. 176-198 pages each.
ELP 550237
Gr. K-2........................................................................... $27.99
ELP 550249
Gr. 3-5........................................................................... $27.99
ELP 550249A 2-book set.................................................................. $49.99

Grade Level

4-8

Make science class a blast with these fun, easy-to-do experiments using
materials found in the kitchen, garage, or garbage can!
Investigations cover physical science principles such as heat and light
energy, metal conductivity, magnets, and more. Life Science include
experiments in touch, taste, smell, central nervous system, reaction
time, sight, and more. Earth Science features concepts dealing with
air and water. 15 experiments per book.
rem 6524
rem 6525
rem 6526
rem 6527
rem 6528

earth Science: Air & water....................................... $7.99
Physical Science: gravity, magnets, electricity.......$7.99
Life Science: Human body........................................... $7.99
Life Science: Biology................................................... $7.99
4-Book Set...................................................................... $29.99

Science for Everyone Binder PLUS Series

Reading Level

Engage and inspire students to read and
comprehend a variety of science materials
with this award-winning series. Each 144-page book contains
15 high-interest, two-page stories that have been leveled at four
different reading levels. Although the reading levels have been
differentiated, each passage appears the same to students. This
combination of leveling and graphics makes differentiating the
content quick and easy. A comprehension question follows each
passage to promote class discussion and to ensure student success.

Reading
level 6.5-7.2

Reading
level 3.0-3.5

A Teacher Resource CD is included with each black & white book.
CD features a full-color version of the text plus a Microsoft Word®
version of each passage so changes can be made to further adapt
for students’ needs.
SE 50160
SE 50161
SE 50162
SE 50587

earth & space science................................$39.99
Physical science...........................................$39.99
Life Science.....................................................$39.99
3-book set...................................................... $114.99

1 Story at 4 Different Reading Levels

Symbols indicate the appropriate passages to differentiate instruction.

Learning Through Boardmaker® Symbols & Simplified Words

physical Science
Fun Hands-On Experiments

Grade Level

Grade Level 5-12

Grade Level

3+

This binder series is an inclusive way to present science lessons to the entire class. Students have many learning
opportunities as they work with the various binder materials. Each set of facts is presented in several different
ways and enhanced with colorful photo images and hands-on activities and games, sure to appeal to a variety of
learning styles and skill levels. More details available online at www.remedia.com/binder-plus-complete-series
OTM 9100
OTM 9103
OTM 9106
OTM 9106A
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It’s an Activity Binder...PLUS:
• Facts Review Bingo Game
• Fast Facts Folders
• Fast Facts Mini Posters
• Photo Activity Cards
• Whiteboard-Ready Resource CD

Life Science: Animals & Habitats..............................................(Grade 3-4)....................................................................................... $124.99
Earth Science: Earth's Structure.........................................(Grade 4+)........................................................................................ $124.99
Physical Science: Machines & Motion....................................(Grade 4+)........................................................................................ $124.99
Binder Plus Complete Series (all 3 programs)............................................................................................................................. $314.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading
level 5.0-5.5

1-7

Exploring Science series

Accessible Science Curriculum for
All Kinds of Learners!

Science

Engineer Through the Year

Reading Level

1-2

1-8

Each book includes experiments that fall under 17 topics that relate to
four aspects of physical science, including Pulleys and Gears; Wheels and
Levers; Force and Motion; Light and Sound; Electricity and Magnetism;
Shadows; and more.

Teach non-readers, emergent readers, and fluent readers through this unique
science series! The set of 3 activity books linked to curriculum standards
was designed for students who are reading at or below a second grade level.
Laminated activity pages allow students to write answers, wipe off, then
reuse. Unique Boardmaker® symbols help students link meaning to text,
understand specific vocabulary, and use symbols as place markers when
lessons are read to them. Each book includes quizzes in a variety of formats
which are embedded throughout each lesson. Quizzes can also be given
by having students point to the right answers. Set includes an Instructor’s
Guide, 3 spiral-bound books (100-200 pages each), plus Win/Mac CD (all
books on one CD).

In each section you will find teacher notes designed to provide you
guidance with the learning intention, the success criteria, materials
needed, a lesson outline, as well as insight on what results to expect when
the experiments are conducted. Suggestions for differentiation are also
included so that all students can be successful in the learning environment.
96 pages each.

aTT es05

OTM 2151A 8-book set................................................................... $106.99

3-Book set..................................................................... $99.99

OTM 2144
OTM 2145
OTM 2146
OTM 2147

Grade 1.......... $15.99
Grade 2.......... $15.99
Grade 3.......... $15.99
Grade 4.......... $15.99

OTM 2148
OTM 2149
OTM 2150
OTM 2151

Grade 5.......... $15.99
Grade 6.......... $15.99
Grade 7.......... $15.99
Grade 8.......... $15.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Science

Making Required Science Content Accessible

Topics Include:
• Topics Include:
• The Wonders of Science
• Life Science (Parts I & II)
• Physical Science
(Parts I & II)
• Earth Science (Parts I & II)

Interest Level 6-12

Reading Level

3-4

Introduce students to the basic concepts and principles of life, physical, and
earth science and build the fundamental science skills students of all ability
levels need to succeed. The program is supported with expanded real-world
activities, test preparation, and comprehensive reviews that help students
make the important connections between science and their own lives. In
addition, students are encouraged to apply newly learned concepts using
hands-on discovery through lab exercises and enrichment activities. List of
topics available online. Component details available online.
PAC 4346
PAC 4370
PAC 4362
PAC 4311
PAC 4206
PAC 3450

Student edition........................................................... $59.99
Student workbook.................................................... $24.99
answer key...................................................................... $8.99
teacher’s answer edition....................................... $85.99
Teacher’s Planning guide....................................... $82.99
audio cd program.................................................... $128.99

the wonders of science

Basic Science Curriculum for Remedial Instruction
Interest Level

6+

Reading Level

2-3

Developed specifically
for students with special
needs and those reading
below grade level, this
easy-to-read series presents
current science topics in
a simple, straightforward
manner. Concepts are
presented in bite-sized
pieces and are followed by
skill-testing activities and
lively illustrations. The text
is written in a large fonts
making it ideal for students
with visual impairments.
In addition, short activities
eliminate frustration and
make this series ideal for
students with short attention
spans. The essential
Teacher’s Guide includes
helpful tips and answer keys.
Each set includes 1 student
text and 1 Teacher’s Guide.
142 pages per book.
SV 9608
SV 9610
SV 9612
SV 9614
SV 9616
SV 9618
SV 1572

Human Body Set.............................................................. $47.99
Land Animals Set............................................................ $47.99
Plant Life Set.................................................................. $47.99
Matter, Motion, & Machines Set............................... $47.99
The Earth & Beyond Set.............................................. $47.99
Water Life Set................................................................. $47.99
Super Value Classroom Pack (42 books)........... $889.99

(6 student texts & 1 teacher’s guide per topic)

Health & the HUMAN BODY
Reading Level

Grade Level 4-12

the HUMAN BODY

PERSONAL CARE

REM 653
REM 654
REM 655
REM 656

SKELETAL & MUSCULAR................................................. $8.99
NERVOUS, RESPIRATORY, & Sensory.......................... $8.99
DIGESTIVE, CIRCULATORY, REPRODUCTIVE, & Excretory......... $8.99
3-book sET..................................................................... $24.99

REM 1145A
REM 1145B
REM 1145C
REM 1145D

REM 1146

Complete set (all 6 Books)........................................................................................................................................................................ $48.99

Cholesterol, fad diets, skin care, and jogging are just a few of the topics
covered in this series. Content is informative, yet simple. Activities
involve reading for facts, summarizing important concepts, using
charts, graphs, and diagrams, and more! 32-36 pages each.
NUTRITION....................................................................... $8.99
EXERCISE........................................................................ $8.99
GROOMING...................................................................... $8.99
3-book set.................................................................. $24.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Uncover Interesting Facts While
Reinforcing Skills

3-5

The Solar System presents fascinating facts about
the sun, moon, and planets. Comprehension
questions and cloze procedure pages following
each article reinforce understanding. Included
is a colorful 11"x17" poster of the solar system,
as well as a pre/post-test, vocabulary list, and
enrichment activity pages. 40 pages.
Beyond the Earth captures readers’ interest with
stories about the Challenger, meteors,
constellations, space pioneers, and more.
28 pages.
REM 650
REM 651
REM 652

The Solar System.............. $9.99
Beyond the Earth............. $6.99
Both Books........................ $14.99

fold-out
poster included

Earth & Space Science

Master Science & Technology Curriculum Objectives
Grade Level

1-8

The activities in these books have two
intentions: to teach concepts related to earth
and space science and to provide students the
opportunity to apply necessary skills needed for
mastery of science and technology curriculum
objectives. The scientific method is used with
each experiment. Suggestions for differentiation
are also included. Topics include: Air, Water &
Soil in the Environment; Understanding Earth
& Space Systems & Interactions; Heat in the
Environment; and much more! 96 pages each.
OTM 2152
OTM 2153
OTM 2154
OTM 2155

GR 1..... $15.99
GR 2..... $15.99
GR 3..... $15.99
GR 4..... $15.99

OTM 2156
OTM 2157
OTM 2158
OTM 2159

Grade Level

T4T 148
T4T 149
T4T 150
T4T 151
T4T 152
T4T 153A

GR 5..... $15.99
GR 6..... $15.99
GR 7..... $15.99
GR 8..... $15.99

Getting to the roots of
science vocabulary

OUTER SPACE............(GR. 1-2). ..$14.99
SPACE..........................(GR. 2-3). ..$10.99
PLANETS.....................(GR. 3-6). ..$14.99
THE SOLAR SYSTEM. .....(GR. 4-6). ..$14.99
OUR UNIVERSE...........(GR. 5-8). ..$13.99
5-BOOK SET..............................$59.99

Think It, Show It Science

Develop Students’ Writing & Discussion Skills

Expand Vocabulary by Building Words from
the Roots Up

4-8

Students discover the world around them
in this comprehensive 6-book series. Each
teacher-friendly resource covers an important
part of science including electricity, food
chains, recycling, earth’s crust, and body parts.
Includes reproducible activities, teacher
suggestions, and more! 86-104 pages
each.
T4T 131
T4T 132
T4T 133
T4T 134
T4T 135
T4T 136
T4T 137

1-8

Fascinating information on the planets,
solar system, sun, and moon will build on
students’ sense of wonder and natural curiosity.
Comprehension activities with follow-ups
reinforce learned skills. Additional creative
writing, art, and research activities bring
space to life for your students.
46-120 pages.

OTM 2159A 8-book set........................$106.99

Grade Level
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Reading Level

6-Book Series on Earth, Physical,
& Life Science

3-4

Each book focuses on specific body systems and includes preview pages,
vocabulary lists, reading pages, fact pages, diagrams, summaries of
important concepts, glossaries, pre/post-tests, and more! 40 pages
each.

Wonders of Space series

Boost Reading Comprehension

Science Series

Promote Health Consciousness & Build Comprehension Skills!
Interest Level 5-12

The Universe

Science

Pacemaker general science

the human body.................. $15.99
earth’s crust...................... $15.99
the environment................ $15.99
Habitats................................. $15.99
energy.................................... $15.99
electricity........................... $15.99
6-Book Set............................. $84.99

Grade Level

6-8

Make learning science vocabulary fun and
interesting with a roots approach! This resource,
geared towards secondary grades, focuses
on root words for science. Teaching tips and
strategies, standards-based lessons, and student
activity pages are included to make teaching
a breeze and learning fun! By implementing
the resources provided in this book into your
vocabulary instruction, students will learn to
expand their vocabularies by learning how
words are built from the roots up!
SE 50867...................................................... $19.99

Grade Level

3-8

Ideal for Common Core, these books provide
step-by-step strategies for developing students’
clear, concise writing and discussion skills about
math and science. Each book guides students in
communicating their scientific thinking and math
problem solving through writing and speaking.
Strategy instruction is supported by the included
student activities, rubrics, and exemplar writing
samples. Digital Resource CDs contain student
activity pages and graphic organizers. 176 pages
each.
SE 51053
SE 51051

Science..................................$39.99
Math........................................$39.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Teacher Resources

Strategies for Building
Text-Dependent Questions

Expand Students’ Knowledge Base & Prepare
them for Next Generation Assessments

Creating TDQs Quickly & Easily
Grade Level	K-12

Grade Level

2-6

By implementing this resource into instruction, students will expand
their skill set and be given the necessary tools needed to excel on Next
Generation Assessments. Featuring TIME For Kids® content, this resource
offers experience with questions similar to those that appear on today’s
assessments and includes 10 high-interest informational texts, four
engaging literature passages, three poems, and three reader’s theater scripts;
16 as standalone exercise texts and two sets of paired exercise texts. Each
text incorporates: questions for key ideas and details, craft and structure,
integration of knowledge and ideas, and one or two constructed response
questions based on technology-enhanced questions on the real tests. Not
only will students enjoy preparing for assessments through these exercises,
educators will feel fulfilled knowing they’re setting their students up for
21st century success. 112-120 pages each.
SE 51474
SE 51436
SE 51437

Grade 2........... $24.99
Grade 3........... $24.99
Grade 4........... $24.99

SE 51438 Grade 5........... $24.99
SE 51439 Grade 6........... $24.99
SE 51439A 5-Book Set... $119.99

Implementing Differentiated Conent with TDQs

Create effective text-dependent questions to increase students’
understanding of text through in-depth examinations. This teacher resource
enables students to study broad concepts, such as text structure and point of
view, as well as analyze the overarching themes, concepts, arguments, and
claims presented in texts. Written at a variety of grade level ranges, these
text-dependent question stems allow teachers to differentiate content so all
students can access and understand the concepts explored. Question stems
can also be used to correlate to the Common Core and other state standards.
104 pages.

• Ensure that students are
using evidence from the
text to support their ideas
and conclusions to meet
important standards.
• Implement strategies to build
questions that get students to
go back to the text to verify
their responses.
• Support close reading and
critical comprehension with
the use of text-dependent
questions.
• Build your own textdependent questions for
any text using the sample
questions and stems.

• Differentiate text-dependent
questions to allow all students
access to the concepts being
explored
• Build new text-dependent
questions using the sample
questions and stems
• Help students increase their
abilities to compare and
contrast multiple texts on a
variety of topics
• Choose from among 120
question stems written at
four complexity levels

Support Children's Favorite Novels
with Fun & Challenging Activities

Strategies for Building TDQs............................... $39.99

SE 51475A

2-book set.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................$49.99

3 Levels of Learning
in Each Binder!

Above
grade level

SE 51475

Grade Level

3-8

This instructional guide for literature is the perfect tool to aid students
in analyzing and comprehending this exciting story. Appealing and
challenging cross-curricular lessons and activities were written to
support this story and incorporate research-based literacy skills to help
students become thorough readers. These lessons and activities work in
conjunction with the text to teach students how to analyze and comprehend
story elements in multiple ways, practice close reading and text-based
vocabulary, determine meaning through text-dependent questions, and
much more. 72 pages each.
	Novel	Great Works

SE 51449

Practical Guides for Creating Differentiated Lesson Plans

Great Works: Instructional
Guides for Literature

Grade Level	K-12

Use this professional resources to support students’ reading development
and the implementation of the Common Core State Standards. With the
help of this versatile resource, teachers will be able to ensure that students
are using evidence from the text to support their ideas and conclusions,
support close reading and critical comprehension, and build their own
text-dependent questions using the sample questions and stems provided.
Containing digital versions of the model text passages and questions,
teachers will love implementing text-dependent questions quickly and
easily. 272 pages.

Differentiation Strategies for the Content Areas
Below
grade level

Leveled Text-Dependent
Question Stems

Teacher Resources

Practicing for Today’s Tests

Leveled TDQ Stems..................................................... $19.99

FunBook Series

Hilarious Activities Perfect for Reluctant Learners!

On
grade level

Because of Winn Dixie (Gr. 3-5)........N 281
Bridge to Terabithia (Gr. 4-8)..........n 273
Charlotte’s Web (Gr. 3-5). ................N 272
Holes (Gr. 4-8)........................................N 275
Maniac Magee (Gr. 4-8)........................N 298

$5.99	SE 40218
$7.99	SE 40201
$6.99	SE 40219
$6.99	SE 40207
$6.99	SE 40210

$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

Lit Links Series

Build Basic Skills & Explore
Literature with these Readyto-Use Activities & Novels!

Grade Level

1-6

These ready-to-use
activities based on popular
children’s literature are
a perfect way to build
skills in reading, language,
writing, and math! Each
book comes with a variety
of reproducible activities
based on the popular novel,
from vocabulary practice
and comprehension
questions to art activities
and discussion topics.
Teacher resource pages
include author biographies,
tracking/evaluation sheets,
vocabulary lists, story
summaries, resources, and
more. 64 pages each.
Interest Level 4-12

Grade Level	K-12

Written specifically for teachers at all levels, these resources help facilitate the understanding and process of writing
differentiated lessons to accommodate all readiness levels, learning styles, and interests.
Lessons are based on differentiation strategies pertinent to each content area, and include tiered assignments, tiered
graphic organizers, leveled questions, problem-based learning, and more. Vertically aligned lessons are provided at four
different levels: K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12 and include step-by-step instructions for creating differentiated lesson plans.
Each 304-pg. binder includes a Teacher Resource CD.
SE 50012
SE 50013
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language arts.............................................................$99.99
Mathematics..................................................................$99.99

SE 50014
SE 50015

Binders Feature:
• Sample lesson plans
• Student reproducibles
• Teacher resource CD with
activities & templates

Science............................................................................$99.99
Social Studies..............................................................$99.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Reading Level

3-4

This series of skill-based activities revolves around a set of comical
characters who get involved in silly and absurd situations. Zany
illustrations with humorous captions keep students smiling, while
solid practice activities teach important basic skills. 32-48 pages
each.
REM 104A
REM 104B
REM 104C
REM 104D
REM 104E

Math Word Problems.................................................... $7.99
Reading Comp.................................................................... $7.99
Grammar............................................................................ $7.99
Creative Writing............................................................. $7.99
4-book set....................................................................... $29.99

	Novel	Lit Link

castle in the Attic..................................n 277
Charlie & The Chocolate Factory............... n 276
Chocolate Fever.....................................N 285
Cricket in times square, the..............N 329
Esperanza Rising.....................................N 289
Flat Stanley..............................................N 319
frindle.........................................................n 320
How to eat fried worms.......................N 270
Runaway Ralph.........................................N 304
Tales of a 4th grade nothing............N 321

$5.99	t4t 277
$6.99	t4t 276
$5.99 T4T 285
$5.99 T4T 329
$5.99 T4T 289
$4.99 T4T 319
$5.99	t4t 320
$5.99 T4T 270
$5.99 T4T 304
$5.99 T4T 321

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com

$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
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Teacher Resources

time timer®

Indispensable Resource for Your Classroom!

Tangible Time Management

9"x12"

Perfect for Measuring:
• Standardized Tests
• Speed Tests
• Computer Time
• Study Periods
• “Time Outs”

Horizontal
Pockets

Primary

Save time photocopying and turn your reproducibles into write-on/wipe-off
activities! Our heavyweight plastic pockets are perfect for story cards,
lesson plans, practice tests, and more. Color-coded pockets allow you to
customize your classroom activities. Assign a subtraction worksheet to
all the students with a green pocket, and an addition worksheet to all the
students with a red pocket. These pockets clean easily with a soft, dry cloth
or tissue.
Assortment packs contain 2 or 5 of each color. Neon packs have red,
yellow, green, pink, and orange pockets. Primary packs have yellow, red,
blue, orange, and green pockets. Insert size measures 9"x12".
The longer opening on the Horizontal Pockets make it easier for small
hands to slide templates in and out. Pockets are black and insert size
measures 12"x9".

Neon Pockets
CLI 40810
CLI 40820

10-pack.......... $19.99
25-pack.......... $49.99

Horizontal Pockets
CLI 40711A

10-pack.......... $19.99

Primary Pockets
CLI 40610
CLI 40620

10-pack.......... $19.99
25-pack.......... $49.99

CLI 40711B

25-pack.......... $49.99

Luna™ 2.0 Interactive
Projection Camera
3 Technology Tools in One!

Grade Level	PreK+

“How much longer?” In the classroom, you must hear this question all
the time. Help students understand the sense of elapsed time with our
classroom-tested teaching aid. No other tool communicates the concept of
elapsed time more effectively than the Time Timer®! Watching a red dial
get smaller with each minute gives students a graphic depiction of the time
remaining. Large dial numbers, high-color resolution, and ultra-quiet quartz
movement make the Timer perfect for students with ADD, ADHD, autism,
or special needs. Timers feature the option to use a visual depiction only, or
add sound to signal the end of a time segment. The 8" and 12" Timers are
both designed to be free standing or wall mounted. Each requires 1 “AA”
battery (not included).

Software

This software provides innovative new ways to visualize the passage of
time by allowing the user to work with hours, minutes, and seconds in “real
time.” Application window can scale on your screen as well as float on top
of other applications. Select from 5 different languages. Win/Mac compatible.
TT 0101
TT 0100
TT 0240
TT 0244
TT 0244A

3" student Timer........................................................... $29.99
8" Classroom timer.................................................... $34.99
12" Classroom timer.................................................. $39.99
Software........................................................................ $24.99
Complete Program................Save $10....................$119.99

(includes all 3 Timers & Software)

Binder pockets with
write-on index tabs

Make Organizing Your Binders Easy with these Colorful Tabs

The Dyslexia checklist

Essential Advice & Resources for Helping
Students with Dyslexia
Written by award-winning special educators,
this straightforward guide is an indispensable
resource for understanding students with dyslexia
and other reading and language-based disabilities.
The Dyslexia Checklist is presented in a concise,
easy-to-read checklist format and is filled with
useful advice, current research, games, and
information on a wide range of topics. 336 pages.
• Contains games to strengthen a child’s literacy
& language skills
• Provides important information for hooking in reluctant
& struggling readers
• Offers suggestions for enhancing skills in vocabulary, comprehension,
composition & written expression, spelling, math, & more
PRE 9815................................................................................................. $16.99

Writing Assessment & Instruction
for Students with Learning
Disabilities
Help Students of All Ability
Levels Improve Writing Skills
Grade Level	K-12

This valuable resource helps sharpen
skills in analyzing and teaching writing
to students with learning disabilities. The
classroom-tested, research-proven strategies
work with all struggling students who have
difficulties with writing. The 368-pg. book
offers a review of basic skills—spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization, instructional
strategies to help students, and more.

Common Core Curriculum Maps
in English Language Arts
Guide to Teaching the Common Core State Standards
Each Book Includes:

• Six units that contain focus
standards, student objectives,
suggested works, sample activities
& assessments, lesson plans,
& more
• “Standards checklist” showing
which standards are covered in
the units
• Standards citations after each
sample activity/assessment to
indicate alignment
CCSS level ELA K-12

Written by teachers, for teachers,
these curriculum guides assist teachers
in helping students meet standards. Research-based maps present a
comprehensive, coherent sequence of thematic units for teaching the skills
outlined in the CCSS for Language Arts.
The Maps address every standard in the CCSS, yet are flexible and
adaptable to accommodate diverse teaching styles. Teachers can use the
maps to plan the year or craft more detailed lesson plans. 264-480 pages.
This revised second edition includes a sample text study that guides
students through a close read of an exemplary text, updated web resources,
and refreshed suggested works. Educators who create their curriculum
based on Common Core's Wheatley Portfolio guarantee that students are
exposed to content-rich instruction and have ample opportunity to master
the reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language skills articulated in
the CCSS for ELA.

PRE 0794................................................................................................. $34.99

PRE 8222
PRE 8215
PRE 8208
PRE 8208A

Aligning IEPs to the Common
Core State Standards

Six Successful Strategies for Teaching
Common Core State Standards

Current federal policy requires that alternate achievement standards
be linked to grade level content that promotes access to the general
curriculum. This succinctly presented book provides a clear framework
for aligning academic content for students with an intellectual disability.
It focuses on language arts and math, plus self-determination and assistive
technology. Includes sample objectives and a case study.
Includes:
• Ideas for aligning IEP goals and objectives to new CCCS
• Examples of ELA and math objectives based on CCSS
• Case study examples of alignment for students with moderate and severe
disabilities
• Hardware and software examples used to teach academic objectives
• A chapter on effective instruction for teaching academic objectives to
students with moderate and severe disabilities

Six Successful Strategies for Teaching Common Core State Standards
is a proactive companion to Aligning IEPs to the Common Core State
Standards. While the latter explains best practices for aligning IEPs,
this brand new book deals primarily with its implementation. This
comprehensive book offers practical examples and ready-made lessons to
try in your class. To quote its authors, “it serves as the next logical step
toward the implementation of a standards-based IEP for students with
moderate and severe disabilities.” It does so by outlining six easy-to-follow
teaching strategies. This spiral-bound book is 188 pages, and includes a
Resource CD with PDFs.

ATT 02Q....................................................................................................$34.99

ATT 05W...................................................................................................$79.99

User-Friendly Template for Aligning IEPs to
Instruction, Assessment, & Grade-Level Standards

Teacher Resources

Reusable dry-erase pockets

Gr. K-5.............................................................................. $32.99
Gr. 6-8............................................................................... $32.99
GR. 9-12............................................................................. $32.99
3-book set..................................................................... $89.99

How to Design Classrooms to Align IEPs to CCSS

Interactive
Whiteboard
Compatible!

This easy-to-use digital projection camera is also a web cam and photo/
video camera. Great for students’ multimedia projects across the curriculum
or whole-class demonstrations of manipulatives in action, book pages,
science models, and more.
Contemporary new design and enhanced image quality meets reliable
simplicity. Connects via USB port to use with your computer or interactive
whiteboard. Features3.0MP digital images, adjustable gooseneck, auto
focus, and 8 LED lights. No batteries required. Compatible with PC and
Mac. Measures 20"H.
LER 4427............................................................................................... $179.99
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Colorful poly pockets organize your binder with style and efficiency. Full
size pocket with tuck-in flap keeps materials from falling out. Write-on
index tabs let you organize by section. Works with pencil, ball point pen
or permanent marker. For use with standard 3-ring binders. Archival
quality poly. Assortment includes amber orange, lime green, charcoal gray,
raspberry red and steel blue.
CLI 06650
set of 5..............................................................................$4.99
CLI 06650A set of 25..........................................................................$24.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

ATT 10W Both Books........................................................................................................................................................................................................... $99.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Electronic Learning

Audio Card Reader uses the Multisensory Approach to Learning

Listening First™
Stereo Headset

Kids Computer Peripheral Package
Color-Coded, Comfort-Fitted Computer Accessories

Connect Up to 6 Headphones to One iPad

Rugged iCompatible Headset
Help your beginning readers succeed with
their read-alongs with our Listening First™
classroom headset. Built for younger students
and loaded with added safety features,
classroom-rugged iCompatible headset is
ideal for language activities on
computers and mobile-based
learning smartphones and tablets.
This headset is a reliable choice
for testing to meet English Language Arts
(ELA) requirements within the Common Core
State Standards. More details available online.

Functions
(Green)

Numbers
(Red)

Features:

Interest Level	K-12

Key Features:
• Hidden teacher track record lock
• Full & half speeds
• Built-in speaker & microphone
• Headphone & microphone jacks
• Built-in cardholder
• Lightweight & portable
• Detachable power adapter or
battery operated

The CardMaster is the key to a unique learning system that uses the
multisensory approach to increasing language proficiencies. Students feed
an audio card (sold separately) into the CardMaster, then listen for the
prerecorded word, phrase, or sound that is emitted from the card reader.
Students then record their responses and compare them to the original
recording. A permanent copy of students’ progress can be recorded by
plugging a cassette recorder into the auxiliary output. Headphones sold
separately. Compatible with Language Master, Audiotronics, Drake, and PCI card programs.
CAL 2020
CAL 2964

califone cardmaster............................................ $329.99
Headphone/microphone........................................... $36.99

AUDIO CARDS

Improve reading skills and strengthen basic vocabulary in a fun, “handson,” “ears-on” way! Students can drill and learn at their own pace. Cards
feature colorful illustrations, are sequentially numbered, and come in a
heavy-duty storage box.
Cal 65
Cal 75
Cal 80
Cal 85
cal 90

Picture Word Fundamentals.................................. $94.99
Phonics Fundamentals.............................................. $94.99
Rhyming Word Fundamentals................................. $94.99
Compound Word Fundamentals............................ $94.99
all 4 sets................................. Save $40..................... $339.99

BLANK AUDIO CARDS
Create your own
supplements with these
Blank Audio Cards! A
terrific way to customize
your lessons. 100 singlesided cards per box.
CAL 1100

100 blank cards.......................................................... $39.99

MORE ONLINE!

Electronic Learning:
Software, Audio & Listening Centers,
Interactive Devices, and More!

• Single 3.5mm To Go plug connects with smartphones
tablets, computers, Chromebooks, computers or a
jackbox: iOS, Windows, Android compatible
• Ambient noise-reducing earcups lower outside noise so volume does
not need to be as high for hearing safety
• Two-year warranty for school use

Consonants
(Yellow)

CAL 2800TBK.......................................................................................... $24.99

Switchable stereo/mono HEADPHONE
Optimal Sound Quality at an Affordable Price!
This high-performance
headset is ideal for one-on-one
instruction. Switch between
monaural and stereo functions
to provide maximum utility
as students move from the
monaural content of language
development lessons to the
stereo requirements of computer
workstations and online
learning. Ambient noisereducing earcups keep external
distractions to a minimum.
Features a 10-ft. coiled cord.

Vowels
(Orange)

Designed specifically for younger computer users and special needs
students, this package is outfitted with just the right tools to build strong
keyboarding skills! Color-coded keyboard helps students identify
consonants, vowels, numbers, and functions. Adjustable headphone
features ambient, noise-reducing earcups to help students remain focused
on learning. All components made of durable ABS plastic. 1-year warranty
included. More details available online.

Includes:
• 30-pin female
connection on front
for other devices
• Rugged ABS plastic
casing for durability &
school safety
• 30-pin connection acts
as docking station for
iPhone® (up to 4S),
iPad® (up to 3), iPod®
(up to 3)
• Master volume
controls up/down
• Connects up to 6
headphones

Connects
Up to 6
Headphones

Expand mobile-based learning activities with
distributed audio to select students. This
jackbox works with smartphones, tablets
and computers (iOS) for up to six students
listening with connected headphones.
It docks all 30-pin iPads®, iPhones®,
iPods® (no included) and connects with
other devices through its included Y-cord
connected to the jack on its front. More
details available online.

CAL 5001................................................................................................. $59.99

CAL 1206i
jackbox.................................................................... $129.99
CAL 1206i-06 jackbox & 6 Headphones................................... $249.99

Spirit™ listening center

Portable CD Listening Center

Versatile Boombox Made for Indoor/Outdoor Use!

Upgraded CD Player Keeps Students Focused on Lessons

Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Mono/stereo switch for language & computer applications
Dual volume controls on each earcup
Replaceable padded ear cushions
Adjustable, cushioned headband
¼" snap-on adapter w/dual plug sizes fits any media player

CAL 3068AV
CAL 306812

Snap-on
Adapter

1 headset................................................................... $19.99
12 Headsets w/carrying case.......................... $219.99
CAL 102

USB Headset

Learning on the Computer has
Never Been this Quiet!
This state-of-the-art,
adjustable headset is
the first one designed
specifically for school use
with USB connectivity.
Its uni-directional mic and
noise-reducing earcups are
ideal for high-speed internet
use, tutorials, language
learning, and situations
requiring isolated vocalized
feedback. Windows/Mac
compatible.

• Flexible boom
microphone for language
applications
• Reinforced strain relief connector won’t pull out
• Around-ear ambient noise-reducing earcups deliver maximum protection
against exterior sounds to help keep students on task
CAL 4100
CAL 410010
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iPad® Jackbox

electronic Learning

CALIFONE CARDMASTER

1 headset................................................................... $59.99
10 Headsets w/carrying case.......................... $599.99

Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com | fax purchase orders to 877-661-9901

Features Built-in Microphone
& Auto-Stop Function
Listening Centers Include:
Spirit™ Player/Recorder
• Top-loading CD player
• Digital AM/FM stereo
• Headphone jack
4 or 6 stereo headphones
• Mono/stereo for multiple use

• Individual volume controls
• 6' cord w/plug & snap-on
adapter
• Noise-reducing earcups
10-position jackbox
• Individual volume controls
Foam-lined storage case

For top quality audio on a budget, the Spirit™ Listening Center offers
outstanding stereo sound in a portable system. Educator tested and proven
in libraries and classrooms, it’s ideal for individual and group listening
centers, music & story time activities, literacy groups, ELD and ESL
language applications. Multimedia player is powerful enough for up to 40
students. A must-have for your classroom! 1-year warranty included.
CAL 1776PLC4
CAL 1776PLC6
CAL 1776

4-Person listening center......................... $259.99
6-person listening center......................... $279.99
Spirit™ player/recorder............................ $129.99

We Have
Hundreds of
Read-along
Audio CDs!
Remedia.com/audio

The most affordable 4-person listening
center ever! Includes a digital CD player,
miniature stereo jackbox with individual
volume controls, 4 multimedia stereo
headphones, and a foam-lined carrying
case. A digital LCD status display comes
with anti-shock system for uninterrupted
playing and digital bass boost for
enhanced sound. CD player requires 2
“AA” batteries (not included). 1-year
warranty included.
Cal 102PLC
CAL 102

Features:
• Digital LCD display
• 60-second anti-shock
system
• CD/RW compatible
• 4 ambient, noisereducing headphones
• 3.5mm headphone jack
• AC/DC operation for
indoor/outdoor capability
• Carrying case

4-Person Listening Center.............................. $149.99
Cd Player w/1 headphone................................... $59.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Clearance sale

Build Comprehension in Science & History

Language Detective Game

Students Solve the Grammatical Errors, Spelling Crimes,
& Parts of Speech Mysteries
Grade Level

4-8

REM 6277A................................. was $22.99................................now $18.99

Name that Word! game

grammar Mania! game

Grade Level

Facts & Conclusions Story folders
40 Curriculum-Based Stories
Plus Activity Book

3 Levels of Play!

Boxed Set Includes:
• 40 Story Folders (2 each of 20)
• 2 Related Stories Per Folder
• 24-Page Activity Booklet
• Over 800 Skill-Based Questions

5+

Extend learning with the included comprehensive activity books—one for
science and one for history, 64 pages each. The books each feature 5 pages
of activities for each folder. Activities cover vocabulary, context clues,
skill-specific questions, and more. Complete list of story topics available at
Remedia.com/comprehension-connection-story-folders

Is it a preposition, adjective, adverb,
noun, conjunction, pronoun, article,
or verb? When your piece lands on
the square, it’s up to you to figure it
out! Simple and appealing, it involves
spinning the spinner, moving the
indicated number of spaces and
deciding what part of speech defines
the highlighted word. All words are
used in sentences and are coded so that
the game can be played over and over
again without getting the same word
twice! Playing pieces, score sheets, and
instructions included. 2-6 players.

Perfect students’ grammar with this
colorful board game that gets students
to correctly identify and correct
common grammatical errors. Over 800
sentences, at three levels of play, cover
mistakes in the usage of adjectives,
adverbs, subject-verb agreement,
superlatives, gerunds, infinitives,
prepositions, and more. 2-6 players.

REm 1089................................... was $59.99................................now $39.99

REM 6295................................... was $22.99................................now $18.99

REM 6276................................... was $22.99................................now $14.99

REM 1092A................................. was $59.99................................now $39.99

INDEX

Chunks..........................................19
Clocks Learning Kit.......................36
Coin-U-Lator...............................37
Common Core Curriculum Maps.. 61
Comparing......................................6
Comprehension Collection.............7
Comprehension Quickies..............12
Context Clues.................................7
Context Clues Game......................9
Conversation Skills Curriculum.....49
Core Math Skills Program.............28
Core Reading Skills Program...........9
Core Skills: Language Arts.............23
Core Skills: Reading Comp..............8
Cricket In Times Square, The.........59
Critical Thinking & Classic Tales.....16
Cross Math Puzzles........................32
Cultures of The World...................52
Curriculum Mastery Games...........32
Daily Comprehension.............13, 51
Department Store Math................39
Dictionary Skills.............................24
Differentiated Nonfiction Rdg........8
Differentiation Strategies
for the Content Areas..............58
Drawing Conclusions Game............9
Drive-Thru Menu Math................40
Dyslexia Checklist, The..................61

Esperanza Rising............................59
Essential Vocabulary......................46
Everyday-Life Reading & Writing
Practice....................................45
Exploring Science Series................55
E-Z Reading for Older Students....18
Fact or Opinion? Game..................9
Facts & Conclusions
Story Folders.............................64
Flat Stanley...................................59
Find The Errors!.............................24
Finding the Main Idea....................6
First Steps in Writing......................26
Five W's.........................................14
Flash Cards........................ 21, 31, 36
Following Directions............... 46-47
Fractions........................................34
Frindle...........................................59
Fun With Phonics..........................21
FUNbook Series............................59
Get Rid Of Worksheets.................23
Getting to the Roots of
Content-Area Vocabulary........23
Grammar Mania! Game................65
Grammar Minutes.........................22
Graphing.......................................35
Great Works: Instructional
Guides for Literature................59

E-G

H-K

Leveled Texts for Mathematics......29
Leveled Texts for Science..............55
Leveled Texts for Social Studies.....51
Leveled Texts Grade-Level Series....4
Life Skills Activities........................43
Life Skills Readers..........................45
Life-Skill Lessons...........................44
Listen, Remember, & Do...............46
Listening First™ Stereo Headset....62
Lit Links Series...............................59
Little Spender Game.....................41
Look ‘N Cook . ............................47
Looking Good Curriculum............49
Luna™ Projection Camera............60
Maniac Magee..............................59
Mapping Skills...............................52
Market Math................................38
Math for Real Life.........................33
Math Games.................................32
Math Made Fun!..........................31
Math Word Problems Series..........33
Measurement................................35
Meeting Writing Standards............27
Menu Math..................................40
Mini Mysteries...............................15
Money..........................................40
Money Puzzles & Games...............37
Moneycalc....................................37
Multistep Math Problems.............33
Name That Word! Game...............64
Nonfiction & Fiction Paired Texts...5
Nonfiction & Fiction Folders.........64
Number Line Math.......................31
Outlining......................................27

Reading to Understand...................6
Real Life Math........................ 38-39
Real-World Math Game................41
Regions of the United States........52
Reusable Dry-Erase Pockets..........60
Runaway Ralph.............................59
Science for Everyone Binder
Plus Series.................................54
Science Series................................57
Science-Based Reading Binder......10
See ’N’ Solve Visual Calculator.....32
See the U.S.A................................53
See the World...............................53
Sentence Sequencing....................26
Shapes...........................................30
Shakespeare..................................16
Shop 'N Learn..............................41
Shopping Smart.............................42
Sight Word Fun.............................20
Sight Word Stories & Seatwork
Activities...................................20
Similes & Metaphors.....................25
Skill Boosters.................................24
Skill-Based Story Cards: Science....64
Skill-by-Skill Comprehension
Practice......................................9
Skills-Based Reading........................7
Skill-Specific Games........................9
Social Skills Activities.....................43
Social Skills Board Games..............48
Specific Skill Builders.......................7
Specific Skills Series..........................6
Spelling Program...........................24
Spirit™ Listening Center................63
State the Facts..............................53
Step-By-Step Word Problems........33
Stepping Out Curriculum.............42
Steps in Math................................30

Strengthen comprehension and fluency skills! Comprehension Connection
Story Folders pairs science and history-based informational text with
fiction stories on the same topic and introduces students to multiple
text types as called for in the Common Core State Standards. Durable,
laminated folders include two stories each, plus detailed illustrations for
one unique learning experience! Follow-up questions and activities help
build important skills and strategies unique to these two key genres of
reading.

180 Days of Language...................22
180 Days of Math..........................29
180 Days of Reading.....................11
180 Days of Writing...................4, 27
21st Century Life Skills..................43
5 Minutes to Better Reading.........18
5 W’s Fiction & Nonfiction......14, 68
5 W’s Game...................................14
50 Leveled Math Problems...........28
6 Successful Strategies for
Teaching CCSS..........................61

A-D

Adventures of Thin Than, The.......65
Algebra.........................................35
Aligning IEPs to the CCSS.............61
Bank Account Game.....................40
Basic Sight Words Program............20
Basic Skills Puzzles.........................25
Because of Winn Dixie..................59
Beginning Math Series..................30
Beginning Reading........................19
Binder Pockets..............................60
Bridge to Terabithia......................59
Budget Game................................40
Building Writing Skills....................26
Calendars......................................36
Califone Cardmaster.....................62
Castle in The Attic........................59
Cause & Effect Game......................9
Celebrity Readers..........................11
Character Builders........................49
Charlie & the Chocolate Factory..59
Charlotte’s Web............................59
Checkbook Math.........................42
Checks & Balances........................42
Chocolate Fever...........................59
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Grade Level

REM 6296................................... was $22.99................................now $18.99

An Entertaining & Lively Twist to Learning Parts of Speech
Reading Level 2.5-5.5

Go on a Cool Adventure of Extreme Sports & Build Language Skills
This game challenges students’
knowledge of 8 basic parts of speech:
nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions,
and interjections. Players also learn to
recognize proper nouns, verb phrases,
articles, and prepositional phrases.
Each player attempts to cover as many
blocks of four on the board before one
player runs out of markers. Contents
include 64 game cards, 60 transparent
markers, reference sheet, answer key,
instructions, 4 pawns, and a die.
2-4 players or teams.

4-8

Put your detective cap on, it’s time
to solve the language mysteries!
This excellent proofreading game
takes students on a mission to find
mistakes in spelling, word usage,
capitalization, and punctuation. With
an easy-to-follow scoring system
and self-correcting approach, it’s
vital to all language programs!
Includes a gameboard, playing
pieces, score sheets, instructions,
and spinner. 2-6 players.

Interest Level 3-12

Parts of Speech Challenge game

Earth & Space Science...................57
Easy Addition & Subtraction..........31
Easy Fractions................................34
Easy Reading Shakespeare.............16
Easy Sentence Writing...................26
Easy Timed Math Drills..................31
Edmark Functional Words Series....46
Edmark Time Telling Program.......36
Engineer Through The Year...........54

Hands-On Experiments.................54
Hands-On Math...........................35
Hands-On Math Games................29
Health & The Human Body..........56
Heights, The..................................18
Hi/Lo Reading...............................18
High-Interest Mini Mysteries.........15
High-Interest Nonfiction Binders...8
High-Interest Reading...................10

samples
order
online
at www.remedia.com
| fax
Sale itemsPreview
available while
supplies&last.
More sale
items available
at www.Remedia.com/clearance.

Grade Level

High-Interest/Low Readability......11
High-Interest/Low Readability
Classic Literature......................17
History Readers’ Theater...............50
History-Based Reading............11, 50
Holes.............................................59
Homographs & Heteronyms..........25
Hot Dots® Math Flash Cards.........28
How to Eat Fried Worms...............59
Human Body, The.........................56
I Have...Who Has...?
Language Games......................22
I Have...Who Has...?
Math Games.............................32
Idioms & Proverbs.........................25
Illustrated Classics™.......................16
Illustrated Math Dictionary...........29
Improving Reading Fluency
& Comprehension....................19
Increasing Fluency with High
Frequency Word Phrases...........19
Inference Game..............................9
Interactive Learning:
Math Word Problems...............33
Ipad® Jackbox...............................63
Kids Computer Peripheral
Package....................................63
Kids’ Guides To Dilemmas
& Sticky Situations....................48
Kidsrulers.......................................35
Kindness & Respect Posters...........49

L-O

Labeling for Comprehension........12
Language Builder Picture Cards....25
Language Detective Game............64
Language Quickies Binder..............4
Leveled TDQ STEMs......................59
Leveled Texts for Classic Fiction....16

purchase orders to 877-661-9901

P-Q

6+

Pacemaker General Science..........56
Pacemaker Practical Math for
Consumers................................41

Clearance Sale

Nonfiction & Fiction Story Folders

Interest Level

3+

Reading Level 3.0-4.5

Each folder contains two illustrated short stories that have a common
theme like Whales & Dolphins, New York City & Chicago, and Hurricanes
& Tornadoes. Stories are written at a 3.0-4.5 reading level according to
the Flesch-Kincaid Readability Scale. The back of each card features
comprehension questions based on facts, comparing, and conclusions.
Additional bonus activities and a 24-page activity booklet help extend
learning.

Pacemaker Pre-Algebra................35
Pacemaker World History.............52
Paragraphs.....................................27
Parts of Speech Challenge............65
Patterns.........................................30
Percents........................................34
Perceptual & Spatial Concepts......30
Personal Care................................56
Personal Development
for Success................................44
Phonics for Older Students...........21
Phonics Rules!...............................21
Physical Science ...........................55
Picture Directions..........................47
Picture Recognition Bingo..............5
Place Value Activities Set..............34
Place Value Dominoes..................65
Portable CD Listening Center.......63
Positions in Space..........................30
Practical Practice Math.............5, 41
Practical Practice Math Folders.....65
Practical Practice Reading.............45
Practicing for Today’s Tests............58
Primary Thinking Skills....................6
Proofreading.................................24
Quick Word Attack.......................19

R-S

Reading About High-Interest
Jobs...........................................10
Reading Comprehension
& Critical Thinking Skills.............6
Reading Comprehension &
Vocab. Development Series......18
Reading for Detail Game................9
Reading for Details..........................6
Reading for Speed & Content.........8
Reading Rods® Sentence
Building Kit..............................26

Steps to Independent Living.........44
Strategies for Building TDQs..........58
Summarizing....................................6
Super Sentence.............................23
Survival Signs & Symbols................48
Survival Vocabulary.......................48
Switchable Stereo/Mono
Headphone..............................62

T-Y

Tales of a 4th Grade Nothing.........59
Talking Calculator.........................34
Text-Dependent Questions...........59
Think It, Show It Math..................29
Think It, Show It Science...............57
Thoughtful Listening.....................46
Time Timer®..................................60
Timed Math Drills Program...........31
U.S. Government, The..................51
Understanding Instructions...........47
Understanding Paragraphs ..........27
Universe, The................................57
Up With Language Series..............22
USB Headset.................................62
Where in The World?™ Game.......53
Wonder Stories..............................10
Wonders Of Science, The..............56
Wonders Of Space Series...............57
Word Families.......................... 20-21
Word Master.................................23
Word Problems For Nonreaders....33
Words You Need To Know............44
World History Shorts.....................52
Writing About Me.........................49
Writing Assessment & Instruction...61
Writing Basics Series.......................27
Yesterday's Voices..........................50
*New Product

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samples & order online at www.remedia.com
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Please use my email for Customer
Service related issues.

Check all that apply.

Sign me up for Monthly E-Newsletters including
special offers, discounts, tips, news, & more!

								
Cardholder’s Name

Write the letter of your shipping option in the order total column.

*

Please call customer service at 1-800-826-4740 to place your Non-Domestic orders.

Email address:_________________________________________________________________

FREE GIFT - See page 3 for additional instructions and
options for redeeming your free gift. Please include the
code found in the yellow box on the back cover to redeem
your free gift. One gift per order, per customer. Offer ends
12/31/2016.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE - Place your order with
confidence! If you're not 100% satisfied with a product,
we'll gladly replace any item* without charge, or refund
your money, whichever you prefer (except postage &
handling). If a return becomes necessary, call our tollfree phone number to request a Return Merchandise
Authorization number. *Excludes clearance items and
textbooks (PAC & AGS Item Numbers).
(For UPS, call for pricing.)

F

Canada
via Priority Mail International

3-5 Business Days

$20.00

25%

								
Expiration Date		
3-Digit Code (4 digits on front of AMEX)

Discover
Mastercard
Visa

								
Card Number

TOTAL

Thank You!

20%
$10.00
3 Business Days

UPS 2-Day Air
D

E

UPS 3-Day Air
C

Check Enclosed for $ ______________

American Express

UPS Ground
B

authorized signature and PO#. Please note that POs are now
accepted online; authorized name and PO# also required.

Bill My School Purchase Orders that are mailed or faxed, MUST include an

Alaska, Hawaii, & Puerto Rico
via USPS (For UPS, call for pricing.)

33%
$10.00 + 33%
2 Business Days

Shipping & Handling
25%
$10.00 + 25%
3 Business Days

Shipping Option
(Choose letter A-F)
20%
$10.00

$8.00
10-14 Business Days
U.S. Post Office
A

Domestic (48 contiguous states) - Please allow 1-2 business days for processing.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Delivery Time
Delivery Method
Option*

(
)						
Area Code/Phone Number

							
City
State
Zip

							
School/Facility Address

							
School/Facility

							
Name/Title

(
)						
Area Code/Phone Number

15%

Orders
Over $79.99
Orders
Under $79.99

Shipping & Handling

FREE GIFT from Remedia
							
City
State
Zip

							
School/Facility Address

5 Business Days

AZ residents, add
8.95% sales tax

Coupon Discount

Merchandise Total

FREE
FREE
1

AMOUNT
QTY UNIT PRICE
PRODUCT TITLE

Prices guaranteed thru 12-31-16
Order Form
							
School/Facility

Coupon Code:
FREE GIFT Write the code found in
the yellow box on the back cover here.
							
Name/Title

All online orders of $100 or more
receive free shipping!

1-800-826-4740

to Remedia Publications
7900 E. Greenway Rd., Ste. 110
Scottsdale, AZ 85260-1696

Monday-Friday
7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (MST)

www.Remedia.com
1-877-661-9901

Fax orders 24 hours a day!

ONLINE
FAX
PHONE
MAIL

ITEM #

Ship To:
Can’t fit everything you want on the order form? Make copies!

Clearance Sale

Bill To:
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Practical Practice Math Folders

Comprehensive Life Skills Math Program

Consu

mer M

ath

20 Full-Color Folders:
• 20 Different Folders
• 5 Everyday Math Categories
• 4-Pg. Glossy Folders
(8½"x11" each)

144 Binder-Ready Pages:
• 80 Word Problem Pages
• 20 Comprehension
Question Pages
• 22 “Learning Tools”
Helper Pages
• Teaching Suggestions
& Answer Keys
20 full-color
folders
BINDER-READY
ACTIVITIES

Interest Level 4-12
CCSS level MAth 3-6

Are your students bored with math? Not motivated to succeed? Jumpstart
their interest with this award-winning math program! Students will be
compelled to master the math skills that are essential to everyday life.
This real-life program features sturdy, glossy folders that are divided into
5 everyday math categories. Each category includes 4 unique folders.
With the help of realistic information and photos, each folder tells a
math “story.” Facts from the folders are used to complete comprehension
questions that familiarize students with the folders and word problems that
progress in difficulty throughout each category.
REM 1096A

Covers 42 Math Skills Including:
• Multi-digit addition, subtraction,
multiplication, & division
• Money, time, measurement
• Percents, decimals, fractions
When students have successfully completed this program, they’ll be able to
confidently order from a menu, figure the total of a bill (including tip and
tax), plan a household budget or a trip, and much more!

20 folders, 144 activity PAGES, & storage box......................................................was $59.99......................................... now $49.99

Skill-Based Story Cards: Science
Improve Reading Skills with These 45 high-Interest Topics

Place Value dominoes

Hands-On Practice with Ones to Thousands Place

Grade Level

2+

Turn students into place value wizards with these color-coded dominoes!
Set of 48 durable dominoes can be played at three levels of difficulty
depending on the ability level of the students. Dominoes feature 2 to 5-digit
numbers covering ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands places. Instruction
booklet included. 2-4 players.
REM 1252A................................. was $12.99..................................now $9.99

The Adventures of Thin Than

This Thin Man Will Motivate Beginning & Struggling Readers
Reading Level 0.1-1.7

Interest Level 3-12

Reading Level

3-4

This dynamic series features captivating, full-color illustrations that
spark student interest and offer clues to the story’s content. Under each
illustration is a short, nonfiction reading passage. Skill-based questions
featured on the back of each card target specific comprehension skills like
facts, sequence, cause and effect, comparison, vocabulary, locating the
answer, conclusion, and inference. Ideal for both large and small groups or
as a center activity, these versatile sets store easily in a durable storage box.
Cards measure 81/2"x11". 45 cards.
REM 1072A................................. was $49.99................................now $39.99

Our collection of 12 high-interest, low
readability stories will capture student
interest and help build comprehension
skills. Thin Than, the thin man, is a
non-threatening stick figure who takes
students on adventures like traveling
to Japan, playing different sports, and
heading off to school. The included
Resource CD features over 100 activity
pages that cover skills like context clues,
alphabetizing, rhyming, sentence writing,
and much more. Great for ESL!
REM 780Y................................... was $19.99..................................now $9.99

To order, call 1-800-826-4740 | Preview samplesWhile
& order
suppliesonline
last. Moreat
salewww.remedia.com
items available at www.Remedia.com/clearance.
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